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LIFE-TIME GUARANTEE
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passenger service; 7 months commercial service. Not one ounce
of Cheap Shoddy Rubber used in wearing parts.
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SOLICITORS-AN UNUSU AL OPPORTUNIF ull outfit furn ished free to live-wire
ty.
solicitor_s for TNT Maga zi ne subscriptions.
TNT Magazine, Mus ca t ine, Iowa.

FOR SALE

A lso American Day Dream Fawn color Pekinese
black. Viola
Pomeranian Lap Dogs,
a nd
Smith, Box 98, 710 South Bluff Road, Clinton,
I owa, or Phone 986.

SPECIAL OFFER-J 5 FINE POST CA R.DS
and 5 Envelopes, all fo r 10 cents , prepaid. Durin g July, 1930, on ly. Addr ess Economy Sales
Co., Man chester, Iowa .

MISCELLANEOUS

FOR S AL E -NEW ZEAL AND RED AND
White, Ch inchilla, S ilver Martons and Cha m pagne DeArgente R abbits, Regis ter ed Conrad's Sup er Qualit y Strain. · Also Pekingese
Dogs ( Champ ion and I mported ) , dark r ed color,
Lo-H i-Chi St rain. Breedin g Matron s and Pups.

KEEP YOUR RADIO WORKING PROPERLY.
" Hoff's Radio Trouble Finder" explains in
simple language 103 radio ailments. Let it
help you improve radio reception, and save
you m an y repai r bills. Circular free. Sent
prepaid for only 50 cents . May save you many
dollars. Order copy today. Address, Economy
Sales Co., Dept. T, Manchester, Iowa.
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MEDICAL
CANCER FACTS. WE WOULD LIKE TO
hear from anyone suffering from cancer. We
can furnish references from cured patients who
are now enjoying health. No operation or
radium used. Send for information. BAKER
INSTITUTE, Muscatine, Iowa.

VARI COSE VEINS ·cURED OR NO PAY.
Come to our Institute and be cured without
operation or pain. Thousands of patients have
been cured. Free Booklet. TANGLEY INSTITUTE, Muscatine, Iowa.

Here's freedom to them that would
read?
Here's freedom to them that would
write!
There's none ever feared
That the truth should be heard
Save them that the truth would indict.
--Robert Burns
Published Monthly by
NORMAN BAKER, at Muscatine, Iowa
NORMAN BAKER, Editor
MURRAY E. KING, Associate Editor
Subscription rates: $2.00 a year in the
United States and possessions; six months,
$1.00; a single copy, 20 cents; $2.50 in
Canada; $3.00 in foreign countries. Subscriptions payable in advance and will be
received by all newsdealers and booksellers, or may be sent direct to the publisher. Unless otherwise requested, subscriptions will begin with the current
issue. Make all remittances payable to
the publisher. Both old and new addresses
must always be given when renewing subscription or changing address.
Entered as Second Class Matter April 22,
1929, at the Post Office at Muscatine, Iowa,
under the act of March 3, 1879.
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NOTICE!
Excellent opportunity for Musicians, Singers, and all kinds
of talent suitable for Radio programs. Also Musicians for
Orchestras, (those who can double preferred), Harpists, Celloists,
Violinists, Monologists, Accordian Players, etc. Only tho!e of
high morals antl character need apply. Permane-nt positions.

We endeavor to maintain a policy
of truth and integrity in all advertising appearing in TNT Magazine. We accept no advei tising
that investigation p roves to be of
a 'fraudulent or objectionable nature, and as an aid in maintaining
this high standard we ask our
readers to immediately notify WI
of any attempt on the part of advertisers to defraud or take andue
advantage ._in any way, We will
greatly ·appreciaw ~ i , e o ~ o n
in th.is respect>.

RADIO STATION KTNT

TNT Magazine

TALENT FOR RADIO STATION

Muscatine, Iowa
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Pure- Linseed Oil and other ingredients. Remember that Linseed
Oil is the life of all Paint. That is the reason why we have always been sure that only the purest of Linseed Oil is used in
grinding out Paint. Gallon weighs about nineteen pounds.
Send for our color card-12 colors. We suggest Cream, Ivory
Tan, Buff, Light Gray, Lead, Maroon or Chocolate Brown. Ca~
furnish many other colors.
No. 347Tl50 Gal. Bbl., prepaid, per gallon ..............................................$2.05
5 Gal. prepaid, per Gallon ........................................................$2.20
1 Gal., weight 19 pounds, per gallon ...................................... $2.27
! Gal., weight 10 pounds, per Gallon ....................................$1.25
One Gallon Covers 300·350 Square Feet, 2 Coats

~!1:i~av~i~i?d~

$1

20

Especially prepared for use on barns, cribs, silos mills
fences, roofs, elevators, out•buildings; in fact ev~rything
'
that is exposed to the weather.
We have made this paint especially heavy in body so that
you may add at least a quart of Linseed Oil to every gallon not only reducing your painting cost, but insuring ad·
ditional life to the paint.
No. 347Tl2-Light or
No. 347Tll-Red or
Dark GrayBrown
5 Gal., per gal. ......$1.80
5 Gal., per gal. ...... $1.20
25 Gal., per gal. ...... $1. 74
25 Gal., per gal. ......$1.11
50 Gal., per gal. ...... $1.69
50 Gal., per gal. ...... $1.00
One Gallon Covers 200·250 Square Feet, 2 Coats

Universal Varnish

This Varnish is strictly guaranteed for either outside or inside use. Compounded of excellent ingi:edients. Don't pay
more. Use it for all purposes.
No. 347T1 Gal., weight 19 lbs . ......................................................$2.SS
! Gal., weight 10 lbs . ...................................................... $1.33
1 Quart, weight 6 lbs .....................................................$ • 70
1 Pint, weight 3 lbs .......................................................$ .40
One Gallon Covers 600 Square Feet, 1 Coat

Enamel

. d~ 1o~ul
l
opu ar price r'r!,\\:meT'Tor generali iifenor use. Has good
covering qualities, works easy under the brush and dries
with a good gloss, making an ideal finish for kitchen walls
and all woodwork. Surface is not impaired in any way by
repeated washing. Colors-Ivory, Pink, Sky Blue Apple
'
Green. Write for color card, giving all colors.
No. 347T61 Gal., weght 19 lbs ......................................................... $2.44
! Gal., weight, 10 lbs .......................................................$1.32
1 Qt., weight 6 lhs ............................................................. $ • 70
1 Pt., weight 3 lbs ........................................................ ~.... $ .45

.p

Porch and Floor Paint

It not only wil1 stand hard usage, but can be repeatedly
scrubbed and cleaned with no loss of the exceptionally fine
finish. Made to wear on the porch flooor as well as the
floor on the inside, and will stand the most severe weather
conditions.
No. 347T3-Colors: Tan, Brown, Maroon, Gray.
1 Qt., weight 6 lbs ........................................................... $ .60
! Gal., weight 10 lbs . ......................................................$1.07
1 Gal., weight 19 lbs . ..................................................... .$2.00
3 Gal., weight 57 lbs., per gal. ...................................... $1.97
One Gallon Covers 500•600 Square ·Feet, 1 Coat

HOW TO FIGURE AMOUNT OF PAINT
Take the complete distance around your building and multiply this by the height, adding two or more feet as is neces•
sary for the cornice; then divide the result by 300 and the
answer will be the number of gallons necessary to paint the
surface two coats. If but one coat is to be used only
figure 500 feet to the gallon for the average surface. One
ga!lon of trimming color, as a rule, for each :five gallons of
·
pamt. Send for Color Card.

FLOOR VARNISHES
An unusually hard, durable and smooth spread Floor Varnish that will give wonderful service.
.
No. 347T171 Quart, weight 4 lbs. .................................................. $ .67
! .Gal, weight 7 lbs . ........................................................$1.25
1 Gal., weight 11 lbs. ....................................................$2.40
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Norman Ba ker 's Pa ge
News paper Loya lty

Y wish is that something will hasten the day

when the people will start to think for themselves, instead of letting the other fellow
do all the thinkin g for them. We all agree
upon the power exerted by the press, but very
-=== , few of us ever give serious thought to the
subject. By neglecti ng to think seriously
the people place themselves in line for the bullets of
propaga nda which are more deadly than the lead bullets
of the battle fields.
Every live community has a newspaper. Those communitie s are fortuna te that are served by newspa pers
which are fearless, courageous and indepen dent enough
to give the public an even break. I can find no more
forcible illustrat ion of the unfair editoria ls of local
newspapers than by referrin g to some of the Lee Syndicate Papers which include publications at Davenp ort,
Ottumwa, Muscatine, and Mason City, Iowa, Kewanee,
Illinois, LaCrosse and Madison, Wisconsin, Hannib al,
Missouri, many if not all of which are dominated by Mr.
Adler of the Davenp ort Times and the Davenp ort Democrat.
In order to uphold their reputati on, it behooves the
Jewish folks to reprima nd Mr. Adler for the tactics he
uses, which are well known to all of them.
As an example of what some will do when they secure
a monoply upon the press of a city, we call attentio n to
Mr. Adler's activities in Davenp ort, Iowa, where the
business men fully realize what newspa per monoply
means. We are informe d that a business man in Davenport, or ·anyone else who wishes to advertise in either
of the Davenp ort p~pers, must put his ad in both papers
and pay a combination rate, which is in the neighborhood
of $1.16 per inch. That is decidedly unfair and it is
surprisi ng that the mercha nts of Davenp ort have not
organized a mercha nt's association composed only of
mercha nts and have demanded the privilege of advertising in either one or both papers. If unsuccessful in
this demand, they would profit by starting their own
weekly "shopp ing news" which would soon bring the
newspapers to their knees.
A newspaper must first have subscribers in order to
se1l advertising. As a rule after a newspa per gets a
large number of subscribers it forgets to deal out justice an<l fair play, but does all it's catering to the business elements never realizing that if its suscribers
should "right about face" and demand fairness in the
editorial columns of the paper they, too, could bring the
newspa per to its knees. Unfortu nately the public is
not organized. Some wise heads have said it is impossib Ie to organize the public. No doubt there is
some truth in this because anyone attempt ing to organize the public would not receive adequat e mention from
the newspapers, but would receive the usual brick-bats
directed by the newspapers against all movements to
further the best interest s of the public.
To better illustrat e this I call attentio n to the Muscatine Journal of Muscatine, Iowa, which is a member of
the Lee Syndica te of newspapers. It has been published in Musca.tine for nearly 90 years, they claim.
Recently in a controversy with Radio Station KTNT
the Journal management stated that they would endPavor to show how they had always worked for the
city of Muscatine and the community. At this writing ,
they have mentioned only two useful things they have

stood for-sch ools and good roads. Even a school child
would be for these. They neglected to mention that they
were against their own subscribers and the people of
Muscatine in the street car fight. They fought for a
10 cent rate while the public was fighting for a
5 cent rate. The fight ended in a 7 cent rate, revertin g
to 10 cents after one year. In that case, the Muscatine
Journal stood on the side of the public utilities against
the people's best interests. Their pet, the public utilities, were again favored when the Journal took its stand
against a reductio n in electric light rates. At that time
the people were paying about 12 ½ cents for electricity
and a bond issue was voted to build a municipal light
plant. The Muscatine Journal worked feverishly to
defeat its passage. But today Muscatine has its municipal light plant and its resident s cook and light their
homes with electricity, at 2 ½ cents, saving themselves
10 cents on each kilowatt. When the city was on the
verge of obtainin g gas at $1.00 the Journal fought feverishly again for the public utilities with the result that
the public was defeated and forced to pay $1.94 for gas.
The Journal was very active in trying to give away land
belonging to the city to the railroad companies; but did
not succeed, however. This land has now been converted
into a beautifu l park, which might well be the pride of
any city.
DOES YOUR LOCAL PAPER STAND FOR THE
PUBLI C UTILIT IES AND THE TRUSTS, OR DOES
IT STAND FOR THE COMMON FOLKSY
That is the real test of commu nity loyalty.
If your local paper is loyal to the community, you
should write the editor a letter of praise. If he is for
the public utility corporations, write him a letter of
condemnation. Subscribers can do much to preserv e
their rights and hold local papers in line by voicing their
opinions in the local paper whenever possible. Communications from readers have a powerfu l influence.
A newspaper, to serve the community properl y should
be loyal to the community because the subscribers are
the greatest asset of any newspaper. Withou t an adequate number of subscribers no newspa per can thrive
.because it cannot command high advertis ing rates. As
valuable and importa nt as the subscribers are to the
local paper, newspapers often fail to realize it, but, instead, rule their readers through fear to such an extent
that the community is usually afraid to stand up for
its rights and for measures of self-bet terment against
great public utility corporations. As long as the people
remain in that mental attitude , just so long will they
be dominated by disloyal newspapers and their best interests sacrificed.
There are many who realize this usual local newspa per
condition and pray for release, and would welcome a new
indepen dent newspaper, but who, if a new newspaper
were started would be stamped ed back to the support of
the old paper and ma.de to forget its disloyalty by a
little flattery , trickery or deception, instead of joining
with full force the ranks of
_;)-? ~~
the new paper and using it as
a weapon to crucify those who ~
~
.-have crucifie d the public.

~u:7
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?-{ews As We See It
New Light on World War Guilt
New light has been shed on
"war guilt" in connection with
responsibility for the World
War. On the theory of the sole
and unquestionab le guilt of
Germany the Allied powers
stripped Germany of all of its
colonies; took away the rich coal
and iron provinces of Alsace,
Lorraine and Silesia; seized the
Saar Basin; run a Polish corridor right through eastern Germany cutting Germany into two
separated parts; seized most of
Germany's ships and railroad
rolling stock and livestock and
imposed a v;-ar fine of 62 billion
dollars which will keep the majority of the German people in
intolerable poverty and debtslavery for at least two generations.
In 1918 the truth that Germ·any was not the only nation
stained with -"war guilt" began
to leak out and has been leaking out ever since. First, the
Soviet government published
secret documents of the former
government of the Czar, showing
an agreement among the
Allies prior to the war as to how
the possessions of Germany and
its allies were to be divided up.
Later the secret documents of
the Belgian government captured by the Germans when the
latter held Belgium, were published. They showed that lon,g
before the war a secret military
alliance existed between France
and Czarist Russia, not only
against Germany, BUT FOR
THE ULTIMATE PURPOSE OF
MAKING WAR ON GERMANY
AND CRUSHING GERMANY.
The documents showed that this
secret military alliance existed
with the full knowledge and consent of England and THAT
ENGLAND WAS TO ENTER
THE P R O P O S E D WAR
AGAINST GERMANY IN CASE

THE NEUTRALIT Y OF BEL- of their own countries in poverty
GIUM WERE VIOLA TED.
and bondage and conquering,
Now comes the final link in murdering, robbing and oppresthe chain showing the mutual sing weaker nations.
war guilt of BOTH SIDES in the .
Organized, systematic and
World War.
scientific LYING was employed
A London news dispatch by governments to a greater exdated April 29, 1930, tells of the tent in the World War than in
publication of Volume Six of any other war in the entire his"British War Documents on the tory of the world.
This was so
Origin of the War." This Britbecause there was more enlightish-published book is crammed
ened and civilized opposition to
with amazing revelations which
war than there ever had been
belie Britain's claim that it was
forced into the war because of before in the history of the
the German violation of Belgian world. For the first time the
neutrality. It shows that seven REASON, the CONSCIENCE,
years before the outbreak of the the HUMANITY and the SPIRWorld War IT WAS UNDER- ITUALITY of MAN arose in efSTOOD BY FRANCE, RUSSIA fective opposition tQ WAR.
AND GREAT BRITAIN THAT These for the first time WERE
ENGLAND WAS TO HA VE STRONG ENOUGH TO STOP
300,000 MEN READY TO IN- WAR UNLESS THEY WERE
V ADE BELGIUM AND VIO- FIRST STOPPED.
_ That is why in every country
LATE ITS NEUTRALIT Y IN
CASE OF WAR WITH GER- -in · America as well as in
MANY. Clemenceau in urging Europe-TRU TH h a d t o b e
the violation of Belgian neutral- smothered under LIES, REAity is reported in this British SON had to be strangled, CONdocument to have said :"Gener- SCIENCE had to be crucified ;
als at the fron,t in war time have every kindly feeling of HUno time to think of such small MANITY throttled by LIES,
matters as neutrality and inter- SPIES, MOBS, PRISONS and
national engagements. "
MURDER in order to carry on
The Kaiser said in effect e~- the war.
actly the same thing seven years
Poison gas, the infernal rain
later when confronted with the of death bombs dropped from
question of Belgium's neutrality. the skies, the hellish trenches,
He said: "What is a scrap of the murder of twenty million hupaper?"
man beings; the wasting of 200
The purpose of bringing up billions in wealth-were not the
these facts of history is to con- major crimes of the World War
vey some idea of the extent -THE SUPREME CRIME OF
to which governments resort to THE WORLD WAR WAS ITS
black and murderous lies to de- WHOLESALE DECEPTION OF
ceive the people and cloak the TH E PEOPLE A N D I T S
unspeakable crimes of war and WORLD~WIDE CRUCIFIXION
the robbery a11d enslavement of OF THE SOUL OF MAN. It
nations. Practically all the left the world to this day moralgovernments that entered the ly and spir_itually stultified and
World War were EQUALLY groveling.
GUILTY. They are all cruel
Because man's higher nature
and savage governments of the IS unfolding and the human and
rich engaged in, holding the poor spiritual forces THAT CANNOT
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TOLERATE WAR are increasing, war in the future will be
increasingly A SYSTEM OF
LIES AND TREASONS
AGAINST THE HUMAN SOUL.
The testing time of humanity is

Page 7

very near. In the threatened
failure of the London · Conference and the re-arming of the

the rising REASON arid SPIRIT
of Man stop it, or be stopped ~.V
it? . Will this SUPREME TEST

world looms the shadow of
ANOTHER WORLD WAR. Will

demonstrate that- we are gods;
or brutes 1

Why Not ci Referendum on Prohibition?
The element of danger in the feels that it is in the minority.
present prohibition situation is This feeling accounts for the
the almost universal disrespect widespread disrespect for the
for the prohibition law. The prohibition law. But such a Ia w
vast majority of persons who is in no danger from such a facstill drink-and the number is tion as long as that faction is
legion-seem to have no regrets convinced that 1t is the minority.
whatever over the fact th~t they THE CONDITION CHANGES
are breaking a United States CONSIDERABLY, HOWEVER,
DANGEROUS
-.
law. This feeling is shared by AND BECOMES
men and women, young stu- WHEN SUCH A FACTION BEdents, the high and the low, GINS TO FEEL THAT IT IS NO
rich and poor, citizens and offi- LONGER A MINORITY, BUT
cials of the government, law- A MAJORITY, AND .IS BEING
makers, law enforcers and pro- PREVENTED 'FROM EXPRESSfessional lawbreakers. Never ING 'ITS WILL BY A MINORin the history of this country has ITY. THAT IS JUST WHAT
there has been s u ch -disre- IS HAPPENING NOW IN THE
gard and disrespect for a law UNITED STATES.
those who be}ie_ve that condias millions have for this I.iw.
There must be fundamenta, tions have changed and that
anti-pro}:libition ~entiment i s
reasons for this condition. What
now in the majority, point to the
are they? For one thing the
generally recognized fact that
prohibition law in its very na- most .of the cities, particularly
ture is an attempt by the major- the larger _c ities, have shown ·
ity of the people to impose themselv_es to be anti-prohibiideas of a personal habit on !t tion· whenever there has been a
minority. Providing th e makers vote on that issµe. Industrial
and upholders of such a la,,v states have already revealed a
are an actual majority we have perponderance of anti-prohibithis condition: the minority do tion sentiment. Many local
not regard alcoholic drinking in polls conducted by newspapers
the same light as the majority. in almost every section of the
Many people do not ·consider it country have revealed perpona crime or wrong in itself. The:r derant anti-prohibition sentibitterly resent what they eon- ment. Lastly, in th e recent
. t er.f~erence 1n
•
,'5Iu(~r 1mpu d en t 1n
Literary Digest nation-wide poll
their private affairs by a strong-- in which nearly 5,000,000 voted
er faction. THEY FEEL THAT only 31 per cent were for the
THE LAW HAS NO MORAL present prohibition law, while
OR SOCIAL JUSTIFICATION, 69 per cent, or more than twoTHEREFORE, IS NOT EN- thirds, voted for repeal or modiTITLED TO ALLEGIANCE OR fication.
RESPECT, AND IS MERELY
In view of this situation, the
A N EXPRESSION OF SU- only sensible and safe thlng to
PERIOR F O R CE T O B E
do is to determine .what th~ peoEVADED WHENEVER POSple want by taking either a naSIBLE.
This is the feeling of the fac- tional referendum, if that is letion under prohibition which gal or can be made legal easily,
does not accept prohibition, but or referendums in the various
'

• ,J

•

states. .A fter ·this is d o n e
ENACT THE WILL OF THE
PEOPLE INTO LAW. If prohibition wins in such a re'fere:riduni its cause will be strengthened. Respect for the prohibition law will be vastly enbanced.
Millions who are now deter.:.
mined to resist prohibition to the
bitter end will be convinced ·and
will fall in line. PROHIBITION
WITH SUCH POPULAR INDORSEMENT WILL BE RECOGNIZED AS A REAL LAW
BY MANY WHO ARE FIGHTING IT No·w . . IT WILL GET
THE ONLY C H A N C E POSSIBLE TO · PROVE ITS EFFICACY.
On the other hand, if the antiprohibition forces win · such a
referendum, the only thing to
do would be to repeal the prohibition law and then the way·
would be clear to enact new
laws designed to promote so ..
briety and temperance. · In our
humble view, the saloon and
private traffic in intoxicating
drinlcs will never be restored in
the United States if the people
as a whole get a fair and square
opportunity to express themselves on this important question
at the ballot box.
In view of this situation, those
who are opposing a national
referendum, or state ref erendums, _oij_ prohibition _a re making
a dang~rous mistake. T H E
WIDESPREAD BELIEF THAT
PROHIBITION N·O W HAS
ONLY A, MINORITY . BEHIND
IT WILL LEAO TO INCREASING LA~LESSNESS, V I 0LENCE A.ND CRIME UNLESS
WAY IS CLEARED
FOR A.
THE
.
.
VOTE ON THIS QUESTION.
No American question should
ever be closed permanently
against the vote of the people.
Those who try to so close any
•

1

'

•

'

•

,.
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question are fundame ntally untrue to every America n principle. They are the greatest
promote rs of lawlessn ess, anarchy a nd violence in our country today. All great America n
question s on which there is
widespr ead differenc e should be

submitte d periodic ally to the
referend um vote of the American people. Althoug h such
popular decision s may not neeessarily be right at first, they
will be respecte d, and they will
engende r increasi ng respect for

TNT JULy 1930

law. In the long run this process will lead to right decisions
and to an instinctively law-abiding-peop le. After all, the only
way to real civilizat ion is
through free democra tic experience.

The Rea l Rem edy for Une mpl oym ent
The serious unemplo yment
situation in the United States
and the world continue s without
any signs of immedia te relief.
It is estimate d that fully 30 million men, represen ting 150 million people, are out of work
among the white civilized nations. Presiden t Green of the
America n Federati on of Labor
has just issued a report showing
that unemplo yment has not declined since last January . The
report shows that 20 per cent
of all the organize d workers of
this country were out of work
in May. If 20 per cent of all
industrial wage earners were out
of work in May, that means that
about 6,000,00 0 were out of
work. That would mean that
a fifth of all the unemplo yed
throughout the civilized world
were in the United States.
Presiden t Green attribute s
this a pp ailing amount of unemploym ent to the introduc tion
of labor-di splacing machine ry.
Here are some example s he gives
to illustrat e how machine ry is
displaci ng men:
"In 1918, it took one man a whole
day to make 40 electric light bu lbs.
The next year came a machine that
made 73.000 bulbs in 24 hours, more
than 24,000 for each eight-hour
shift. Each of these machines
threw 992 men out of work.
"In the boot and shoe industry,
100 machines take the place of
25,000 men. In the manufactu re
of razor blades, one man can now
turn out 32,000 blades in the same
time needed to make 500 in 1913."

Never in the history of the
world was there such rapid introducti on of labor-sa ving machinery as during and since the
World War. A GIGANTIC
REVOLUTION IS IN PROCESS
WHOSE CHIEF RESULT IS
THE PRODUCTION OF MORE
•

AND MORE WEALTH EACH
YEAR WITH FEWER AND
FEWER WORKERS.
'Not until since the World War
have the great basic industrie s
of America such as the railroads, the more moderni zed factories and the public utilities
been operated with fewer and
fewer men each year, although
their output increase s by leaps
and bounds. This is a NEW
CONDITION presagin ~ increasing unemplo yment through out
the civilized world unless a remedy is found.
To illustrat e how output is increasing enormou sly while the
number of industria l workers
are actually decreasi ng, Mr.
Green furnishe s the followin g
figures: From 1899 to 1909
the manufac turing output increased 59 per cent, while the
number of workers in the manufacturin g industry increase d
only 40 per cent. From 1909 to
1919 output increase d 35 per
cent and jobs 38 per cent. But
from 1919 to 1929, however ,
outnut increased 42 per cent
while the number produdn ~ this
output actually decrease d 7 ner
cent. Jn 1929 585.000 FEWER
WORKERS WERE PRODUCING 42 PER CENT MORE
GOODS!
We are now passing from
power-d riven machine ry tended
by men to AUTOMATIC, SELFTENDING MACH INER Y
WHEREIN VERY FEW MEN
ARE NEEDED.
What are we going to do
about it? Mr. Green says shorten the working day and pay
higher wages. IF THESE TWO
THINGS ARE DONE ACTUALLY TO THE EXTENT THAT
THE SITUATION DEMANDS

THEY WILL PROVE EFFECTIVE AND THEY WILL ACTUALLY REMEDY THE PRESENT UNEMPLOYMENT SITUATION.
To say that labor-di splacing
machine ry is the sole cause of
the present chronic and increasing unemplo yment conditio n
through out the world, is to
present only one side of the
truth. Another factor COMBINED with increase of labordisplaci ng machine ry has produced the present unemplo yment conditio n.THAT FACTOR
IS THE F AILUFE OF THE
PURCHASING POWER OF
THE PEOPLE TO INCREASE
AS FAST AS PRODUCTION.
Wage earners and farmers
constitu te more than threefourths o f th e populati on
through out the civilized world.
The income of these two classes
constitu tes the bulk of the
world's purchas ing power. If
the income of the farmers and
wage earners, measure d by
prices, is low, the people have a
low purchas ing power. Only a
limited amount of goods can be
produce d because only a limited
amount can be bought by the
people. PRODUCTION CANNOT STAY ABOVE THE PURCHA~ING POWER OF THE
PEOPLE. During the post-wa r
period in America wages advanced consider ably, but the
cost of living also advance d, th us
· neutrali zing much of this advance in wages, so that the relative purchas ing power of the
wage earners did not increase
greatly. On the other hand the
income of the farmers declined
tremend ously, largely nullifythe relative advance in wages.
IN THE MEANTIME THE CA-
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PACITY OF INDUSTRY TO
PRODUCE MOR E THA N
DOU BLED -IT ADVA NCED
FAR BEYOND THE CAPACITY OF THE PEOPLE TO BUY
THE PRODUCTS OF INDUSTRY.
High produ ction faced low
consu mptio n. What was the re-

sult? Facto ries with impro ved
machi nery had to curtai l their
outpu ts to points far below their
capac ities to produ ce. In fact,
gover nment figure s indica te
that on the whole Amer ican industry is not produ cing more
than half of what it could if it
had a full marke t for its goods.
SUCH CURTAILMENT ME.A NT
THAT MILLlONS OF MEN
HAD TO BE DISCHARGED
FROM INDUSTRY.
Now let's imagi ne an oppos ite

situati on. What would happe n
if the incom e of the Amer ican
farme rs and wage earne rs were
sudde nly doubl ed? Every body
would have twice as much
money to spend . They would
buy more and better food, more
and better clothe s, build more
and better homes , take more
and better pleasu res and spend
more to impro ve their minds .
IN FACT THE Y WOULD
SPEND TWICE AS MUCH AS
THEY NOW SPEND, TWICE
AS MUCH GOODS AND SERVICES WOULD BE NEEDED
TO SUPPLY THEIR WAN TS,
AND MILLIONS MORE O·F
M,EN AND W·OMEN WOULD
BE NEEDED IN INDUSTRY TO
SUPPLY THIS ENLARGED
OUTPUT.

There

is

no

Page
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questi on

about it, bigger incom es for
the peopl e will solve the
presen t unemp loyme nt condition becau se it will create
such a deman d for goods
that it will keep all the people busy produ cing them.

NO MAT TER WHA T
CHANGES MAY BE NECESSARY TO GET THIS BIGGER
INCOME FOR ALL WHO DO
USEFUL WOR K-NO MATTER IF WE H A VE T 0
CHANGE FROM THE PRESENT SYSTEM TO A MORE
CO-OPERATIVE AND DEMOC R A T I C SYSTEM - T HE
CHANGE EVENTUALLY WILL
HAVE TO COME.

The Truth Ab ou t Political Monopoly
The finish ing touche s are
being put on a system of complete politic al monop ly in America and nine Amer ican voters
out of ten know nothin g about it.
One by one the 48 states are
passin g or amend ing laws which
make it practi cably impos sible
for a voter to exerci se his citizensh ip excep t throug h the Republic an or the Demo cratic party. The organ izatio n of any
politic al party squar ely oppos ed
to the rule of organ ized wealt h
or big busine ss is rapidl y becom ing impos sible.

This movem ent is illustr ated
by recen t Ohio electio n laws.
Not only do these recen t laws as
interp reted by the Attorn ey
Gener al of Ohio practi cally bar
labor legisla tion, but they make
the forma tion of a politic al
party repres enting the people
as oppos ed to the rule of big
busine ss practi cally impossible.
Befor e a new peopl e's party can
be organ ized in Ohio 15 per
cent of the signat ures of all the
people who voted in the last
electio n must be obtai ned-a total at presen t of 390,000 signatures- of bona fide voters .
Since a new politic al party

must start small before it can
exist at all, and since it must be
in the field and partic ipate in
politic s some time before it can
comm and anywh ere near 15 per
cent of the vote, new politic al
partie s are practi cally barred in
Ohio. The citizen s are plainl y
told that they will have to be
Repub licans or Demo crats or
lose their politic al rights . It is
the same as if the medic al trust
·w ere to establ ish a condit ion
where in no one could be born
until he was ten years old. It is

a law design ed effect ively to
stop all politic al progre ss and
all new ideas becau se it stops
the organ ized politic al educa tion of the peopl e and the political experi ence of new political group s neces sary in the
startin g a new party.
This would not be so, bad if
it were not for the effecti ve control of both the Repub lican and
the Demo cratic partie s by organize d wealth , makin g it practically im,os sible to foster an
organ ized popul ar movem ent
within either one of these parties long enoug h to contro l
either party. These partie s are
both financ ed and controIJ.ed by

the great corpo ration intere sts·
'
there is no funda menta l difference betwe en them; THEIR
STAN D ON THE FUNDAMENTAL AND BEDROCK ISSUE IS
THE SAME. THAT ISSUE IS:
SHALL THE GOVERNMENT
CONTROL THE BIG BASIC INTERESTS IN THE INTEREST
OF AtL THE PEOPLE OR
SHALL THE BIG BASIC BUSINESS INTERESTS CONTROL
GOVERNMENT FOR THEIR
OWN PRIVATE PROFIT AND
POWE R?
This issue in this form is
frankl y and square ly recogn ized
in the big financ ial dailies as the
param ount issue. Amon g the
great corpo ration s and trusts it
takes the form of a masse d attack on the princi ple of public
owner ship. As we have al~
ready pointe d out in TNT in our
series , "MAK INd AMERICA
SAFE FOR MONOPOLY," the
Feder al Trade invest igatio n dis·closed the factth at the princi pal
politic al and propa ganda expen_diture s of the big busine ss inter.,.
ests led by the public utility corporati ons is for the purpo se of
fighti ng public owner ship and
eradic ating the idea . of public
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ownership from America. THEY
FEAR PUBLIC OWNERSHIP
ABOVE ALL THINGS B ECAUSE IT IS THE FINAL AND
DRASTIC REMEDY T HAT
W OU L D ELIMINATE PRIVATE MONOPOLY FROM
OUR NATIONAL LIFE. If
they can eradicate the idea of
public ownership they can move
on and eliminate all ideas of
public control and regulation,
except such control and regulation as they choose to impose on
themselves through a government which they own and control themselves. We take several leading financial journals.
Their main attack is always
against public ownership.
Many attempts have been
made by factions of the common
people to function as an organized force within either the Republican or the Democratic
party and thereby finally control it and turn it into a real
party of the common people.
Progressives have made attempts of this kind. The farmers' Non partisan League tried
it. Factions of Organized Labor have tried it many times.
All these factions have urged
programs of more or less public ownership of utilities and industries. BOTH OLD PARTIES HAVE CONSISTENTLY
REMAINED UNCHANG EDDEFENDERS OF "RUGGED
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INDIVIDUALISM" - WHICH on the people. IN THIS SITUUNDER PRESENT
CONDI- ATION ARE ALL THE ELETIONS MEANS DEFENDERS MENTS OF POLITICAL MONOF PRIVATE MONOPOLY. No OPOLY.
faction of the common people
Poli.t ical monopoly in America
can hope to change either of the is the natural and legitimate
old political parties on the fun- child of INDUSTRIAL AND FId a m e n t a I question: W H 0
NANCIAL MONOPOLY. PolitiSHALL CONTROL GOVERN- cal monopoly is unavoidable and
MENT AND INDUSTRY IN inevitable in any country under
AMERICA? In other words, · the rule of industrial and finanno matter what superficial re- cial monoply-TH EY ARE THE
forms the Republican and Dem- TWO INSEPARABLE SIDES
ocratic parties may accept, they OF THE SAME THING. The priare so constituted and controlled vate mo·n opolists o f America
that they never can grant the ·cunningly prefer two political
one thing that is essential and parties to one. Political monvaluable-CO M P L E TE DE- opoly functions much more safeMOCRACY- COMPLETE CON- ly and smoothly through two
TROL OF THE NATION AND political p_a rties than one. In two
ITS RESOURCES BY T H E political parties the fact o·f poliWHOLE PEOPLE.
tical monopoly can be concealed
This, then, is the situation longer from the people, sham
that confronts the American battles can be kept up to divert
people: The various states are and fool the people, fundamenrapidly building up election tal issues can be avoided. opposiIa ws that render the organiza- tion to industrial and political fition of any new party of the ancial monopoly can be dissipacommon people practically im- ted and turned into harmless
possible. They a r e rapidly channels while private monopoly
making it impossible for the completes its stranglehold on
American people to exercise the people.
their franchise except through
This condition will go from
either the Republican or else the bad to worse as long as the
Democratic party. The consti- American people remain a lot of
tution and control. of these par- political sheep. If they awaken
ties are rapidly becoming such and unite before it is too late,
that they cannot be used by the even this cunningly devised and
people to confer ACTUAL S01/- powerful system will fall before
REIGNTY-R EAL POWER- their united strength.

Tariff for Monopoly Only
The Hawley-Smoo t Tariff Act over what it was under the course of publicly calling attenpassed both houses of Congress recent Fordney-McC umber Act tion to the danger to trade redespite the fact that it is appar- of 1922. A high tariff wall has lations involved in the passage
ently a very unpopular measQre been made a great deal higher. . of the new tariff measure. The
calculated to raise the cost of
Thirty-three foreign govern- whole structure of our foreign
livin~ considerably, array most ments have officially protested trade is threatened by this unforeign nations against us in a against this unusually high tar- usual measure, according to a
trade war, cause trade reprisals, iff measure. Canada, one of number of competent authorgreatly reduce our export trade, them, has already passed a re- ities. Isaac F. Marcosson, an
and otherwise injure us econ- taliatory tariff law that may ef- American writer on economic
omically.
fect unfavorably $300,000,000 conditions, says the new tariff
Just why it may do all these worth of our exports. The act is "a pact of economic suithings appears from the follow- French have -already passed a cide."
ing facts: This .act increases
While this measure was ridretaliatory '. measure
against
duties on 887 items of import
ing through to its final passage
and decreases-dut ies on only -235 ··A:merican automobiles. Repre- American export trade which
of two other countries has amounted to nearly 6 bilitems. 1t ;raises the tariff wall s.. e ntatives
'
around thi~ country immensely hav~ taken th e u n u s u a l lions a year, h.as 'b~en slumping
.

"
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in a sickening manner. The decline during the first three
months of 1930 was $286,000,000. This immense volume of
exports has been one of our
greatest national assets since the
World War. It has had more
to do with the unusual prosperity of American Big Business
than any other single factor.
This unusual export trade which
came as a result of the ruin
wrought in other countries by
the World War, has constituted
the greatest outlet for our industrial and agricultural surplus any nation has ever enjoyed
before. This great outlet is now
threatened by a tariff wall
around America which will shut
off foreign goods; for you cannot sell for any length of time
to a nation unless you buy from
it. Not only does the new tariff threaten the power of other
nations to buy from us, but it
may align th em against us in a
world-wide trade blockade.
In view of these facts the unpopularity of the Hawley-Smoot
tariff law as expressed in several unofficial polls taken by publications is not surprising. For
instance, The Nation of New
York City took a poll among
editors of daily newspapers
throughout the country having
a circulation of 2,500 or more.
They responded to the following
ouestions
in the following man,_
ner:
Will the law raise the cost of
living? No, 40; Yes, 242.
Will the new tariff ultim-ately
benefit or injure us economically? Benefit us, 74; injure us,
205.
Will it improve or injure our
international
relations?
Improve, 28; injure, 224.
A few more than 2 out of 5
of these editors were Republicans; a few less than 2 out of
five were independent; 1 out of
5 were Democrats. The majority of each group believed the
new tariff law would raise the
cost o{ living; that it would injure the nation economically and
that it would injure our international relations.
· How did a measure generally

regarded in this light get the indorsement of both houses of
Congress and the signature of
the President?
It is the old story of the increasing control of our government by the great monopolies.
THE HAWLEY-SMOOT MEASURE IS THE FIRST TARIFF
MEASURE IN THE HISTORY
o ,F AMERICA DISTINCTLY
FORMULATED, PUSHED AND
PAID FOR BY MONOPOLISTIC
INTERESTS F,OR EXCLUSIVELY MONOPOLISTIC P U RPOSES.
Aside from any theories on
this point, the Senate invest~gation on lobbying brought out
clearly and beyond dispute that
great industrial trusts or combinations spent enormous sums of
money to maintain lobbieR and
otherwise purchase, influenu} or
drive the national lawmakers
into passing the tariff sched·.1les
wanted by these special interests.Witness the facts reveaJed
in the investigation about the
textile trust, its funds ar,d its
secret use of Eyanson and of
Grundy; of the aluminum trust
and its successful lobbying which
will resul+ in an increase in itr.:;
income of many n1illions a year;
of the sugar trust and its expenditure of staggering sums in secret lobbying. It is safe to say
that never befo,r e in American
history were the larger corporate interests or trusts so directly and co·rruptly engaged in devising a new tariff law as in the
Hawley-Smoot measure, and
never before was there a tariff
measure so perponderantly a
trust law.
THIS CONDITION WAS INEVITABLE BECAUSE MONOPOLY HAS REACHED THE
ST AGE IN AMERICA WHERE
ITH.AS TO .BUILD A TARIFF
WALL AROUND AMERICA
IN ORDER T O R EA L I Z E
COMPLETE MO N10 POLY
POWER.
A monopoly passes through
two · stages of growth. The
first stage consists in cornering
a product, necessity or service

11

within a nation. It does this
by gaining enough power in
government and industry to
crush of absorb its main rivals.
When it has done this and is
all-powerful within the nation,
it discovers that it cannot exercise full monopoly powers until
it has gone a little further AND
STOPPED A L L FOREIGN
COMPETITION. It stops foreign competition by RAISING
TARIFF BARRIERS AGAINST
THE IMPORTATION Q,F THE
PRODUCT IT HAS CORNERED
INSIDE OF THE NATION.
Whatever purposes
tariffs
have served in the past, A NEW
CONDITION CONFRONTS US.
Monopoly has become dominant
in America and as long as it remains dominant tariff laws will
be written by and for monopolists for the purpose of making
monopoly safe and complete in
America. This new condition
completely changes the tariff situation in the United States. The
old bunk about "protection",
"free trade" and "tariff for revenue only" is out of date. In its
place is the new slogan of Big
Business: TARIFF FOR MONOPOLY ONLY.
In the midst of such a situation the American voter continues to think in terms of conditions that existed thirty years
ago. Republicans still talk
"tariff for the protection of inf ant industries," when protection can mean only protection of
monopoly. Democrats st i 11
prate of "tariff for revenue
only," when tariffs are no longer
used to encourage imports for
revenue, but to shut out imports
for the purpose of monopolizing
the domestic market. The two
old parties pretend to be divided
on the tariff issue long after the
line of division has disappeared.
They are fighting a sham battle,
but the majority of voters still
fall for their bunk. What is
needed in · America is an understanding that TARI FF BARRIERS ARE NOW MONOPOLY
WALLS, and : a . politi.c al party
intelligently o·p posed to the erec•
tion of &'Uch walls.
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The Medical Trust Exposed
Showing Why It Is One of the Oldest and Greediest of American Monopolies
By N. Baker

ought to be excluded from medical practice and prevented from endangering
the regular medical profession. The
(EDITOR'S NOTE: This series will preWorst of all Trusts
sent the most smashing and sensational array
orthodox allopaths attempted to protect
of facts against a vicious monopoly that has
it
know
we
as
Trust
Medical
The
themselves by building around their
ever beE>n published. It bep:an in the March istoday is the outcome of the efforts of
sue of TNT. Those who wish to read the story
profession a so-called "Code of Ethics"
from first to last may obtain back numbers
school of doctors-the allosingle
a
which aimed to make allopathy "regfrom this office or the newsdealers for 20 cents
governmenacquire
organize,
paths-to
per copy.)
ular" and nut the ban on all other medital power and attempt to exclude all
cal schools. Failing to get this result
E have been presenting facts
other schools of healing from practice.
this device, a convention of altowith
showing what the Medical
In this respect it is like any other
met in New York City in 1846 to
paths
Trust is NOW-a complete
trust-IT JS AN OGANIZED PRIupon a concerted plan to protect
decide
nation-wide monopoly conVATE INTEREST USING GOVERNinterests. Without aceconomic
their
t rolling to a large extent national, state
MENTAL POWERS TO ELIMINATE
much this convention adcomplishing
and local government, and dictating
COMPETITION AN D S EC U RE
journed to meet again in Philadelphia
medical education, the operation of hosPROFITS, PROTECTION AND IMin 184 7. The second convention of allopitals, the conduct of public health
MUNITY FOR ITSELF. There is,
paths resulted in an organization which
methods and the treatment of school
however, this difference-Othe r trusts
has gradually grown into the
children, public sanitation
Medical Trust of today.
•
,
;
_
_
~
and the administration of
serums and vaccines and the
Organized .for Profits
form generally of medical
With a :frankness not found
The following clear statement that the purpose of the
practice. In our article last
month we described the dic- American Medical Association is to form a nation-wide in the present days of trusts
tatorship which completely medical monopoly for profit was carried in the records and anti-laws, that convenrules this nation-wide trust of the A. M. A. as its official declaration for two years- tion adopted a resolution
stating that the purpose of
and revealed startling facts from 1902 to 1904.
organization was for
the
.
about the kind of man wh')
"exciting and encouraging
1n
put
declaration
camoflage
a
and
removed
was
It
built up this dictatorship and
and concert of
governed it. This month we its place only when the anti-trust laws made it unsafe emoluments
will endeavor to give some for the medics to own up t o the truth any longer. The action in the profession"-in
other words, organization for
idea how this mighty organ- offic~al declaration of the organization follows:
"The objective of this Association shall be to profits. The new organizaized power which rules the
lives of the American people federate into one compact organization the medi- tion was named the "Amerifrom the cradle to the grave cal profession of the United States . . of safe- can Medical Association."
-for profit-develope d and guarding the material interests of the medical proFor fifty years the organith rough ~ pregrew up.
fession . . of ·securing the enactment and enforce- zation passed
carious existence while the
An Old Sinner
ment of medical laws . . of directing public country as a whole was developing the conditions which
It will no doubt surprise opinion in regard to state medicine".
The above declaration fits any trust or monopoly, gave rise to the industrial
many of our readers to know
monopolies.
th at th e Medical Tru st is one which is a compact nation-wide organization in league and financial
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A Self-Confesse d Trust
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Article V

fellows and good comrades the trust
magnates are-among themselves:.

A. M. A. Self-Confessed Monopoly

•
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"The object of this Association shall
be to federate into one compact organization the medical profession of the
United States. • . . of safeguarding the material interests of the medical profession. • • of securing the
enactment and enforcement of medical
pu bI i c
laws . . . . of · directing
medicine.
state
to
oninion in regard
. . etc.
In other words, the declaration plainly says that the objective of the
A. M. A. is AN ALL-INCLUSIVE ORGANIZATION IN CONTROL OF A
WHOLE FIELD OF PRACTICE, IN
LEAGUE WITH GOVERNMENT AND
IN CONTROL OF PUBLIC OPINION
FOR MATERIAL GAIN.
Critics of the A. M. A· have never
stated the monopolistic purpose of the
A. M. A: any plainer than it is here
stated in this official resolution of the
organization itself. This amazing disclosure remained in the books of th.e
organization two years during a time
when the prosecution of trusts, began
to make such frankness inexpedient
and unsafe; so at the convention of the
organization in 1904 this statement of
purpose was dropped from the books
and the original camouflage statement:
"to promote the science and art of
medicine" was re-affirmed. This vague
phrase today masks the real purpose
of the A. M. A. which was so plainly
stated in the official records of the
organization from 1902 to 1904.

The Dictators
Who were the three doctors who
turned the A. M. A. into a corporation
preparatory to turning it into a trust?
One may safely judge the character of
an organization from the character of
its founders. Were they real physicia:Qs unselfishly interested in promoting "the science and art of medicine"
or were they politicians and adventurers eager to grab power and rake in
the shekels ?
The prime mover among these three
and real founder of the Medical Trust
and Medical Dictatorship was George
H. Simmons whose extremely political
and unprofession al record was described by us last month. His right
hand bower and main assistant was Dr.
J. N. MacCormack of Kentucky. The
third M. D. instrumenta l in filing the
articles of incorporatio n was Dr. Reed.
MacCormack 's record has been fully
exposed. It is the record of a politician, an office-holder and a grabber for
power and profit, and not the record
of a real physician. The records show
that practically his entire -life before
he became one of the principal creators
of the Medical Trust was that of a fat
and safe officer-holde r and part of the
political machine that ruled Kentucky.
For thirty years he held the position of
Secretary of the State Board of Health.
As such it is alleged he drew down a
good salary, feathered his own nest
and secured good and paying positions
for relatives. His chief sanitary in-

spector was said to be none less than
his son Artie. It is related by those
divulging MacCormack 's record that
Kentucky's perpetual Secretar..y o.f the
Board of Health and the Sanitary Inspector were arrested for maintaining
a source of filth and cause of sickness
o n their o w n premises. W h en
the case was called to trial MacCormack
and son, it is said, marched into court
pardon from the
provided with a
governor. As a commentary on political conditions in Kentucky at that time,
it is related that this unheard of procedure succeeded and the chief health
officer of the state was not even prosecuted for maintaining a nuisance and
menace to health.

How Dictators are Made

al organizer; while Dr, Reed served as
an important wheel in the carefully
controlled legislative machinery of the
organization . This triumvirate of dictators ruled the organized doctors of
America with an iron hand until old
age shoved them into the background
and made way for younger men. The
medical monopoly ruled by this medical
remains. Morris
dictatorship still
the Journal of
of
editor
as
Fishbein,
into much of
stepped
the A. M. A., has
by Simenjoyed
the power formerly
today is
of
Trust
mons. The Medical
founded
graft
the offspring of a private
by three politicians and power-grabbers
33 years ago. The 90,000 allopath doctors who compose its membership and
pay enormous tribute to its dictators are
helpless cogs in its ponderous machinery, but as long as they allow themselves to be duped and bled and their
profession dishonored by a handful of
unscrupulou s politicians at the top, they
are responsible for this condition.

Much of the record of Dr. Maccormack is found in the records of the
state of Kentucky. These show that
MacCormack 's conduct as Secretary of
the Board of Health was made the
subject of a special investigation .
A Dangerou s Trust
Among the charges made in the report
The present monopoly power of the
were the following: Mac Cormack had
Medical Trust is almost . inconceivable.
then held this· off ice for thirty years.
Three-fifths of the allopath doctors in
During this time he handled or was
United States, because they are orthe
accountable for five distinct and separand have become a power in
ganized
ate funds. Despite these vast receipts
government and are highly
and
politics
flowing into his office, Dr. MacCormack
practically rule over the
centralized,
had failed to file checks and vouchers
two-fifths of the allopath
unorganized
covering expenditures , also books showprosecute intimidate
persecute,
doctors,
ing the income in detail. Shortly after
law in many ways
by
and circumscribe
this investigation the State Inspector
the great and varied school of drugof Accounts examined the books of the
less healers and dominate and virtually
State Board of Health and reported undictate the policies of the so-called
g
n
i
1
a
t
o
t
authorized expenditures
t" medical o,r ganization.s and
"independen
$9,292.46; total fees collected from Deof the medical dephyscians
the
even
cember 7, 1893 to January 1, 1912,
United States.
e
th
of
partments
$26,712.43, and reported a total balance
BRIEFLY, THE MEDICAL TRUST
due the state of Kentucky from MacCormack's office of $62,988.18.
HAS MADE ORGANIZED ALLOP ATHY THE LEGALLY AND SOCOne would naturally suppose that a
the
in
discovered
shortage of $62,000
IALLY RECOGNIZED F ORM OF
office of a prominent office-holder
M EDI CA L PRACTICE IN THE
would lead to his immediate arrest and
UNITED STATES.
prosecution. That this did not happen
All monopolies exist solely for
in this case is a striking illustration
of the power of doctors when they once
profits. A medical monopoly is a monbecome a political force. Not only was
opoly that makes its profits out of
Maccormack not prosecuted but the
disease conditions. It is a vested interreport of the State Inspector of Acest in disease. If diseases are elimincounts was ordered suppressed.
is
The object of disclosing the records . ated its profits decrease. If disease
conquered its profits disappear. For
of Dr. Simmons and Dr. MacCormack ,
founders of the Medical Trust and Dicthis reason a medical monopoly betatorship, is to show that they were
comes instinctively opposed to all medinot in any sense physicians interested
cal discoveries leading toward the
primarily in medicine as a science, but
elimination of disease and pain and inwere politicians and seekers after
stinctly in favor of medical practices
power and profit, and that the Medical
Trust is the creature of money-grabb ing
that perpetuate and spread diseases,
politicians. The sequel to this story
like vaccination• IT BECOMES A
proves this point. Doctors Simmons,
MON'STER THAT FATTENS ON
MacCormack and Reed seem to have
DISEASE AND FIGHTS TO PERmade this matter of incorporatin g the
affair
business
A. M. A. a little private
PETUATE DISEASE CONDITION S.
of
fee
of their own. After the filing
This accounts for the attitude of the
$3 was paid, Dr. Simmons became
Medical Trust toward the cancer
Secretary, General Manager and Editor
treatment and every other medical
of t?e official journal-in other words,
discovery it does not control. It is the
DICTATOR. MacCormack , who had
most dangerous trust the American
so strikingly proved his political ability
people ever faced.
and power in Kentucky, became nation-
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Government by Gunmen
Ex-Officer Describes Startling Law Enforcement Conditions
By Walter S. Casey
(Copyrighted 1930)
(EDITOR'S NOTE: This writer, Walter S.
Casey, was for five years in the service of the
United States Coast Guard during which time
he was used in practically every large rum
drive on the Atlantic seaboard and on the Great
Lakes. In addition to the regular work of
the servic~ he was an intelligence officer for
the Inspector and Chief and worked ashore
among rum runners and gangsters gathering
information that led to the seizure of many
boats. He was also instrumental in reporting
corruption , graft and bribery within the service. These intimate and extensive experiences
make all the more important and startling the
following revelation of facts showing how the
present enforcement methods are turning officers of the law literally into government gunmen. With the r apid growth of gunmen and
killers developed by the law and gunmen breeding rapidly as killers and outlaws outside of
the law, well may we repeat this writer's pertinent queston-What will it be ten years from
l\OW?)

EN years from now-then
what?
I am frank to confess that I
left the service of the grwern1:1ent because I feared the future. Not
that I considered my life so vuluable
nor did I fear growing old in the service. It was because I could see my&elf rapidly becoming a "political gun-

[I

I tried conscientious'ly during the
last five years to enforce the nation's
laws as a member of the United States
Coast guard. But during all that time,
like 90 per cent of the other officers, I
never was in favor of the Eighteenth
Amendment, the one law which c~used
us the most trouble.
Through necessity-perhaps-anyway
in practice, every law enforcement
agency in the nation is· organized on a
military basis. By law enforcement
agency, I mean all the federal organizations charged with enforcing prohibition, as well as state and city police
departments. Perhaps because they
are militaristic, every individual member of each unit is no sooner sworn in
than he is drilled constantly to the end
that he may become a more efficient
gunman.

Enormous Needless Slaughter
Column upon column has been published in the daily press on killings by
the various groups of enforcement officers. Some of these fatalties, of
course, are justified, but knowing the
type of men employed in police work
of every nature, I am convinced the majority of the killings could have been
avoided.
Although actual figures are not
available, records I have checked have
shown at least ,15 United 'States citizens are shot down every day by enforcement officers. It only is necessary to read the large city newspapers
for one day to gain a startling idea of
the number - of shooting affrays in
which peace officers are the gunmen.
It is equally startling to find that in
many cities a bona fide bounty has been
placed on the head of every citizen shot

down by policemen. Detroit is a noticeable example of this. A $10 gold
piece is given to every officer there
who shoots down a man in the line of
duty. In cases where police officials
believe the shooting more "praiseworthy" this bounty is raised to $50.
Is it any wonder the officers are quick
on the trigger?
The average citizen probably will be
even more startled to learn that when
the officers go out to win their bounty
they carry an extra pistol for the sole
purpose of planting it on the person of
their victim. This practice is general
among all enforcement officers. I always have held it never was necessary
to shoot to kill or maim unless the officer first is attacked, or at least
threatened with firearms. But I know
personally of ma111y instances where
the first shots were aimed to do injury
or death to men.

Nothing But Plain Murder
In addition to this, in those numerous cases of shootings on water, there
always is considerable doubt as to
whether adequate warning is transmitted by the officers. Rarely indeed
would seamen fail to heave to if a shot
were placed across their bow.
.
Numerous killings by enforcement
officers can be called nothing but plain
murders. A high powered gun in the
hands of a great many enforcement
officers is as dangerous as a box of
matches within the reach of a small
boy. I have known gunners' mates at
sea so prideful of their pet weapons
that they would have been delighted at
the opportunity of firing them even
though their ship was• burning to the
water's edge.
To uphold my contentions, I will discuss first the Coast Guard, the agency
with which I am perhaps the most familiar. To begin with, when the work of
enforcing the Eighteenth Amendment
became a part of the duties of the
Coast Guard that organization was
found without suffi,cient men or equipment to cope with the task. So immediately an enlistment campaign was
undertaken.

Outlaws Enforce Law
Unfortunately for the Coast Guard,
most of the promis:ing young men who
wished to go to sea for the government
found ready berths in the United States
navy. And the Coast Guard, or "Hooligan Navy," as it is often called, was
forced to recruit the "leavings." Therefore, considerable of the required
strength had to be taken from among
disgruntled Navy men, Navy "kickouts," hoodlums of the merchant fleet
and from the gangs of the larger cities.
It is true that many of these undesirables were weeded out in a short

time, but a large number of them still
remain in the Coast Guard ranks. Because many of them had previous experience in the navy, or on tramp
steamers and other shipping flotsam,
they advanced to positions of command
and responsibility.
In fact, I know of some cases in the
Coast Guard where men with criminal
records, a few of them not even citizens of the United States, were in
charge of patrol boats on the rum
front, commanding eight or ten men
and in sole charge at sea of government property valued at more than
$:50,000.
I know of one specific instance in
which a man who admitted being in
league with and accepting bribes from
one of the country's largest rum syndicates, was promoted to a most responsible position at Coast Guard headquarters. Further than that, he even
admitted being a citizen of Canada.

It is true that constant turmoil has
existed within the service and the
rowdiness of the personnel has become
flagrant in cities where Coast Guard
bases are maintained. An example of
this was a drunken party by coast
guardsmen in New London, Conn.,
which was described in the daily press
as a "celebration" of the killing of
three rummies in Narragansett Bay."

Dry Enforcement Drunkards
This is only one incident. Coast
guardsmen make no bones between
themselves and their friends about the
supplies of liquor they get and consume whenever a seizure is made. It
is safe to say that in not more than
one seizure out of ten is the full amount
of liquor seized turned in at the base.
This Narragansett Bay episode, when
Dudley A. Brondt, Jake Weissman and
John Gaulart, rum runners, were killed,
and Charles Travers, their companion,
badly wounded by shots from the CG290-, a patrol boat under command of
Boatswain Cornell, has proven to me
the wisdom of my decision to get out
of the Coast Guard.
Further than that, it has dispelled
any doubt I might have had as to
whether or not high calibre guns should
be used in stopping the landing of a few
bottles of rum.
The unusual explanation of these killings was given out by Coast Guard officials. They declared that the men
were shot down in accordance with the
tradition of the Coast Guard to stop
smuggling at any cost. They neglected
to add that this tradition was established long before the Eighteenth
Amendment and wet thinking · idry
voting legislators m a d e a d r y
"snoopers" outfit out of the Coast
Guard.
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No firearms were found on the men
killed in Narragansett Bay, nor any
weapon found in their boat. The lone
survivor says his companion did not receive an adequate warning· to stop.
How much better it would have been if
Boatswain Cornell had, if he felt it
necessary to open fire, ordered a shot
fired acros,s the bow of the slow moving
rum lugger. The men unquestionably
would have surrendered and the loss of
life would have been averted.

OfFicers Become Bloodthirsty
Boatswain Cornell is an exaimple of
the "political gunman" I feared I might
become, regardless of my efforts to the
contrary. He was overzealous to open
fire. If he felt that he must fire at
something, he could have used the one
pound cannon and torn away a part of
the ships rigging. But instead, he used
the deadly machine gun and fairly
sprayed the boat with bullets.
Cornell, in my opinion, was entirely
incompetent to meet the situation. But
possibly as an individual he can not be
wholly blamed. It was the psychology
of enforcement officers, I found, to
glory in the exertion of their power.
And because they are militaristic, they
immediately turn to firearms to gain
their bidding.
The Narragansett Bay episode, however, is only one of hundreds in which
the enfor,c ement officers have been
quick to fire. This time it was the
Coast Guard, and because the killings
were wholesale, it attracted wide attention.
All enforcement officers "live with
the gun." They shoot first and talk
afterwards, if their victims are able to
talk. How near this is to the code of
gangland! Often I wonder if the example of the "political . gunmen" has
anything to do with the gunning of the
·'
country's racketeers!
United States customs border patrolmen are equ·a lly guilty in this respect,
and far more so, in some ways. They
too• are organized on a military basis,
varying their activities between army
duties on land and navy duties on border waters.
Incident upon incident is on record
where border patrolmen have shot down
innocent citizens just because they
"stepped on the gas" when the patrolmen flagged their automobile. Many
times the patrolmen have been on dark
country roads dressed in "civies" and
doubtlessly taken for highwaymen by
their victims.

Government Responsible
The government obtains, its customs
patrolmen through a civil service examination, much as it obtains its clerks
and office assistants. Rarely if ever
does a border patrolman have previous
law enforcement experience.
The appointments are tendered under the condition that the patrolman is
willing to be transferred to any point in
the nation. It appears to be policy to
shift the new recruits to strange states
where they may work against and

shoot, if they feel it necessary, only
strangers.
Many young men join this agency
from the hills of Tennessee and Kentucky, taking their first assignment not
kno,w ing whether they are expected to
ride a horse, walk a beat or row a boat.
But first of all they are given a high
powered automatic and instructions to
"stop the rummy at all cost." Many
take these instructions and the gun to
mean "Shoot 'em down," and they do.
I have seen raw-boned boys from the
southern hills sitting in customs patrol
boats on the Detroit river fairly fondling their automatics and riot guns,
waiting for opportunity to use them.
Many of them had never seen a navigable body of water before being sent
to the river. They were utterly unable to designate between a gentleman's, pleasure speed craft and a rum
lugger, and they did not hesitate to
fire on either.
In fact, the situation became so acute
in Detroit that high customs officials
were forced to remove all riot guns
from the patrol boats, limit the firearms aboard to one automatic, and issue
strict orders that the patrolmen may
shoot only when fired upon.

Law Shields Killings
These orders were brought on in Detroit when one Jonah Cox, early last
July, shot and killed a youth of 19 when
the bo,y landed his boat and startfd to
walk towards the shore where Cox was
standing. Cox, who came from the
hills of Tennesee, was exonerated. But
the following day, Louis Jacques, a border patrolman at Detroit, and a life
long resident of that city, resigned
from the service, stating that he refused to be a member of an organization which would shoot down his fell ow
townsmen in such a manner. The resulting "stink" brought the orders.
Jacques took his protest to Washington where it was entered in congressional records. At that time he asserted that Cox had boasted he "would just
as soon as not kill a man if he had a
bottle of beer." People of Detroit were
incensed over the promiscuous shooting,s. It might be significant to mention that when Jacques took Detroit's
protest directly to Mr. Seymour Lowman, assistant secretary of the treasury, Mr. Lowman grossly insulted
Jacques, and had him escorted from the
Lowman offices.
When I first went into the Detroit
river with a crew and a 75 foot patrol
boat, many ,colorful accounts were re.:
lated to me of the activities of hijackers. These pirates, were said to
throw rummies over the side and steal
their liquor. My later experiences in
the river gave me the opinion it was not
always a band of hi-jackers who conducted these raids. Any number of
boats have been turned in by customs
patro1men with a surprisingly small
amount of liquor and the report, "no
arreits made."

How Dry Agents Are Brutalized
The Prohibition Agents, the strictly
inland unit of the group of federal
"dry snoopers," is not primarily a military organization. But nevertheless,
immediately upon appointment the prohibition men are issued high powered
automatics which they must carry with
them practically at all times.
These agents also are taken into the
service through civil service, and like
the others, few of them have had previous peace officer experience. It is
their practice generally in crashing
into a bar room on a raid to enter with
pistols swinging ready to open fire at
any move on the part of the bartender,
or even the customers.
The prohibition agents must forage
around the bar rooms of a city, obtaining drinks on which they base their
search warrants. Liquor and highpowered automatics mix no better than
rum and gasoline. Woe befall the citizen who objects to being brushed from
the sidewalk by a muscular, heavily
armed prohibition agent, who has spent
the day in getting "buy.s,. "
I am familiar with one incident in
Detroit where a group of prohibition
agents raided a small delicatessen store
in the outskirts and arrested the Italian owner because he had dared to sell
a few bottles of beer he had brewed
himself to some of his steady customers. The Italian's neighbors became
incens;ed when the agents staggered
against the man's wife, knocking a
small child from her arms.
When the agents saw a small crowd
gathering, they ran to their automobile
and returned with riot guns, which they
used with their pistols to cow the group
of peaceful, innocent citizens. A police riot squad arrived before any serious trouble arose. The agents were
"spirited" away by the police. Later
several hundred witnesses and neighbors signed petitions protesting the actions of the agents and flatly accusing
them of being intoxicated.
Nothing ever came of the petition,
however, except that it drew a statement from Thomas E. Stone, then prohibition administrator in Michigan,
that the agents "had been making buys
and might have had liquor on their
breath but they were not intoxicated."
PoHcemen at the precinct station where
the agents were taken said, "they were
so drunk they couldn't stand up."

Government Trained Gunmen
Immigration border patrolmen, stationed along the · borders to keep out
alien smugglers, also .are issued firearms immediately after they are sworn
in. As an organization, however, they
are not quite so aggressive in their
gunning, and few reports are turned in
on them. But like all men who glory
in a uniform and a gun, they do not
hesitate to shoot on the least provocation.
The government narcotic agents,
seeking to abolish the drug traffic, also
have their guns·. They are dealing
with dope addicts o:f the lowaat order,
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cannot be ignored in the government
many innocent men, women and chilhowever, and rarely do they require
of the nation. They are the gangster
dren are shot down by policemen who
fire arms in their work. But like all
enemies of society who are reaching a
are exonerated because they told their
police workers, they pull them out
never before heard of power in the
superiors, "I thought they were burgusually when making an arrest for the
large cities.
lars."
"emphaisis."
It is true that the public, with its
I know of one instance, and this also
The gang leaders rule their domains
fast growing anti-prohibition sentihappened in Detroit where a federal
with the power of a gun, and with the
ment, is more in sympathy with the
narcotic raiding squad swept into a
power of the dollar have their will of
shots fired by a policeman at a thug
building in Chinatown which was suspolice officers, city and county and even
or murderer, than it is at the shots
pected of housing opium dens. The
state officials. Their great strength is
fired by government agents at the trafagents broke in with their pistols
far-reaching, even into the legitimate
ficker in liquor. But most of us hold
swinging from side to side. One poor
life of the nation. The underlings of
that even the thug should be captured
Chinaman peeked around a corner into
the gangs are constantly waging war
alive when possible.
the muzzle of a pistol, turned and
against the enforcement officers-a
Taking the country as a who•le, I
promptly leaped from a fourth story
civil war, if you please. But the gang
would assert that enforcement agencies
wiindow. He died instantly. He was
leaders are too often working in perare picking a higher type of man every
afraid of the gunmen.
fect unison, as long as their money
year, but even so, they can never exSo much for the men who are enbuys them privileges, with the leaders
pect to attract any but the man who
forcing the laws of the nation. Of
of the enforcement officers.
glories in the uniform, the brass• butcourse the city and state policemen
The gun is back into its own in
tons, the power, and-the gun.
carry and use their guns too. They are
America. But instead of the long
An interesting comparison can be
strictly miHtary organi1Jations, and
barreled rifle which played so impormade between the gun play of the enlike all other law enforcement officers
tant a part in the hands of the pioneers
forcement officers mentioned above
are handed high powered firearms the
in hewing a nation from the wilderness,
and the use of guns by the United
minute they are inducted into their poit is the small pistols and automatics
States Secret Service and Department
sitions.
which reign today. And instead of
J us.tice agents. The latter two
of
Many Innocents Killed
wild Indians, the modern weapon is
groups are composed of intelligent, serMost large cities' maintain a school
leveled at civilized citizens-even as
ious minded men who have an enviable
you and I.
for patrolm~m, and a large part of their
record for great efficiency and lack of
police education is target practice. The
Thousands upon thousands of enforceshooting.
targets co,n sist largely of figures the
officers, ordered to carry their
ment
How many times have citizens in our
shape and size of a man, and the men
all times, on and off duty, are
at
guns
larger cities seen police officers in diswho shortly will be turned loose on the
and using them daily. And
carrying
persing a crowd draw their pistols and
crowded city streets with their guns
thousands upon thousands of racke•
flourish them menacingly? They swing
are trained to shoot into a man's body
teers are also "packing rods," and using
their night sticks, charge their horses,
with accuracy.
them freely. Not always do the two
and then as though this were no,t
Very seldom is there great indigation
armed forces line up against one
enough, wave their guns. It is this
among citizens and in the press when
largely
is
which
firearms
of
use
ready
another. It is the citizen, the gun-shy
policemen shoot down racketeers. The
responsible for the general hatred for
"coppers" are dealing with a class of
man-in-the-street, who really suffers.
policemen which is so prevalent.
men who, like themselves, "live with
One asks, "Is it government by gunIn Collusion With Gangsters
the gun," and it is almost a case of
men?" The answer only can be,
Strictly aside from the enforcement
"dog eat dog." But a great many
"Yes!" But ten years- from now, then
officers of one kind and another is a
innocent citizens are killed every year
who
gunmen
of
what?
type
different
of
group
by stray bullets from police guns. And

Medical Octopus Reaches for Radio Control
The Medical Trust, while the people
sleep, is quietly rE:aching i~to the OJ?-lY
field connected with medical practice
and public health it has not already
monopolized-radio control. It is attempting quietly to slip a bill-Assembly Bill 909-through the New York
legislature which would give the trust
complete control over all medical and
health broadcasting and would undoubtedly be the entering wedge for a
system that would soon cover the enth:e
United States• The full text of this
outrageous and dangerous measure follows:
"Section 1· The penal law is hereby
amended by inserting therein a new
section, to be section seventeen hundred
and forty-seven-a, to read a~ follows:
"Section 174 7-a. Broadcasting statements concerning patent medicines, devices and remedies without obtaining
approval thereof. No person, firm, association or corporation other than a
physician duly licensed pursuant to the
laws Qf the State of New York, shall
hereafter permit, authorize or participate in the broadcasting of any statement concerning a patent medicine, device, remedy or other medicinal thing or
substance designed for the treatment or
cure of or relief from any physical pain,

injury, disease, deformity or other physical defect or condition from any broadcasting station in the state unless or
until he or it shall have:
"1. Submitted the statement to be
broadcast, together with a sample or
specimen of such medicine, device,
remedy or thing to the commissioner of
health, if the station from which the
statement is broadcasted is situated
within a city of the first class and
elsewhere to the district state health
officer of the district within which such
station is located; and
"2. Obtained a permit ftom the commissioner or such health officer approving the statement and the sample or
specimen submitted therewith.
"Any violation of the fore going provisions will be deemed a misdemeanor.
"The commissioner of health or such
district state officer, if satisfied that
such statement and s a m p l e or
specimen are not injurious, harmful or
dangerous to the public health, shall issue the certificate of approval required
by this section. He shall not arbitrarily withhold such certificate of approval
and his decision in respect thereto shall
be reviewable in the manner described
by law for the review of decisions of
other state officers or departments.
"Section 2. On or before September

first, nineteen hundred thirty, the academy of medicine and or any county
medical society may appoint a committee to consist of not more than five
duly licensed and otherwise qualified
physicians for the specific purpose of
passing on the statements and samples
or specimens comprehended by the provisions of section 1,747-a of the penal
law as added by this chapter. If and
when such committee is appointed, all
statements, samples or specimens coming within the purview of such section
may be submitted to such committee
and its certificate of approval in respect
thereto shall have the same force and
effect as if issued by the commissioner
or district or state health officer.
"This act shall take effect immediately."
As "health commissioners" "district
state officers," "the academy' of medicine" and "any county medical society"
are ALL controlled by the Medical
Trust NOW, all health and healing
methods except those employed by the
Trust would be excluded from the air.
Let every drugless healer every believer
in liberty and a square deal get busy
and deluge the New York legislature
with written protests. This is a dangerous situation that calls for united
action.
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Group Poiso ning Trace d to Source
Many Wholesale Poisoning Cases Reported in Press Definitely
With Use of _Aluminum _C ooking Utensils

Connected

By Dr. Charles T. Betts
(EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the second of two
articles by Dr. Betts definitely connecting the
many alarming cases of mass poisoning at
meals reported in the newspapers with the use
of aluminum food containers and cooking utensils. He has the goods on the aluminum trust
and all its apologists, defenders, and medical
Read and be conand journalistic lackeyes.
vinced.)

Article II

Although the physicians agree the
malady is a type of poisoning caused
from the food, they DISAGREE as to
it's EXACT NATURE. Several regard it as a plain case of ptomaine
poisoning, but others see it as TOXIC
poisoning, resulting from some bacterial growth, and one, Dr. Samuel J.
Wells, said symptoms of some of his
patients indticated arsenic (metal)
poisoning. After the first examination
of the remnants of the food served,
however, chemists declared no trace of
arsenic poison could be found.
Several of the victims were taken to
hospitals, and all but one removed
later. No deaths are expected.

large number of group
poisoning cases have
been reported to the
writer. Newspaper or press clippings are being forwarded constantly by members of the "AntiGancer Club" of America with
Food Being Analyzed
headquarters here in Toledo. In
Samples of the food served at the
practically every case no exambanquet were collected early today by
ination is made for the purpose Dr. J. Howard Hall, city health officer,
of finding the poisoning due to and are being analyzed at the state agthe aluminum utensils used in riculture department's laboratory.
Dr. Jacques Gray, epidemologist of
connection with the cooking or
the State Board of Health, arrived this
storing of food.
afternoon from Berkeley to make an
of the food.
will
examination
A few group poisonings
the victims indicated
among
Inquiry
be mentioned here which rethe trouble was caused by SOMEcently occured in one state. THING in a dish containing
The Foresters of America held CREAMED CHICKEN, VEAL, peas
a convention in Sacramento, and pimento sauce.
Coffee and cake were, served, but
California. They had a very
who partook of only coffee and
those
enjoyable banquet. Directly cake were
unaffected.
after the supper and poisoning
Take Day for Tests
an attempt was made to secure
Those in charge of the tests said it
all of the facts possible pertain- would take at least until tomorrow to
ing to the kind of food prepared determine the cause of the trouble.
The banquet of the lodge was held
and what kind of utensils the
honor Mrs. Nellie Cramer and Mrs.
to
food was prepared in, but after . Lulu
Lehman of San Francisco, grand
writing to a number of persons chief oompan,ion and grand deputy,
no report could be secured. respectively, of the lodge, who were
Following is the report as given making an official visit.
Mrs. Cramer became very ill a few
in Sacramento's leading daily
hours after the meal, Mrs. Lehman,
paper.
however, ate NO MEAT and escaped.
Mrs. Lillian Bardin, who headed the
FIFTY STRICKEN BY POISON
banquet committee and who supervised
AFTER LODGE BANQUET.
most of the cooking, was reported as
among those most seriously stricken.
Mysterious Illness Seizes
She and her son Charles were both
Camellia City Circle Comremoved to the Sutter Hospital during
panions of the Forest At
the night. The son recovering this
Close of Meeting; Food
morning was sent home, but Mrs.
Bardin's condition was reported someServed Being Analyzed by
serious this morning.
what
Chemists Foil owing Near
Symptoms of Poison
Tragedy.
Stricken by a MYSTERIOUS poisoning that attacked them shortly after
they had partaken of food served at
Forester's Hall by Camellia City Circle No. 1002, Companions of the Forest
last night, between forty and fifty persons are ill here today in their homes
or in hospitals.

Victims all exhibited symptoms of
poisoning, becoming NAUSEATED at
first and later VOMITING VIOLENTLY.
In most of the cases the victims were
ill only a few hours, reoovering rapidly after emetics and purgatives had
been administered.

Dr. Norris Jones who treated six of
the victims, expressed the belief the
malady was not ptomaine but TOXIC
POISONING resulting from a bacterial
growth in the food. He said once this
poison was eliminated, the victim would
recover rapidly. Dr. Jones anticipated
no deaths would result.
While the City health officials were
inclined to suspect the vegetables as
the source of the poison, they said it
might have been present in any of the
ingredients used in making up the
menu.

A member of the Anti-Cancer
Club got busy and secured the
desired information. This was
reported in the "Golden Age,"
New York, issue of April 2nd,
1930, which is quoted below in
part:
"In reply to your letter of inquiry
as to the victuals that were cooked for
the Forester's banquet, I can not with
any authority give any account of the
poison which came so near proving
fatal to about fifty persons. IT WAS
FAR TOO POWERFUL to be an ordinary food poisoning, to my belief, and
I am still suffering from the effect.
CHICKEN REMAINED HOT IN
AL UMIN UM APPROXIMATE LY
FOUR AND ONE-HALF HOURS;
TOMATO GELATINE1, COLD, TEN
HOURS; CAULIFLOWER COOKED
IN NEW ALUMINUM; NO OTHER
THAN ALUMINUM WARE WAS
USED. In one hour after eating I
became violently ill."

The SCIENTIFIC AMER!. CAN, LITERARY DIGEST, and
IMAGI'NARY HEALTH EX~
PERTS who are so freely given
space in the Devil's own press,
please note that the above heavy
type is our own. But please do
not come out now and tell the
truth about this and cause us
and other innocent people to fall
dead with surprise.
A later report from our own Sacramento correspondent says: "I secured
an interview with Mrs. Lillian Bardin,
2101 J Street, of this city. She had
full charge of the preparations of all
•
the food l!lerved at the dinner.
•'The main dil!lh was chicken and veal,
ser'Ved with pimento tomato sauce.
The chicken and veal were cooked in
ALUMINUM, allowed to cool, then
boned and placed AGAIN IN AN
ALUMINUM DISH and sent to Mrs.
Bardin's home wh~re they were diced
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The reader will note that question was asked in the above
and AGAIN PLACED IN AN ALUMINUM KETTLE. After being covaluminum .
regarding
there is no mention in the above letter
ered with the sauce they were reheated
item that aluminum cooking The president of the organfzafor serving.
utensils were used by the Salva- tion wanted to know what kind
"The sauce was made in an ALUtion Army in preparing this of utensils were used. A
MINUM container and all together was
one-half
and
five
in this container
food. No reference whatever simple question was asked that
hours. The chicken and veal were in
to the metal in connection with should have been readily ansAL UMIN UM four and one-·h alf hours."

After reading the ·above article in the Golden Age, the
writer wonders why it is so necessary for the medical authorities to keep silent upon these
questions of public· interest
which they consider a matter
of local interest only.
In San Francisco on February 23rd, the Salvation Army
.held a banquet at the Masonic
Temple after which more than
one hundred persons were removed to hospitals for medical
treatment . Following is a partial report given in the San Francisco Chronicle :
145 Poisoned at S.
Banquet.

F.

Club

Victims Flood Hospitals As
City Unites to Aid SufferRadio Broadcas,t s
i ID g.
For Stricken Guests of
Salvation Army.
Stricken with some MYSTERIO US
poison 145 delegates to the 'Salvation
Army's annual You,n g People's Congress were taken to hospitals last
night after a banquet at the Masonic
Temple.
All of those affected suffered excruciating pain and twenty were still suffering in hospitals late last night.
The others were given emergency
treatment and released from the hospitals.
At the Central Emergency Hospital
100 delegates were treated. Thirty
four more were given first aid by
private physicians at the Salvation
Army training quarters at 801 Silver
A venue and eight were treated at the
Mission Emergency. At Mary's Help
Hospital two were treated and one at
St. Luke's Hospital. The sufferers included · men, women and children from
coast cities as far south ·a s Pacific
Grove.
Among the more prominent victims
of the poisoning were Colonel A. W
Crawford of the Salvation Army, fa.th er
of Rheba Crawford, noted evangelist
and once known as the "Angel of
Broadway," who is ~xpected to marry
Ray Spilivalo, .dub . man. and·- sports
enthusiast, some time . this · week. Mrs.
Bertha Ho:pkin's wife of · Brigadier
Arthur Hopkins, .and 'Sergeant . Jack
Jones were taken to Mary's Help Hospital with 'Colonel Crawford.

this meal was made. This
shows that some of our newspapers, especially those in our
leading cities, are sophistica ted
upon this point. The writer
was promptly notified of this
group poisoning, but could not
secure any informatio n from the
health authorities , except that
the poisoning was caused by
spoiled food. That is exactly
what was. suspected but a special effort was made to find what
it was THAT SPOILED THE
FOOD THAT THESE PERSONS
ATE WHICH CAUSED THEIR
VIOLE·N T ILLNESS.
It seems that the medical department had very little interest
in finding the cause, especially
that of the aluminum chemistry.
It is evident that no examination was made for this metal as
a cause of the poisona.ng. The
following letter was w-ritten to
the health authoritie s by the
President of the Taxpayer' s &
Voter's League of the State of
Illinois. The letter and answer
are of special interest and are
quoted here in full.
Letter of Inquiry
March 10th, 1930.

Board of Health~
San Francisco, California.
Gentlemen:
Would you be kind enough to give
me any details on record, as to THE
KIND OF COOKING UTENSILS
USED in the preparatioIJ. of the chicken
which was served :at the Salvation
Army banquet on February 23rd, at
which 130 persons were made sick?
We shall greatly appreciate this information, as there is quite some re. search work going on, in which we are
interested. Thanking you for any consideration you will give ·this request,
we are
Very truly -yours,
Taxpayer's & Voters League
of Illinois.

_Reply to Letter
The only , reply to the above inquiry
was the following terse sentence:
"ALUMINU M WARE N OT INVOLV:ED." ·
· (Signed) Wnr. C. Hassler,
.
Health Officer.

The reader will note that no

wered by the health officer,
William Hassler but he evasively answers, "A L U M I N U M
WARE NOT INVOLVE D,"
which constitutes his sole answer. Now what are the facts?
The following letter was written on March 19th, by a member
of the Anti-Canc er Club in San
Francisco, E. J. Palmer, which is
very enlighteni ng indeed .

San Francisco, California,
March 19th, 1930.
Dr. Chas. T. Betts,
320 Superior Street,
Toledo, Ohio.
Dear Dr. Betts:
I have just finished a conversation
with one of the high officials of the
Salvation Army and have secured all
the particulars regarding the poisoning of over 100 of their workers at the
banquet.
On the evening of the 23rd of February a banquet was held at the Masonic Temple of San Francisco. The
food of this banquet was prepared the
NIGHT BEFORE and was allowed to
REMAIN IN THE COOKING UTEN SILS, WHICH WERE ALUMINUM
(mostly) with a few pieces of · cooking
utensils of retinned ware. The food
which WAS COOKED THE NIGHT
AND
BEFORE WA S VE AL
the
from
taken
was
CHICKEN. This
THE
IN
kitchen
Army's
Salvation
ALUMINUM WARE and reheated at
the Masonic Temple in MORE ALUMINUM WARE and a few pieces of
iron. Canned corn was used for the
crowd and this was also HEATED IN
ALUMINUM WARE. The board of
health in their report to the Salvation
Army said there was no trace of any
poisoning from aluminum.
I have made arrangemen ts to meet
the gentleman who gave me this information over the telephone as well
as the Major who wrote me the letter. * * *
The fact is that the Board of Health
and other M. D.'s do not believe that
aluminum is poisonous and therefore
do not analyze for same. . . .
Very truly yours,
(Signed) E. J. Palmer.

The Major referred to in the
above letter frankly states that
the health authoritie s DO NOT
KNOW WHAT CAUSED THE
FOOD POISONIN G, but inade a
guess that 1t was simply some
spoiled food which any school.
( Continued on Page - 42 ~
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The Truth About Insurance. Graft
By Etey Y elood
(EDITOR'S NOTE: These articles
are by an outstanding insurance man
and writer and we promise our readers
that they will constitute the most
thorough and sensational expose of the
insurance graft ,a nd the best course for
the guidance of purchasers of insurance
ever presented before in thi,s country.
They will tell you in a plain and forcible manner how you are robbed by
present insurance practices and how
you can avoid this robbery and get the
very most protection with your insurance money. Those who wish to get
thi,s story complete from beginning to
end may purchase back numbers containing these articles which started in
January, 1930, from this office or newsdealers for 20 cents per copy.)

Article VII
Paying for Two but
Getting One

•

HE annual premium for
$10,000 worth of ten
year terrn insurance is,
as of age 35, as we have already
seen in the previous articles,
$145.00. The annual premium
for $10,000 worth of ten year
pure endowment is, as of age 35,
$932-00.
With the first form o,f insurance, if you live one day beyond
the tenth year, the insurance
company will pay no insurance.
IP the pure endowment form if
you die within the ten years The
Insurance Company Pays No Endowment.
Get You Co·m ing and Going

Can you now understand why
benevolent insurance companies
are anxious to park this particular type of a policy upon you.
It must now begin to percolate
through your brain, that it is
highly advantageous for the
benovolent .insurance company
out of the goodness of their
hearts to sell you both policies
combined in one, at a very slight
discount from the cost of both
separate. The company will
combine th·e se two types of in. sur~nce into o.ne ·policy or one
contract, called a TEN YEAR
ENDOWMENT POLICY and

charge you, as of age 35, for the
aforesaid $10,000.00 of protection, $1058.70 a year, which is a
little less than it would charge
for the two contracts issued separately. This is very little less,
· since the cost of purchasing
these two contracts separately
would be only $1077.00 a year.
Of course there could be no possible reason for any sane person
wanting to purchase these two
contracts separately, but if such
a thing were possible they would
cost, purchased separately, only
$20.00 more for the entire
$10,000.00.
If the insured dies within ten
Challenge to Critics!
Mr Y elood challenges responsible
insurance men who object to these
articles to refute them successfully
or disprove any statements in them.
TNT will back Mr. Yelood's challenge by printing statements of
reasonable length by responsible objectors.
These offers are made in good
faith. We do not wish unjustly or
falsely to attack the insurance business. On the other hand, we think
· it is up to the defenders of present
insurance practices to def end them. selves in view of the damaging
charges in these articles, otherwise
the suspicion will grow that they
· have IJ.o defense.

years the insurance company
will pay $10,000 under the term
life insurance contract and the
pure endowment feature of the
contract will expire. If the insured outlives the period of the
aforesaid ten years, the insurance expires and the company
will pay the $10,0-0 0.00 under
the pure endowment contract.
Translation
Translated into plainer English and avoiding insurance
terms, this means that if the insurance company pays the life
insurance, it steals your savings
account or your thrift account as
you may wish to term it. Now
if they give you ,y our thrift or

savings account they
your insurance.
Paid For Two

cancel

We can not get a way from the
fact that the insured has paid
for two different contracts; but
as the clever scheme is operated,
the insured can not possibly get
more than one of the contracts
fulfilled. The THRIFT ACCOUNT is the one big idea
stressed by the insurance company. They constantly harp
upon systematic saving taught
by this type of insurance, The
savings account idea is the big
Bennie
selling argument.
Franklin is worked overtime to
unload this particular type of
benevolence upon the gullible
public. Gosh, how many times
you have been told that paying
your life insurance premium was
just like putting money in the
bank! Something for the rainy
day. Now to make it even more
attractive you are told that the
insurance protection is thrown
in for good measure.
But
You have never been told that
in the event of your death befo,r e
the allotted time as designated
in your policy the insurance company will pocket your thrift account. Have you ever before
been told that the endowment
feature of your policy will be
turned into an assessment on
your life insurance?
Things Are Good · or Bad By
Comparison

Unless there is something better than the endowment form of
policy to take it's place, this
criticism or any criticism would
be destructive. If instead of
falling for this trick policy, the
insured had taken out · a term
policy_for the desired $10,000.00
at $145.00 per year, and ·h ad
placed in a building and loan as-sociation o:r bank the $9_3 2.00
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eac year for the ten years, note
th e resu It :
Result of Handling Your Funds
Intelligently Instead of Purchasing Endowment Insurance
Presuming you lived to the
end of the tenth year, your savings with the interest would
amount to a little over $10,00.00.
Presuming that you die within
the allotted ten years your family will still get the face value
of your term insurance o r
$10,000.00 and in addition the
sum total of your savings account together with the interest
thereon.
Is it not clear that if you had
let the insurance company be
your banker that you would not
have received your savings or
thrift account in addition to the
face of your policy? SO·ME
DIFFERENCE and it should not
require super-inteiligence to see
this at one glance. THEN why
in the name of common sense do
so many people aIIow the insurance companies throughout the
United States to play banker
when they know in advance that
the Insurance Company Banker
will appropriate to his own use
the thrift or savings account? If
a regular bank did this, someone
would unquestionably go to the
penitentiary. Now why inr hell
should the insurance companies
be granted this special privilege? How do they get away
with it? What psychological
conclusion must we come to?
Do humans fail to think because
they have nothing to think with
or have we got into the habit of
letting others do aII our thinking
for us? The writer will not attempt to answer these questions
for he frankly admits that they
are beyond his comprehension.
No Brains Required
Does it take any intelligence
or schooling · beyond the third
grade to see at a glance that
every cent .paid to an insurance
company 1n excess of t h e
$145.00 on this endowment
policy we are considering, is a
total loss in the event of death
before the end of the allotted
time? It does n o t m a t t e r

whether you are nurchasing
t-'
a
ten year endowment or a f1·fteen
year endowment or a twenty
year endowment. The same inevitable rule applies to aII forms
of endowment. There is but
one excuse for life insurance of
any kind and that is for PRO~
TECTION. INSURANCE PURCHASED FOR PROTECTION
SHOULD EXEMPLIFY B UT
ONE THING AND THAT
SHOULD BE THE GREATEST
AMOUNT OF PROTECTION
FOR THE LOWEST POSSIBLE
PREMIUM COMMENSURATE
WITH SAFETY. When you
start to add frills to you insurance you only add to the cost.
You do not add to the protection. When you crave these
frills such as a thrift account or
want to stop paying insurance
premiums within five or ten or
twenty years or within any
given time, just O P E N A
DOUBLE ENTRY ACCOUNT.
Do your insurance protection
business with an insurance company and do yor banking with
a regular bank.
The Day of Reckoning Must
Come
The day will come wJ:ien legislation in every state in the union
will force insurance co·m panies
to open double entry accounts
for those wishing to do all their
business with the insurance company. Then in the event of the
in~ured dying before the expiration of a contract period the investment part of the co·ntract
can not be stolen.
When the insured passes out
of the picture before the investment part of the contract becomes effective, the insurance
company should in all fairness
and equity return to the beneficiary, in addition to ·the face of
the policy, all additional money
and a reasonable interest thereon, which has been handed to
the insurance company as a
thrift or savings account.
Caution Exercised in the Wrong
Direction

The difference between companies is nof so great and the

reasons for discriminating are
not so compeIIing, BUT IT DOES
MAKE A HELL OF A LOT OF
DIFFERENCE AS TO WHAT
KIND OF A POLICY YOU PURCHASE. It certainly is amazing that anyone should be so
dumb and foolish as to purchase
ENDOWMENT INSURANCE.
As long as insurance is purchased without discrimination
companies will continue to impose upon the masses.
Freak Policies
Any insurance policy that
combines protection and investment jumbled together in a
manner that encourages illusions
in the mind of the unthinking
purchaser, is a mess and dastardly unfair. There could be
written a perfect endowment
policy that would be entirely
fair and equitable and the insurance company could still make a
1easonable profit. Such a
policy would provide that in the
event the insured dies before the
policy matures as an endowment
the insurance company would
return, in addition to the face of
th~ policy, th.e excess of the endowment premiums over what
the term · policy would have
Leen. The insured would then
get all that he had paid for. The
demand :for life insurance is inflated beyond aII reason, by representation that it is good investment; that a good way to
save money is to have a savings
account with an insurance company. I have actuaIIy seen
literature put out by an insurance company wherein the insurance company had the audacity to suggest that ENDOWMENT INSURANCE BE USED
TO FINANCE BONDED JN~
DEBTEDNES5 AND AS BUSIN ES S INSURANCE. CAN
YOU IMAGINE THIS? The
w:!'.'1ter actually knows of a ca.;:;~
wherein a corporation w a s
talked into using endowment
insurance to retire their bond issue. They were sold on the
idea that endowment insurance
was an incomparable method of
establishing a sinking fund for
( Continu.ed.
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Is Cheap Labor the Cause of Crime?

II

ly to blame for the way things
By W. E. Beck
OW many of us as we sit
and read the papers but gradually growing larger. are now. But the fundamental
wonder what is the cause Thus crime starts small and in- cause of crime is (Now don't
of so much crime? I have heard creases until it is awful to think call me a Soc.i alist) cheap un•
skilled labor.
some people say, prohibition ; about.
For in America that means
others, lack of education, and
Now, not all of this is done by
still others other things.
people of foreign origin or par- corpo.ration-importe d labor, and
Have you noticed how many entage, but perhaps a dispro- it not only causes a condition
names of criminals seem foreign portionate number of this type that drives its own offspring
to our language? Please don't of people are driven into this more and more toward crime,
misunderstand me. I don't kiµd of life by the condition I but it pushes aside and displaces
want to leave the impression have described. Many don't really worth while citizens who
that the foreign born are parti- want to do these things, but otherwise w o u 1 d establish
cularly criminal. In fact very "needs must when the devil homes and pay taxes and who
few are. But it so happens that drives." · They must steal or are much more efficient and prothese new races that
ductive than the cheap
are crowding into , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - labor which displaces
America are brought
them.
Criticism and Comment
here as cheap labor by
I have been among
This month we have the views of W. E. Beck on the funcorporations, w h i c h
this cheap labor and
damental cause of crime. Mr. Beck believes that cheap labor
circumstances, I will
is the greatest cause of crime in this country.
know. Take _ for inWe think there is a great deal of truth in this viewpoint.
show, account for the
stance the section men
It is undoubtedly true as far as it goes. It is true in so far
fact that there are so
on the railroads, where
as it sees that crime is caused mainly by the ECONOMIC or
many names foreign
INDUSTRIAL conditions that control our living and manfour times as many
to us among our crim- ner of getting it. But it is only PART of the TRUTH.
foreign
workers are
Back behind cheap labor is the INDUSTRIAL SYSTEM
inal elements.
used than American
that CA USES cheap labor and thrives on it. Mr. Beck seems
The older generto think that the CHEAP LABORER HIMSELF who is
men. Why is that?
dragged here from Europe by great corporations or trusts
ation of this imported
Foreign labor can't
is to blame for cheap labor, and that the proper remedy is to
cheap labor are frugal,
stop this cheap worker from coming here or from being
and won't do as much
brought here.
having been trained to
work. Then where is
As a matter of fact, however, it is not the employee, and it
frugality all t h e i r
the profit in this imis not the employer that are most to blame, BUT IT IS THE
1 iv e· s. They are
ported cheap labor?
SYSTEM. We live under a system in which the great private
therefore able to make
corporations and trusts are permitted to grab the resources
When there is a reducof the earth and the sources of employment and put the
a living here.
tion of forces who are
thumbscrews on the millions who are disinherited for the
But what of their
purpose of squeezing out profits. Such a system demands
displaced? Not t h e
cheap labor and has the power to produce it.
children? They are
cheap labor. No it is
Mr. Beck seems to think if we could stop cheap labor from
educated in our ways
the American citizen
being imported or coming into this country, there would be
and more expensive
who has to go, alno more cheap labor here. America has always been and is
standards of living;
becoming increasingly a breeding place of cheap labor. The
though
he has spent
cheapest white labor in America is the cheap native Amerinot as much possibly
the best years of his
can labor of the textile industries of the Southern states.
as the average AmeriWhere would you find cheaper labor than the native American
· life in the service and
hired
labor
on
the
fa_
r
ms?
Foreign
immigration
has
almost
can child, but suffiis better educated to
been stopped since the War compared to wha,t it was before
that service.
the War, but cheap American labor has gone on increasingciently to make them
child labor, woman labnr, negro labor, farm labor, etc. THE
Then they preach
feel that the l o w
ONLY EFFECTIVE REMEDY IS TO CHANGE THE INabout
economy. Bah!
DUSTRIAL SYSTEM THAT RESTS UPON CHEAP
wages of their fathers
How much better it
LABOR.
and common labor are
beneath them. Boot- : . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - would be to economize
on American manhood
legging looks good and
starve,
and
starving
is rather and citizenship and dispose of
is open to all and there you have
hard
to
do,
especially
if they this so-called cheap labor, and
that.
have children getting hungry in that manner cut down the
There is now a world of com- too.
cause of crime. For when the
petition in bootlegging not only
Many people who have work- causes that breed crime are lesin the large cities, but also in ed for a living have lived · too sened, crime will lessen. The
the small towns. All cannot well under the circumstances in fundamental cause of crime
sell booze, so they must do which they were placed. They therefore is not prohibition, or
something else. This leads to have lived . up their income as lack of education, but cheap
crimes of a different nature, and fast as it came in, although labor. Let us wake up and make
so it goes just like a snow ball never sure how long they would this country the greatest counrolling down hill--small at first keep their jobs, They are part- try in the world for Americans.
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Medical League Praises Cancer Cure
Editor of Official Organ Investigates and Commends Norman Baker
and Baker Institute
( EDITOR'S NOTE: The following is a reproduction in full of an
art icle in the May, 1930, issue of the Medical Liberty Avalanche of Chicago. It was written by L. C. W. Little, editor of the Avalanche, following a visit to the Baker Institute and a personal investigation which she
made herself . The Avalanche is the official journal of the
American Medical Liberty League, a nationwide organization
which is fighting the Medical Trust. Hence, this article is
tantamount to an indorsement by this organization of Mr.
Baker's work in connection with the Baker Cancer cure.
Although TNT readers are familiar with the incidents connected
with _the attempts to assassinate Mr. Baker and blow up Radio
Station KTNT, this editor p r esents the facts from a new and
interesting angle which will no doubt prove interesting to the
readers of TNT. The article and cuts are as they appeared
in the Avalanche.)

Calliaphone, a muscial contrivance with a tone similar to the
Calliope.
In 1924 he began to build a radio station where he started
broadcasting in October, 1925, and this has been kept up ever
since. He has had numerous fights to keep his license but so far has succeeded.
Much broadcasting from KTNT has been in the
public interest, though in opposition to the policies of
our Medically controlled government. The result,
as is always the case, was to gain the bitter enmity
of the Medical Autocracy-whlch is just as much
behind tuberculin testing of cows as it is behind
the
monoply (attempted) of the healing art. Both
CBy L. C. W. Little in the Medical Liberty
these are vigorously opposed over Mr. Baker's
Avalanche, May, 1930)
station and often by the proprietor himself.
A not unusual secondary effect seems to have been
Organized Medicine OrganNorman Baker to alienate some of those on whose behalf the miliized for This?
tant broadcasting was done. (There have been
Faught were
parallels in the hisneeded
i n r.====;::;:::;;;:;;;;;;::::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;iiiiiiiiii
tory of the A. M. L. L.
particularly in the
these days
costly Barmore case.)
of Medical
A year ago the past
Rule to drive home to
April
the TNT Magour readers a sem,e of
azine
was started,
the deadly peril Ul\suppleme}lting the
der which all Ameriother forms of Baker
cans live, this tale
publicity, and before
will supply it. Great
m a n y months i t s
pains have been taken
readers learned that a
Baker Institute had
to obtain the facts.
been e s t a b li s h e d
The editor of the
where
it was claimed
Avalanche jh as not
cancer was cured. The
only made inquiries by
radio and the magletter and by special
azine soon drew many
agent, but has hercan~er victims.
A
se1f visited the scene
regular licensed mediof the principal events
cal man named Statdescribed and interler was p 1 a c e d i n
viewed the chief i.=====================
charge of the medical
""\
KTNT RADIO STATION
actor. Only two pubwork, so that no laws
lications in the whole U. S. will contain a reasonably ade- were being violated, but "organized medicine" in Muscatine
county and the S_tate of low~ let out a migh~y roar of proquate account of this momentous affair, and this fact contest. That the sick were bemg made well without their aid
stitutes the worst feature about it. Scores of medical liberty was a thing not to be tolerated, and sundry measures to crush
papers would have told it had the basis of publicity been laid the Baker Enterprises were undertaken by the County Medical Society. Mr. Baker, not being the kind of a man to lie
in stories conspicuously printed in the metropolitan dailies.
down under such an attack which he had reasons to regard as
The reason for their failure will be discovered before the wholly unjustified, fought back by radio.
story is done. The Avalanche and TNT are the two journals
While the attempted mur der was being planned (by someto print accounts at all commensurate with the importance of body) Dr. Morris Fisbein was preparing a venomous editorial attack on Norman Baker and it came out in the Journal
these happenings.
of the American Medical Association of date April 12, the
A "wildly barking dog" was all that saved Norman Baker next day after the attempt to kill Mr. Baker. This explains
and his employee, Harry Hoxsey, from murder at the hands
the headlines to the following news artide in the Chicago
of (no doubt )hired assassins in the early hours of Friday,
Daily Tribune of April. 12 Had not this ~rticle been tucked
April 11th. The dog is said to have been a stray.
away inconspicuously upon ·a financial page it would have
attracted more attention.
Who is Norman Baker? He is the sole owner, not incorporated, of the Baker Enterprises, Muscatine, Iowa. These
HUNT 3 GUNMEN ROUTED BY RADIO
are: Tangley Company, Baker Advertising Agency, TNT
"QUACK" DOCTOR
Magazine, Baker Supply Company, Baker Institute, KTNT
Gun Fight Climaxes Fight with Dr. Fishbein
Cafe, KTNT Radio Station, KTNT Oil Service, Baker Mail
Muscatine, Ia., April 11-(AP)-Police at all towns in Iowa
Order and KTNT. Chain Stores. (KTNT-Know The Naked
and Illinois where bridges span the Mississippi river were
Truth.) He was born in Muscatine 46 years ago and grew
on the lookout for three men who fired upon Norman Baker
up there. His business was originally the manufacture and
the operator of Radio 'Station KTNT, a few minutes after h;
sale of his own patented inventions. One of these is the
had signed off a.t 1 o'clock this morning.

Is
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the guard's eyes so he could not shoot
the Tribune's weekly magazine, LiberBaker's report of the attack to poat the thrower." (From the
straight
contribution
a
ty, for having printed
lice which was verified by C. E. White,
same.)
criticising the medical profession; the
keeper of a toll bridge, who saw the
Norman Baker is clearly unique.
J,o urnal incidentally finding fault, too1
shooting from his shanty, less than a
There is but one Muscatine on the globe,
with Liberty ads of ce1·tain prohundred feet away.
and I venturti! to say there is but one
prietary medicines.
White saw flashes of fire, as of a
The two, editorials at once might
Norman Baker on the pattern of the
gun exploding, and heard loud reports
Muscatine man, He is a genius and
have earned for Dr. Fishbein a reputaan instant later at the back of the
more. The portrait here presented
tion for boldness had it not been for his
building. Baker and Harry Hoxsey of
looks a bit younger than the original to•
sudden and timely-looking hospital
Girard, Ill., were having a conference
day, his hair being almost snow white.
retreat.
which
from
there
room
upstairs
an
in
He is 5 feet 6 inches tall, he to,l d me,
Dr.
like
self-advertiser
a
rate
any
At
Baker had been broadcasting.
on
happy
weighs 175 pounds, stocky, broadbeen
and
have
should
Fishbein
One Assailant Wounded
shouldered and powerful. Self-reliance
reading the Chicago papers of the 12th
Hoxsey told police he jumped to the
and courage seem to be outstanding
to think ho,w he had achieved a line of
window on hearing the shots and fired
traits. He likes to be useful to his
publicity equal to "Gas:c arets"-"works
at the three men whom he could dimwhile you sleep."
kind and when they knock him as they
ly see on the ground below, wounding .
do, he drops them and extends his
often
Now what actually happened in the
one of them. The other two dragged
to others. While he may
benefactions
Muscatine affair between 1 :00 and 4:00
the wounded man around the building,
I learn he has the
popular,
be
not
o'clock Friday morning, until April 11?
supposedly to a waiting automobile, and
men in high place.
many
of
friendship
Enlarging a bit on the Tribune story,
made their getaway.
his ten enterconducting
from
Aside
the following particulars are added.
Bob Hunter, first officer to arrive on
done things
has
he
Muscatine,
in
prises
They were in part obtained from Mr.
the scene, found blood on the grass
and
worked
He
town.
the
for
directly
Baker and corroborated by a Chicago
where the attacker had fallen.
controlled
munidpally
a
fought for
man who chanced to, be with him that
Both Hoxsey and . Baker have legal
lighting plant and got it. Now without
night and morning, and in part from
permits to carry guns. Baker is head
raising prices to the consumer the
the latter when seen in Chicago on
of the Baker Institute, a cancer hospital
plant brings in so large a revenue to
Tuesday the 15th.
on the water front.
town it is predicted Muscatine will
the
Messrs. Baker and Hoxsey were waitTen minutes before the encounter
be a taxless town.
soon
ing the return of the Baker car which
Baker had called the local police staleader tells me so, and refarm
A
had driven off to take someone home
tion to report the presence of three
Baker as "a much abused
Mr.
gards
after the night's work, when the barksuspicious-looking strangers about the
was an officer of the Iowa
This
man."
ing of the dog mentioned drew Mr.
hospital and asked police to investigate.
Association. What
Protective
Farm
Hoxsey to the open-but curtainedwas that the good
it,
take
I
meant,
was
windorw out of which he peeped and saw
Dr. Fishbein Denounced
Unless
appreciated.
not
is
doing
is
he
three men, one on the lawn, one partly
After the shooting Baker telephoned
motives
higher
has
I mistake him, he
hid by a stone wall, and the third close
the Associated Press and told of the
a desire for approval. If Northan
to the house (Baker Institute building
incident. He later sent a long teleapproves he is content. But
Baker
man
whence the broadcasting was done by
gram attacking Dr. Morris Fishbein,
approval is not so easy,
own
his
win
to
Mr. Baker). Seeing the man on the
editor of the Journal of the American
to, do it or anyone
himself
for
either
grass with drawn gun, Mr. Hoxsey
Medical Association, for the latter's
and an honest
spirit
robust
A
else.
fired, and so did the man outside at the
current editorial condemning the KTNT
he is certain to
as
big
as
man
A
man.
same moment, but Mr. Hoxsey felled
station as a quack institution.
the small-town
from
less
or
more
suffer
his man while he was untouched. He
Baker did not charge the American
hand, so big
other
the
On
complex.
shot at the other two men but perhaps
Medical Association with making the
takesi in the
and
out
reaches
man
a
missing bo<th. Then seeing the one on
attack on his station, but said that he
time his
first
the
is
This
world.
the ground try to raise up, "he nailed
felt that the editorial might have
assassination,
attempted
have
enemies
him a: second time and no doubt killed
aroused feeling against him.
though threats for some little time in
him." Hoxsey ran downstairs and out
connection with his cancer work have
Other Chicago papers having someon the front sidewalk and found there
him to obtain a permit for him. thing on the affair were the Chicago
caused
was no ammunition in his gun and he
Mr. Hoxsey to go armed.
and
self
American, Chicago Evening Post and
ducked and ran ar,o und the house.
the Daily News.
I was there, between 11:15
When
While he was doing this the two men
the 14th and 2:00 Tuesnight
The headlines in the Post were:
Monday
carried the one who had fallen to their
15th, I saw three of
the
morning
day
TRY TO SHOOT UP KTNT; car and drove away.
the Baker properties under guard. The
At 3 :00 the same morning1 a car
radio station on the hill gleamed a
A TTACK BY DR. MORRIS
"drove just past the Baker oil station,
white under a glare of elecdazzling
FISHBEIN
a man got out, went in, and told the
tricity which flooded the extensive
in charge if he valued his life he1d
grounds. No one could approach the
Mysterious Trio Fires On Station man
better get another job as they were
place unseen. At the Institute, there
Attached to Cancer Hospital
going to blow up the entire establishwere two guards standing on the porch
ment. While he was talking to the atas I went in. Since then he has proIn view of these stories, it is not
tendant another of the gang went
cured and set up machine guns. The
strange that Mr. Baker should set inaround the building and cut the teleplace is an armed camp, but why not
the
ascertain
to
once
quiries afoot at
phone wires. This was the only phone
neither the perpetrators nor the
when
whereabouts of Dr. Fishbein. Checked
in that part of the town that was availthem have yet been apprebehind
men
by three different investigators, by
able until 6 :00 in the morning. When
hended?
Monday noon it was known that Dr.
the engineer went up to the radio staWell, has he a cancer cure ? All the
Fisbein was in the Presbyterian Hostion on the hill a short time later and
drugless and drug-and-knife
skeptics,
pital on Tuesday the 15th. By the
was about to open the front door, two
say, No. Plenty of patients
will
alike,
other two it was learned that he had
men ran down the embankment." (From
The Institute has 100 beds
Yes.
say,
been in that hospital from the 9th.
the Chicago man.) "The next morning
all occupied and Mr. Baker estimates
Interesting facts, if you think them
(Saturday) at 3 :00 two bombs were
300 more were in hotels and boarding
over.
thrown toward the transmitting room,
houses awaiting admission, some of
But the same issue of the Journal of
with the intention apparently of dethem coming daily for treatment. Being
stroying the transmitter, but while both
the A. M. A. (April 12) had as editorthere only in the middle of the night
ial number two an article entitled
exploded neither did any damage exI could not see the patients and fear I
"Liberty and Ethics," taking to task
cept that the first one threw sand in
(Continued on Page 42)
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Cancers e oved and Cures emonstrated in resence of nor ous Throng
second outdoor cancer
demonstration which far
exceeded the one last
month in attendance and interest was given by the Baker Institute in Weed Park, Muscatine,
on the afternoon of May 30.
Muscatine police actually
counted 28,000 persons who entered the park from the entrances facing the main part of
the city, and reported that they
had been able count only part
of the vast throng that entered
the park in response to a series
of calls over KTNT announcing

concerning the size · of . this
crowd. That KTNT, which
was the only means of advertising employed, and the fame of
the new cancer treatment and
the Baker Institute, could attract such a throng was conidered a remarkable tribute to
the growing power and popularity of the man, the treatment
and the institutions. The meeting was a demonstration in a
double sense.
Although the demonstration
was announced for 2 :30 p. m.,
the crowd began to gather early

The demonstration followed
the Governor's address. For
three hours this mighty concourse of p€ople presenting a
<lense, tense upturned sea of
faces extending for hundreds of
yards around the bandstand
was held spellbound by the remarkable exhibits and proofs
presented and testimonies given
from the lips of the patients
PROVING BEYOND ANY POSSIBLE DOUBT NOT ONLY
THAT CANCER IS CURABLE,
BUT THAT HUNDREDS OF
PATIENTS A R E B E I NG

Picture of Crowd at Weed Park, Muscatine, May 30, 1930, taken During Great Cancer Demonstration. This Picture Was
Taken from a Low Point in Rear of Crowd and Shows Only Fraction of the 50,000 attending.

in the morning. By 10 o'r.1ock
a. m. thousands of waiting persons were present in the park
All day long up to the time of
Remarkable Tribute
the
demonstration a human avaFrom the thousands of square
yards of space surrounding the lanche from most sections of
park bandstand where the dem- . Iowa, many sections of Illinois,
onstration was held, which were and from other neighboring
densely packed with humanity, states, precipitated itself into
and from the mass of automo- Weed Park. It was a most rebiles crowded in all available markable demonstration of the
space in and around the park growing public interest in the
and extending back on the cancer cure and Baker Institute.
streets and highways for great
Governor Present
distances, it is estimated that
A surprise was sprung by the
there were fully 50,000 persons introduction of Governor Hampresent at the demonstration. mil of Iowa as a speaker. The
The pictures on these pages give presence of the Governor and
only a faint idea of the crowd his friendly speech struck a
and the mass of autos.
populAr chord and greatly ad"A typical State Fair crowd," ded to the interest in the meetwas the comment oftenest heard ing.

that a second demonstration
would be given to PROVE
THAT CANCER IS CURABLE.

CURED AT THE BAKER IN-·
STITUTE. That the crowd was
literally overwhelmed by the
evidence and completely CONVINCED there could be no
doubt from the manifestation it
gave of itself. Mr. Baker and
the physicians who spoke received repeated ovations of the
most enthusiastic and friendly
character. As patient after patient -was exhibited or spoke,
the crowd was awed into silence,
or responded with gasps and
cries of amazement, or applauded or cheered thunderously. A s th e demonstration
progressed and the exhibits and
proofs became more and more
remarkable the huge throng
surged toward the bandstand
·and became ' m o r e densely

packed until many were overcome and had to be carried
fainting or unnerved from the
crowd. The Baker Institute
physicians were kept far more
busy attending persons in the
crowd than in taking care of the
patients placed on exhibit on the
bandstand.
Thirty Living Proofs

Thirty patients and former
patients who had been cured
were shown to th'e crowd. From nearly a third of these cancers
that had been killed by the external treatment and reduced to
dark purplish masses, were re-

demonstrate the fact that the
cancers had come out cleanly
an d thoroughly from th e
healthy flesh. In every instance the separation of the cancer tissue from the healthy flesh
was perfect. In all cases more
or less deep depressions in the
normal flesh showed where the
cancer had been. In some in. stances in which large cancers
had been removed the ribbed
structure of the normal muscular tissue was plainly visible. In
no instance could a trace be seen
of the former cancerous tissue,
which has a very different struc-

cured patients were several who
had been cured several years
ago by the same external treatment. All of these testified
that there had been no symptoms of a recurrence of the cancer. Their testimony constituted convincing evidence
that the Baker cure is premanent.· The living testimony of
patients who had been cured or
were on the rapid road to recovery was of such· an earnest
and appealing nature, was told
so vividly and with such feeling,
that its effects on the great audi-

Showing Section of Weed Park Covered with Autos on Day of Cancer Demonstration. All Available Park Space and All
Avenues and Highways Leading to Park for Great Distances Were Jammed with Automobiles.

moved in the presence of the
gasping crowd. The patients
were first exhibited at each side
of the bandstand. The killed
cancer on the face, lip, shoulder,
arm or breast, as the case might
be, was shown to the crowd.
Then the patient was seated in
a chair at the front of the bandstand and in the presence of
thousands of amazed spectators
the cancer was lifted out with
tweezers in the hands of an
attendant who would display
the dead and removed cancer on all sides of the bandstand. These varied in size
from small cancers from the lip
or nose to large ones from the
body. After the removed cancers were exhibited, the patients
were again shown at each
side of the bandstand in order to

ture and color from normal tissue.
Speeches Move Crowd

In addition to these complete
removals of cancers in the presence of the crowd, former patients who are now completely
cured and in good health were
exhibited and gave strong and
convincing testimony in which
they described their former horrible and hopeless condition
after the regular physicians had
tried everything they had on
them and had left them to die.
They then told how they had
come in contact with the Baker
treatment and had come to the
Baker Institute and how rapidly
they had improved until their
cancers were completely removed and had shown no signs
of returning. Among these

ence were fully as remarkable
as the removal of cancers before
their eyes. The patients' testimonials were greeted literally
with ovations.
~

List of Exhibits

Among the patients and former patients exhibited were the
following:
HENRY FOUT, IOWA CITY,
IO·W A-Mr. Fout was one of the
patients in Mr. Baker's first·outdoor cancer demonstration on
May 12 when a dead cancer was
removed from his face. He
was shown at the May 30th de·monstration to illustrate the regrowth of normal flesh in depressions from which cancers
are removed. The depression
had filled with healthy flesh to
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a perceptible degree in about IOWA-Mr. Gamble was one of the first demonstration at which
the patients exhibited in the she appeared and the second a
three weeks.
MR. A N D MRS. J O H N May 12th demonstration. He few weeks later.
HOMEFINGER AND ROSE appeared again on May 30 and
H. L. DUNLAP, WEST MIDM:ARY DOYLFJ-These were testified that he had had can- DLESEX, PA._;_Was exhibited
former patients of Harry M. cer for three years which had
Hoxsey. They testified that spread to both cheeks, jaw and to show improvement between
Mr. Hoxsey had cured them sev- tongue. Regular medics had first and second demonstrations.
eral years ago; that the can- administered the radium treat- Cancer had eaten away flesh . of ·
cers had then been completely ment four times. He had been lower lip before he entered
removed and that there had to Savannah, Mo., and to a Baker Institute.
Healing of
been no signs whatever of re- Minnesota clinic. He could not healthy flesh since first demget his mouth open and practicurrence.
onstration had be·e n rapid. Mr.
MR. JOHN WEICHMANN, cally lost the use of his tongue.
NEWHALL, IOWA-Mr. In six weeks all the canceTous Dunlap will be entirely freed of
Weichman entered the Baker growths were killed and re- cancer, but will be slightly disfigured, as treatment cannot
Institute on May 17th, 1930,
restore lost organs.
suffering from cancer of lip.
R. L. WHE.ELER, MANHe was given one treatment
ITOBAC, WIS.-Had .cancer
for external cancer and apof larynx. Came to Baker
peared at the demonstration
Institute after doctors had
on May 30 and was ready to
have the dead cancer reremoved his vocal chords
moved. It appeared then in
leaving a hole from outside
the form of a large purplish
into larynx. Could produce
black growth on the lower
no sound or talk except by
lip. He was shown on every
use of a tube and mechanical
side of the bandstand and
contrivance. He ·testified
Bethen seated in a chair.
that the cancerous condition
fore thousands of people the
had recurred but was -being
attendant took a pair of
removed at the Baker Institweezers and pulled the cantute. The cancer will be
cer loose around its entire
cured but the lost organs cancircumference. H e th e n
not be restored.
took a good hold of the dead
C. A. CRAPNELL, JOY,
cancer with his tweezers and ·
ILL.-Testified that afteir
pulled it entirely out of the
suffering 30 years with hempatient's lip leaving a rather
orrhoids he had been entireraw depression looking like
ly cured in five weeks by six
exposed normal flesh. Mr.
treatments at the Baker InW eichmann showed no signs
stiute.
of pain while this was being
MR S . MART SMITH,
done. After this he arose
Edward B. Wessels, Earlville, Iowa, one of the E A S T MOLINE, I LL.from his chair and went in many patients cured of cancer of lip at Baker In- Showed places where canstitute. This picture shows Wessels before he cers on forehead and behind
succession to each side of the took
the treatment.
(Compare with picture on opposite page.)
ear had been removed · at
bandstand and showed the
lip from which the cancer
Baker Institute.
had been removed. His lip was moved in the Baker Institute.
JACK BROWN, VERMONT,
then treated with a healing "I am cured," were his concludILL.-Testified he had been
preparation and bandaged by ing words.
practically cured of internal canMRS. RUTH HANYOUSE,
nurses. It will be entirely well in
cer at Baker Institute.
a short time. The attendant fol- R I C H M O N D, 0 H I O-Left
MRS. FERDINAND PLAUTZ,
lowed the patient to the differ- eight day old baby and entered
ROCK FALLS, ILL.-Testified
ent sides of the bandstand and Baker Institute May 2nd, 1930,
to complete removal from her
held the removed cancer up to with malignant cancer on right
breast of large cancer at Baker
the crowd for inspection. We
Institute after 11 weeks treatside of back. Was treated twice
describe each step of this demment. Showed depression in
onstration because these same and cancer was killed and comhealthy flesh of breast from
steps were followed in each case pletely removed. The depreswhere cancer had been rewhere a cancer was removed sion from which the cancer was
moved. Removed cancer in a
before the big crowd.
killed and completely removed
glass jar was exhibited to crowd.
A. H. GAMBLE, AIRSHORE, had practically healed between
SIXTEEN MONTHS O L D
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DAUGHTER OF MR. AN D
in presence of crowd. This HAWKINSON
AVENUE,
MRS. E. T. JONES, CONNEScancer had been killed by one GiALESBURG, ILL.-This case
VILLE,
I O W A-S h o w e d
powder treatment in -11 days at continues to be the most remarkhealthy depression in baby's
the Baker Institute.
able case of all. At the first
forehead from where cancer
MRS. SARAH STEWART, public cancer demonstratio n on
had been removed after one ap- ROANOKE, W. VA.-Had large May 12 the Institute surgeon
plication of powder for extercancer removed from arm near had the 32,000 or more present
nal cancers at Baker Institute.
shoulder after it had been killed gasping when he removed the
When this cancer was first reby one powder treatment at the skull of the entire top of Johnmoved skull bone could be seen.
Baker Institute since May 5, son's head and left the brain
R. C. MCMAHON, GIRARD,
1930. Cancer was deep leaving exposed. The malignant canILL.t-8howe d healthy depresconsiderable
depression
i n cer had eaten through at the
sion on face where a malignant
which the structure of the joints of the skull bone and
cancer had been removed at
healthy muscle distinct 1 y when the Baker treatment was
Baker Institute. McMahon had
showed.
administered the cancerous tisbe,e n treated and giveri up by
MRS. N. P. NELSON, STILL- sues were affected in such a way
regular physicians. · He testiW ATER, MINN.-S h owe d that the top of the skull was
fied that he was sitting by his
where recent cancers had been loosened. The surgeon had
kitchen stove one day conmerely to lift it from the
templating suicide via a shotbrain at the May 12th demgun when he heard of the
onstration. Many said at the
Baker cure and resolved to
time that Johnson could not
try it as a last resort. He
possibly live. A miracle has
was cured in 25 days and no
happened. A MAN WITHscar will be left on his face.
OUT A SKULL TO COVER
TH10MAS COONS, OF
HIS BRA.IN HAS LIVED
KANSAS-Ex hibited par- ·
EVER SINCE MAY 12 AND
tially killed cancer of nose,
IS NOW I M P R O V I N G
eye · and cheek. Ghastly
D1AILY. At the May 30th
sight. Deep hole in eye.
demonstratio n Mandus JohnShowed awful effects of canson seated himself in a chair
cer combined with treatment
on the bandstand while the
by medics.
~
surgeon removed the bandM. B. FRECH, BEARDSage covering his brain. His
TOWN, ILL.-Had had canbrain was exposed to the
cer removed from lip months
gaze of 50,000 dumfounde.d .
before demonstration . Lip
people. There had been renow practically normal.
markable improvement since
DONALD DIRKS, 14 Edward B. Wessels, Earlville, Iowa, after taking the May 12th demonstration .
YEAR OLD CEDAR RAP- Baker Cancer T~eatme_nt: The cance~ is e~tirely The cancerous growths had
.
. cured but the shght d1sf1gurement will remam, as
IDS BOY~Great improve- cancer had eaten away some of lip.
disappeared and nature had
ment since May 12 dem- (Compare with picture on opposite page.)
provided a membrane which
onstration. Cancer near eye
covered his brain and served
removed
from
cheek
and
ear.
which had made him temporaras a protection. Mand us JohnEntered
institute
April
14,
1930,
ily blind, had been removed and
son's chances to recover are
healthy flesh showed. Had eaten after suffering nine years and
vastly greater than they were a
having nine X-ray and four rathrough side of nose.
month ago. He has suffered no
MR. R. E. HENDERSON dium treatments. After two
pain nor been under an anesthetIC.
MUSCATINE, ,IOW A,-Cancer treatments at Baker Institute
of nose, face and ear in proc~ss cancer came out clean.
The mighty crowd made it
of being killed by external treatMR. EDWARD B. WESSELS,
plain that the demonstration had
ment.
EARLVILLE, l01W A-The two
convinced it almost to the last
JOHN M. LAFRANTZ, DAV- pictures of Mr. Wessels, taken_ person that the Baker Institute
ENPORT,
IOW A-C an c e r before and after the treatment,
is in possession of a great scienwhich had been killed by the and here shown on opposite
tific treatment WHICH IS CURBaker treatment was removed pages tell the story. Some of
ING CA'NCER. The two great
from his left temple in the pres- Mr. Wessel's lower lip was eaten
public demonstratio ns of the
ence of the great crowd. De- away by the cancer before he
new cancer treatment have
pression has since filled.
entered the Institute. This canleft the medical doctors who
MR. HARRY RAMER, MUS- not be restored, but the cancer have been denouncing the treatCATINE, IOWA--Had large is completely gone.
ment and declaring that cancer
cancer of lower lip removed
MANOUS JOHNSON, 486 is incurable, without a leg to
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ette paper. Patients with odors stay
only institution that cures intersealed rooms away from other pain
nal and external cancer coupled
tients. In contrast to many crowded
with the fact that in spite of the
wards in other hospitals Baker Institute
are
people
the
Trust
Medical
has no bed room with more than six
beds in it. Bedrooms are all well ventifinding this out. It is imposlated. There are two to four large
sible to build or provide outside
windows to each bedroom. Ventilation
r o o m s fast e n o u g h t o
keep up with the rising tide of
patients. More than 600 are
being treated daily as thi.-; is
being written. It has been
found necessary to broadcast
over the local radio station asking patients to write the institute
and make arrangements before
coming. Unless the Medical
Trust succeeds in its present
attempts to destroy the Baker
Institute this great rising tide
of human sufferers will be taken
care of by a great building proOne of the waiting rooms, Baker Institute.
gram which will make the Baker
system also includes suction fans in
Front of Baker Institute with crowd wait- Institute the biggest institution
dining room and on first and second
ing for appointments for treatment.
of its kind in the world.
floors and four big ventilators in the
As a direct and positive re- roof. Eievators carry meals from dinmedical trust will eventually be
futation of 'the slanderous state- ing room to all flo~rs and chute carrie~
forced to recognize it.
ments about the Baker Institute laundry to first floor.
Despite this situation the old
being unclean, unsanitary and
Among the conveniences for the comschool of doctors and their foland
comforts
modern
devoid of
fcrt of the patients are a radio, victrola,
lowers continue to oppose and
conveniences we direct the nt- piano, pool room and clean, well served
attempt to undermine the Baker
tention of the readers to the pic- kitchen and dining room. On second
Institute. Among the utterly
tures of the Baker Institute on and third floors are long corridors
unjustifiable
unfounded and
this page in which exterior · which serve as lounging rooms. They
charges circulated against the
with comfortand interior views are shown. are provided abundantly
Baker Institute is one that this
able chairs. There is a large front
institution is unsanitary, unclean.
The Institute has beds for 95
porch at front of building, shady, airy,
without the -ordinary convenpersons. Only the worst cases facing the Mississippi river and abuniences and comforts of hospitals,
occupy these beds. The vast dantly supplied with comfortable chairs.
and overcrowded. The only
majority of the 600 patients under treatment in Muscatine at
this writing sleep in rooms outside of the Baker Institute.

stand on. The people have
seen and heard the LIVING
A N D POSITIVE P R O O F S
THAT CANCER IS CURABLE
and nothing that doctors who refuse to believe or investigate can
say will shake their faith. The

1

As a complete refutation of the
slanderous statements against the
Baker Institute we present the following facts:
There are ten baths-tubs and showers-in the hospital to accomodate occupants of 95 beds. There are lavatories for both men and women on
all three floors.
The floors are painted and are mopped
s"everal times a d a y. Competent
One of the treatment rooms at the Baker
One of the lounging rooms for patients, women have charge of cleaning on each Institute.
third floor, Baker Institute.
floor. The Institute employs 35 to 40
Oil burners supply ample heat whenmen and women. The bed linen is
part of these charges that has
ever needed and furnish hot water the
changed several times each week, and
any truth in it is the staten1ent
year around.
oftener if needed, and always after a
Scientific and medical equipment is
patient vacates a bed. All garbage is
about the Institute being taxed
ample for all purposes for which the
removed from building several times
to its capacity. For this condi ..
Institute is used. There are seven
every day. The hospital has a modern
tion Mr. Baker is in no way retreating rooms, a laboratory, several
laundry well away from occupied parts
sponsible, but the fact that
waiting rooms, case-taking rooms and
of hospital. Walls are clean, being reseveral examining rooms.
the Baker Institute is t h e
cently papered with fine lavender linen-
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The Tricks of Mediums Exposed
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Thes~ articles
are neither an attack upon nor a defense of spiritualism. They are an
attempt to help clear the field of
psychic research of charlatans, fakers
and tricksters who operate solely for
money and make honest investigation
in this field difficult.
The usual monthly article in this
series was crowded out last month on
account of unusual demands on our
space. This is the seventh article in
the series. Those who desire to follow
this subject from beginning to end
may obtain back numbers of TNT containing these articles from this office
or newsdealers at 20 cents p~r copy.)

Article VII
How Mediums .Borrow
Magicians' Tricks
EW persons realize to
what an extent mediums
borrow tricks from magicians and then attribute mysteries of the performances to
spirits.
For instance, a magician,
Henry Hardin (A. E. Parsons)
of New Haven, Conn., is the
originator of many subtle tricks
used by ·b oth magicians and
mediums. Many of his tricks
are catalogued and sold by the
dealers; and a number of effects published in Professor
Hoffman's "Later Magic" are
inventions of Hardin. This can
be verified by referring to old
files of the magicians' journal,
"Mahatma," wherein he first
gave the magicians' secrets to
the world.
Usually mediums perform
only one or two tricks gathered
from such sources or other
sources. They perform these
so often and become so expert
that their tricks are almost indetectable.
The most widespread and
common tri-ck of mediums is
some variation of reading a letI
ter or question written by a
sitter, or some form of a slate or
paper-writing experiment.
A Borrowed Trick
I am now going to describe a
"spirit" performance borrowed
by the mediums from Henry
Hardin, the · magician. This

I]

trick was advertised in "Mahat- realm of bliss over there."
As the letters were returned
ma" many years ago under the
the writers after the performto
title, "The Trance Vision."
This is what I saw myself at ance, we afterward saw the
a seance given by a medium I question Miss Jones asked. It
am acquainted with. The un- was as follows:
"Dear Brother John: Did
usual feature of this performance is that written letters or you suffer much agony when
questions were read and an- you were washed overboard and
swered in the total darkness of drowned ?-Mary Jones."
Each of our questions brought
a room. The effect is beyond
forth interpretations and andescription.
The performance was given swers as marvelous as this one.
in a medium's parlor. We were After the last one was finished
each given a smaII white card the medium requested that a
and an envelope and instructed committee from the sitters come
to write on the card the ques- to her and receive the unopened
tion we wanted answered and envelopes in the darkness beaddress it to a dead friend and fore the lights were turned on.
sign our own names. We were This was · done. The lights
told to let no one know what we were turned on, and..each sitter
had written, to put the cards in selected his or her envelope by
the envelopes and seal the en- a slight mark each had been revelopes. In addition to the mu- quested to place on it. These
cilage on the flap we were given envelopes very clearly had not
wax to make doubly sure that been opened or tampered with.
The reader may imagine the
the envelopes were completely
effect of such a performance on
sealed.
As soon as the questions were an average pe·rsoni. The queswritten and sealed in the en- tions had been . written before
velopes the medium entered the the medium had entered . the
room and the lights were turned room. The medium could not
out. Complete darkness reign- possibly have touched the ened. As we sat around the room 7elopes except in total darkness
holding each other's hands the when she could not possibly .
medium felt her way around in have read the que'stions. In
the darkness and collected the fact, the envelopes had never
been unsealed or opened. There
sealed missives.
She then took her seat oppo- was no ordinary way to account
site us in the room and inter- for the medium being able to
preted the identical questions see any of the questions, yet she
we had asked in a truly marvel- correctly interpreted all of
ous manner. Instead of read- them and revealed the names
ing the questions word for word, of those who had written and
which . would have detracted signed them! How was this
from the effect, she interpreted done? What would be more
them in this manner: "I feel the . natural for those inclined to beinfluence of cold, chilly water lieve in spiritualism to attribute
and I hear the splashing of the this mysterious revelation of
waves of the sea. I see a great facts to spirits?
How It Was Done
storm raging, and I get the inexplanation is surprisingThe
fluence of one who was a
brother. He speaks the name ly simple. This is one of the
of John and says, 'Mary, do not magician, Hardin's tricks. If a
worry about me. I am very person take a thin w!iite card
happy now and know neither and write on it, it can be read
sorrow nor pain. _ All is bright- ~~side of an envelope in the
darkness providing a smaII elecness and joy over here.' Miss tric pocket flashlight be held
Jones your brother is in the
(Continued on Page 42)
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Lymphatic Poiso ning from Vacci natio n
Scientist Shows that Vaccines Cause Cancer and Tuberculo sis
ACCINATIO N introduces
putrid and poisonous virus into the lymphatic
'==~='
ducts and blocks and poisons
the lymphatic system. This
often causes gangrene, cancer
and tuberculosis.
The above startling facts
have just been revealed by no
less a person than F. P.
Millard, D. ' 0., Toronto,
Canada, president of the
'National League for the
PrevenHon of the Curvature of the Spine, following a careful study of the
effects of vaccines on the
lymphatic system.
In addition to our viens
and arteries which carry
blood throughout the system, we have another circulation by means of
glands and tubes called
the lymphatic circulation.
This wonderful system for
the preservation of our
health and lives circulates
a clear liquid through our
bodies known as lymph.
The lymphatic circulation has a terminal drainage point in the veins on
either side of the neck.
The lymphatic ,system
consists of hundreds of
glands or "nodes" connected with a system o.f
"ducts" or tubes. These
nodes serve among other
things as traps for poisons
introduced into the system. In cases of emer-

proving the harmful effects of
vaccines and serums upon the
lymphatic system when these
poisons or foreign substances
are introduced into the system
by points of needles.
"The lymphatic vessels and
nodes become blocked, producing various disturbances and or-

the blood poisoning is the result.

"In ordinary vaccination, the
axillary glands in the armpit
will be swollen and tender. The
swelling may disappear in two
or three weeks, though it may
persist for months and become
chronic in type and develop into
malignancy in the breast or
armpit.
"A -c ase reported by Dr.
Peebles, (M. D.) was the
direct _result o.f the virus
traveling from the armpit
and forming a chronic
suppuration wound in the
glands under the jaw.
"Gangrene of the hand,
as referred to by Dr. Holt,
an authority of national
repute, is another confirmation of the blockage
of the circulation by
chronic or indurated or even suppurating lymphatic
glands.
"The lymph flow is as
essential as the blood
flow, and the poisoning of
the lymphatic system simply means the poisoning
of the body tissues and organs.
"Once the lymphatic
system is blocked, there is
a systematic disturbance
that involves the various
organs of the body, and
many patients state that
their breakdown and ill
health date from the time
of vaccination, or the poioning of the body through
,,.
the blockage of the lymvirus directphatics.

gency they retain poisons,
Showing how vaccination on the arm introduces
which if allowed to escape ly into
lymphatic ducts. The ducts are shown on the arm, neck
"Hundreds of persons
nodes or glands under the arm and on
through the system at and under the ear and the introduced
in the arm spreads through
the neck. Vaccine poison
once would produce al- this extensive system affecting particularly the tonsils and throat. have died from this lymphatic poisoning followmost 1instant death. If
ganic disorders, ranging from ing vaccination. It is a question
the poison is in excessive quantithe suppuration of the nodes to whether or not a severe vaccine
ty and they beco•m e overburGANGRENE, TUBERCULOSIS poisoning is not more d!ifficult
dened severe effects or death
to clear than a venereal pois~nAND CANCER.
may result.
"Whe·n the lymphatic glands ing. The sores following supAmong other things, Dr. Millard says: "The most scientific become blocked and overflow, puration after vaccination are
argument yet produced in at- as they do in extreme cases of almost impossible to heal in
tacking the theory and practice lymphatic poisoning, the blood some instances.
"As soon as a wholesale vacof vaccination and serum treat- circulation takes up the blockment is the presentation of data age products, and de•a th from cination is ordered, we see cases ·
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must enormousl y overtax the human circulation, in having to
harbor and harmonize, in a degree,
this foreign cell life.
The very thought of
grafting beast into
human is so revolting that instinct as
well as reason cries
out against it.
"Rememb er this:

Pag13 31

sease in Chicago than of all other
tochildren's diseases put
gether," Dr. Snow offered the

following in the "Abolition ist",
December , 1925:
"Of recent years many men
and women in the prime of life
have dropped down dead suddenly, often attending a wedding feast or banquet. I am

convinced that some 80 per cent
of these deaths are caused by
Six swollen lymphatns
ic glands in certain the innoculati ons or vaccinatio
areas will make o,ne they have underg~ne . THESE
TO
KNOWN
ill. A dozen. will put ARE WELL
you on your back. CAUSE GRAVE AND PERAND FIFTY VITAL MANENT DISEASE TO THE
GLANDS BLOCKED
HEART."
CAUSE
MAY
DEATH.

Sh owin g h ow incipient tuberculosis .may develop from vaccinat ion on t h e arm . Note the lymphatic glands a r ound the bronchial
tubes of the lungs. These are closely related to the lymphatic
glan ds a nd ducts of the arm. Vaccine poisoning is easily trai:i,sf erred fro m t h e a r m to the region of the lungs often inducing

tuberculosis.

of sore throat, diphtheria , measles and mumps; nurses are
rushed to the scene to look after
patients whose temperatu re has
been forced far above the normal through this systematic pol.
lution.
"From -a physical standpo,i nt
this nation will crumble and fall
if there is not a lessening in the
amount of vaccines and serums
used.
"This wholesale pollution has
brought about nervous instability, lack of tone, vascular irregularities, arid what else could
happen, teU me, but growths,
cancers, or heart failures?

"Particula rly note that vaccination for smallpox results in a
lymphatic -blockage due to en_grafting upon the human the
cells and pu,s from the bovine.
The bovine cell multiplies far
more rapidly than the human
cell. Such a graft, -therefore ,

"Finally: To have
a vaccinatio n scar is
a reflection on your
intelligenc e. A scar
following a solicited
vaccinatio n signifies
loyalty to medical
superstitio n. A scar
from forced vaccination is a brand, a
mark of medical tyranny and despotism.
I would not be vac-

cinated and take the
risk of complicati ons
for a $10,000 draft
My
on the bank of England.
children never have been vaccinated and I trust never will be.

It is up to the mothers of the
land to take a determine d stand
and they should quickly end
the compulsor y vaccinatio n of
children. Without compulsio n,
the hideous practice would soon
disappear ."
The above startling facts by
F. P. Millard are matched by
the equally startling state·m ent
of Dr. Herbert Snow, for twenty-five years surgeon of the Hospital of London and for a · time
Senior Surgeon.
Following the report made by
the Chicago M·ec;lical Health De~
partment 'rn November , 1925;
that ":t\'fore children o,f the ages
10 to 14 years die of heart di-

.

.
. '..,.,w;:, __;":,,_.h.;,::)w...:..w. .£~.

-:·

Vaccination on the thigh or just above the
knee causes enlargement and so111etimes suppuration of the inguinal nodes. Sterility may result
where the . poisoning involves the pelvio region.
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this
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r
Baker
a
manne
Bailey who, they alleged , was
SCATINE
On Sunda y, June 15, The Des Moines Regist er publis hed tute patien t. Mr• Bailey was never in the
c.11....t "1
Baker Institu te and died of heart disease . rwi.,,,n
the unfoun ded rumor named in the big headli nes on this
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this
ted
correc
never
l
Journa
The
F.dnal Unil,
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faced
until
itypublic
page
of the paper, the story receive d first front
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ent
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most
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of
half
and
ne
headli
The Musca tine· Journa l of June 14 anan eight column
nounce d under big front page headli nes that
column on the front page.
tKansa s had been denied a
of
ey
Brinkl
Dr.
a
d
printe
er
Regist
the
16,
June
y,
Monda
day,
The next
l of his radio license ; that his licompl ete retract ion of its Sunda y cannar d. Genera l Saltz- renewawould
be revoke d on June 20 and that
man, Radio Comm issione r of the Fifth Distric t in which cense
Comm ission was consid ering sendKTNT and the Regist er are located , denied in toto the state- the Radio
igators to Musca tine to invest iinvest
ing
ment in the Sunda y Regist er. The Regist er was in a hole.
. Genera l Saltzm an's statem ent
KTNT
gate
It had to tell the truth. But how did it tell the truth?
publish ed in the Des Moines Regist er on
It publish ed the TRUT H in a four-inch, single column item
16, shows that this Journa l story had
with a small headlin e at the bottom of the sevent h colum n June
founda tion in fact-b ut the Journa l up
of the front page of its Monda y edition . Its Monda y edition no
time has made no correc tion.
this
to
does not- have more than half the circula tion of its Sunda y
is grievo us need of an indepe ndent
There
Iedition . IT GAVE A LIE MANY TIME S THE PROM
press owned and contro.Jled by the people
NENC E AND TWIC E THE CIRCU LATIO N THAT IT GAVE
and devote d solely to the interes ts of the
THE TRUT H. This is typica l of the daily of today which
, the comm unity and the nation . As
almost withou t except ion is owned by trusts of great corpor - apeople
in this directi on The PROGRESSIVE
start
ations engage d primar ily in furthe ring their own selfish
G COMP ANY has been &rganISHIN
PUBL
.
interes ts at the expens e of the public and the nation
tine, Iowa with a capita l stock
Musca
at
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specof
act
this
That the Regist er delibe rately perfor med
of $150,000 divided into 15,000 shares at $10
ial propag andizi ng for profit appear s from the follow ing:
The public is invited to purcha se
On Saturd ay, June 14, a Regist er repres entativ e approa ched a share.
and assist in establi shing a
shares
these
a Mr. Miller, who runs a newss tand in the Ameri can Bank
PAPE R of its own. An
NEWS
Y
-DAIL
telea
Buildi ng in Musca tine and asked permis sion to post
has alread y been taken on a site for
gram on his window which stated that the Sunda y Regist er option
moder n newsp aper buildin g oppowould have a big story about Norma n Baker. Miller refuse d asitelarge
Musca tine Opera House on East
old
the
to permi t this- The Regist er agent threate ned to cut off
in the center of the busine ss
Street
Second
the Regist er and Tribun e. The next day the Regist er was
buildin g on this site will
old
The
t.
distric
while
well repres ented in Musca tine by solicit ors and agents
be disman tled immed iately
newsb oys tried to cash in for the Regist er on
and a new moder n newsp aper
item.
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most promin ent, its most rapidly growin
Baker
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e
erectin g a moder n Daily Newsp aper plant has
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unitycomm
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attemp
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It
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not
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se
ons, orders for stock in the new comimmen
scripti
an
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pany, and pledge s of advert ising suppor t. A
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Human Nature Around the World
By Dr. John T. Miller
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Dr. John T. Miller, D.
Sc., who will conduct the department· on
.his page, has been editor of The Character
Builder since 1901 and is president of the
world-w:ide Character Building League. He
has written many books on education, psychology ancl human nature, has taught in
colleges and lectured in the leading countries
of the world. This is the second article in this
series. Back numbers of TNT can be obtained
from this office or newsdealers for 20 centa per
copy.)

!°3·. D.

The Mirror of the Mind
The human face I love to view
And trace the passions of the soul
On it the feelings write anew
'
Each changing thought as on a scroll.
There the mind its evil doings tells
And there it~ n?blest deeds do speak,
Just as the rmgmg of the bells
·
Proclaims a knell or wedding feast.
How beautiful Love's features are
Enthroned on Virtue's honest face'
Like some jewel bright and rare '
Worn by the fairest of the race.
But vice and hatred, how they mar
The form and face of man!
And from the choicest pleasures bar
Those who, fail to do the good they can.

Mind builds the brain, molds
the face art'd controls the body.
Every normal human being it
born with at least 44 primary
elements of mind that have been
disc'Overed by the eminent anatomist, Dr. Gall, and his scientific followers. Every one of
these is good if used right. All
evil comes into the world by the
abuse of the organs of the body
and the elements of the mind.
The study of mind and body
must always come before child
guidance. The value of child
guidance is in being able to adjust tendencies, restraining what
is too strong and cultivating
what is deficient, thus bringing
harmony into life.
Powers of Self-Preservation

The primary elements of
mind have specific functions to
perform for the welfare of the
individual and of humanity. The
powers of self-preservation are,
appetite, acquisitiveness, thrift,
energy, reserve, courage and
love of life. These function
through the base brain in the region back, above and in front of
the ears. When they are strong
the head is broad in that region.

This is true of an1imals as well as
of human beings. Observe the
head of lions, tigers, bull terriors, cats, eagles, hawks, and
bear. These animals are aggressive and assert themselves.
On the other hand, the hare, the
deer, and other narrow-headed
animals flee when they are pursued and are not self-assertive.
Broad-headed persons are more
aggressive and self-assertive
than narrow headed ones.
The use of appetite is to give
a desire for foods at stated intervals so as to give health and
vigor of mind and body. The
abuse, is in drunkenness and
gluttony. If the appetites are
not controlled by reason and the
moral powers they may bring
great injury to the individual.
The centers of control are in the
upper forehead. The centers of
impulse are in the base of brain.
The more the centers of control
are cultivated the easier it will
be to keep the impulses under
control. If the impulses are
not restrained they may develop
.until they rule instead of serv-:
Ing.

Acquisitiveness

The use of acquisitiveness is
in storing things in time of
plenty to use in time of need.
When the flowers are in bloom
bees gather honey for a year and
often much besides for the enterprising bee keeper. Th e
abuse of this instinct is. in theft.
As long as persons are valued
for what they have instead of
for what they are there will be
temptations to take what rightfully belongs to · others. One
writer has said that the prevailing disease of today is "grabitis". All kinds of gambling
are an expression of the acquisitive instinct in an abnormal way.
The miser shows strong thrift
but is often deficient in acquisitiveness. The gambler show!
strong ~acquisitiveness but is too
often lacking in thrift. In a re-

form school contairning 140 boys
there were 105 who were there
because of the abuse of acquisitiveness. I have studied all the
boys and girls in the reform
schools of three states and hundreds of them while Chairman
of the Los Angeles Juvenile
Court Committee and noticed
that most of them were not badly organized but had formed
wrong habits through bad environments.
Most delinquency, juvenne
and adult, is caused by the
abuse of five of the 44 primary
elements of mind. T h es e
abuses are theft, temper, quarrelsomeness, stubbornness and
seoc perversion. These abuses
could all be prevented in childhood by the right kind of education in homes, schools and
other agencies that are supposed
to build character.
Our Educational Failure

It is recognized by progressive educators that the lack of
efficient guidance is the greatest weakness in our educational
system today. The emphasis is
being taken off the intellect and
placed upon the feelings by the
psychiatrists, but as long as
there is no system of human nature taught and used in our
schools all kinds of guidance
will be very defective. We
have a child study magazine
coming to the exchange t~ble of
the Character Builder but there
is not a symptom of child study
in any part of it. In one of its
articles the psychologist, Prof.
Joseph Jastrow said, "Parents
must not ask or expect too much
from psychology. Psychology
creates no power to read human
nature." The teachers are not
responsible for the weaknesses
of education. They teach what
they learn in the schools where
they are trained. Prof. M. V.
O'Shea of Wisconsin University
said in his book, "Education as
(Continued on Page 43)
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shell. The chick is ready to
How Are Fish Born?
As we pass up the scale of come out of the egg almost as
life from plants to men life soon as it arouses from the first
comes into the world more and dormant state. It needs only a
more like human babies are little air and food to keep it
born. Fish are low in the ani- alive and give it strength to
mal scale of life-far down the peck its way out through the
scale between plants and men. shell. The food is stored in the
Their birth into the world is yolk of the egg. The white of
quite different than that of hu- the egg becomes the body of
man babies. The female fish de- the chick. When we boil a
velop inside of themselves dur- fresh egg the air inside the egg
ing the winter unfertilized eggs collects generally in one end,
called "roes". Male fish have but sometimes on the side, and
nothing to do with the coming pushes the rest of the egg back,
and growth of these eggs. When making the hollow in the boiled
spring comes the mother fish go egg.
from the deep waters where Why Can't Babies Walk As Soo•n
As B,orn .?
they spend the winters to the
The human babe at birth is
shallow waters near the shores
and in ponds and sloughs, etc., the most helpless of all animal
and lay their eggs. The male babes. It cannot walk, see, or
fish then come and pass over hear, or avoid danger. Many
these eggs and eject from their other animal babies can do all
bodies a white liquid containing of these thi~gs. Kittens and
male germs or sperm. This puppies are born blind and do
fe·r tilizes all the female eggs it not walk for a little while, but
touches and no more. If some are able to help themselves
of the female eggs do not come -much sooner than a human baby.
in contact with it no amount of Colts and calves can see, hear
sun and warm water can cause and walk almost directly after
them to become fertile and pro- birth. The babies of the lower
duce fish. After the eggs are animals, such as fish, can find
fertilized by the males the sun- their food and avoid their
light and warmth of the shallow enemies as soon as they are
water cause little fish to de- born. The human baby is not
velop from the eggs. Th e only helpless at birth but it is
mother and father fish never so slow developing that other
care for the eggs or the little animals born at the same time
fish. . As soon as the eggs hatch reach maturity while the huthe little fish are strong enough man being is still a comparative...
and active enough to find their ly helpless child. Te reason
own food and avoid th e i r given by scientists for this condition is the fact that the human
enemies.
Why the Hollow Place in Boiled brain is such a large and complex organ that it develops very
Eggs?
In one end of every hard slowly. The human brain poboiled egg is a hollow place. It sesses powers not possessed by
is the air that is put in the egg other animal brains, such as
by nature when the egg is form- reason, abstract thinking, the
ed for the purpose of supplying power of speech and moral senthe chick with air to breathe sibilities. The human baby has
from the time it awakens from to go through many years of inits dormant state ini the egg un- ternal development and adjusttil it pecks its way out of the ment and I e a r n a g r e a t

many things before he can
co-ordinate his bigger and finer
machine. Thus we pay in
longer infancy and childhood
and longer and greater parental
care for our higher intelligence
and our moral nature.
How Does the Heart Beat When
the Brain Sleeps?
Although the brain is the general manager of the body and
controls its functions and movements, the heart continues to
beat and the lungs to breathe
when we sleep, and even when
the brain has ceased its ordinary
functions. How can this be?
It is so because the heart and
the lungs and other organs that
must keep running all the time
or we will die have special
nerve centers of their own for
running them while we sleep. In
the heart are special nerve cells
whose functions are to keep the
heart always beating as long as
we are alive. If it were not for
these special nerve cells the
heart would go to sleep as soon
as the brain fell asleep and we
would die almost instantly. It
is just as though the brain were
general manager of the body,
but had assistant managers in
the heart, lungs and other departments to keep them running
while the general manager was
away. In addition to the special nerve cells in each organ
that must always keep going,
nerves run to these organs from
the brain for the purpose of
regulating and controlling these
organs. S.o while the brain has
its department managers it
never vacates its office as general manager.
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How to Clean Copper and Brass

Copper and brass are kept
bright by the same mixture because it is the copper i-n the
brass which causes the stains.
One of the best mixtures is a
little acetic acid and vinegar
without the water, to which a
spoonful of salt is added. Wipe
the metal with a rag moistened
with this solution and then with
a dry rag. If the, stain still remains, repeat. When clean,
wash under running water and
wipe dry to remove the acid.
This gives a very bright polish.
Oxalic acid and water cleans
more quickly than acetic acid
mixed with vinegar, but does
not give so high a polish. Oxalic
acid is poisonous.
A Good Homemade Gun Cleaner

Take an ordinary wooden
clothespin and pinch the prongs
together. Then wrap a piece
of flannel around them. When
this is pushed into the gun barrel the prongs separate and hold
the flannel tightly against the
inside of the gun barrel. An
ordinary ramrod or a curtain
rod may be used to push the
clothespin through the barrel of
the gun.
How to Clean Paint Brushes

Point your brush a chisel
shape by pressing ends together. Take a bar of common
washing soap and hold under
tap of running water. Now rub
point of brush over bar of soap
in rotating motion until a good
amount of suds is formed. After
g1v1ng brush this treatment
some time you can rinse paint
out under tap.
How to Loosen a Bottle Cap

For a screw cap on a bottle
that sticks, wrap a thickness of
heavy cloth around cap and
force it tightly between coils of
a radiator.- The V shaped
space between the coils makes
a perfect vise which holds the

cap while you turn the bottle.
The cloth is used as a protection
to the enamel of the radiator.
Best Furniture Polish

Lemon oil diluted with onethird turpentine makes the best
of furniture polishes. Apply
.w ith a soft brush. It is especially good for hard wood,
stained or painted floors. You
can buy a quart of lemon oil in
bulk at a paint shop very reasonably. A quart mixed with
turpentine will last a long time.
How to, Repair a Cracked
Battery

If your battery casing is
cracked, prop it together so
that it will not leak. Then
clean and scrape the crack and
cover the cracked portion with
an ordinary tire patch. This
will prevent the acid from escaping and make the battery
serviceable for some time.
To Remove Stains on Wood

Stains on wood due to plaster
or putty may be effectively removed with mixture consisting
of two ounces of oxalic acid to
a pint of water. Apply to
stained portions with paint
brush. Clean with water. If
the first application is not sufficient, apply second time and
wash . This cleans and bleaches the wood, so that it may be
well to stain the wood with
light stain? Handle oxalic
acid carefully a s i t i s v e r y
poisonous.
To Prevent Glue From Becoming
Brittle

Carpenters' glue can be prevented from becoming brittle by
adding glycerine in the proportion of equal weights of glyce·r ine and the dry glue. For
other glues a few drops to each
one-half ounce or so will be
sufficient. . To produce an especially flexible glue add larger
quantities of glycerine.

35

How to Prevent Doors From
Sticking

A door may be pr evented
from sticking at the top or bottom by the simple device of
painting the top and bottom.
These places are often left unpainted because, they do not
show and a lot of trouble will
be saved by seeing that they are
painted, thus keeping out the
moisture which causes doors to
stick.
To Keep Lacquer Paint Brushes
Soft

When you are through painting, put the, brushes in a common fruit jar, screw the top on
tight and they will remain in
good condition until needed
again. Any jar that can be
hermetically sealed will serve.
If this method is used it will not
be necessary to wash lacquer
paint brushes after using them.
How to Prevent Match Streaks.

The habit of striking matches
on handy surfaces, often painted surfaces, thus leaving unsightly streaks, can be prevented or at least reduced to a
minimum by preparing such
surfaces so that matches cannot
be struck on them. This is
done by applying vaseline to
such surfaces and rubbing it in
vigorously. Then take a dry
flannel rag and polish thoroughly. A match cannot be struck
on such a surface. This will
cause the habit to be discontinued. Also, such a pr epared
surface does not streak so r eadily.
To Eliminate Bedbugs

Kerosene, gasoline or benzine
when forced into the cracks or
crevices infested with bedbugs
are effective in controlling them.
Successive applications should
be made at intervals of 3 or 4
days for 10 days or two weeks
so that the bugs hatched in the
intervening periods may be
killed.
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Veal or ~eef Croquettes

1 ½ lbs. veal or beef,
1 cup fine bread crumbs,
1 cup milk,
1 cup stock,
¼ tsp. white pepper,
2 tbsp. butter,
1 tsp. salt,
1 tsp. chopped parsley;
juice of half a lemon,
few drops onion juice,
dash of nutmeg.
Boil veal or beef until tender.
Cool and put through food
grinder. Make a sauce of the
butter, crumbs, stock and milk.
Cook until thick, then add seasonings and veal or beef. When
cool form in croquettes. Break
an egg into a plate. Add 1 tbsp.
hot water and beat just enough
to mix. Dip each croquette in
egg and roll in fine bread
crumbs. Fry in smoking hot
lard. This receipe will make
about one and one half dozen
croquettes.-M rs. Frank Bowers, Galesburg, III.
Peanut Butter Cookies

6 tbsp. peanut butter,
1 cup molasses,
3 cups Baker's All Purpose
flour,
½ tsp. soda,
1 egg,
¼ cup sour milk,
1 tsp. KTNT Baking Powder.
Mix peanut butter and molasses together. Then add the
egg, sour milk in which the soda
has been dissolved and last of
all stir in flour and baking powder which have been sifted together. Bake-Fern Rae Matthews, Lancaster, Wis.
Cucumber Relish

1 doz. large cucumbers,
1 doz. mangoes, ½ red and
1f2 green,
1 doz. hot peppers,
1 doz. small onions.
Chop and mix together. Set
in brine 24 hours, then drain and

mix with three cups of brown
sugar, 3 tbsps. white mustard
seed, 3 tbsps. celery seed. Cover
with vinegar, boil up good and
can hot. This recipe will make
5 quarts and is very good.-Mrs.
B. Hobbs, Randall, Illinois.
Macaroons

3 eggs,
1 ½ cups sugar,
2 cups rolled oats,
1 cup shredded coconut,
1 cup chopped peanuts.
Beat eggs thoroughly. Add
sugar and beat again. Add
coconut, rolled oats and peanuts and mix thoroughly. Drop
with a spoon into pans and bake
in moderate oven.-Mrs. George
A. Wemhaner, Warsaw, III.
Fried Tomatoes

Select as many nice firm tomatoes as you will need. Wash
and slice rather thick. Roll
some crackers until fine and
roll tomato slices in them. Have
some hot grease or butter in
skillet and fry until brown on
both sides. Salt and pepper to
suit taste. Set skillet on back
of stove and let simmer until
tomatoes are done.-Mrs. Saxton, Muscatine, Iowa.
1

Caramel Nut Pie

4 eggs with whites and yolks
separated,
2 cups milk,
2 cups sugar,
5 tsps. flour,

I
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1 tbsp. butter,
1 cup chopped nuts.
Beat egg yolks. Add the
milk, then 1 cup of sugar and
the flour mixed. Add the butter. Gook in a double boiler
until thick, stirring constantly.
Put the other cup of sugar in
a frying pan and cook and stir
until brown. Mix the custard
and beat smooth. Add nut
meats. Pour into baked shells
and place in moderate oven
about 10 minutes. Make meringue of egg whites and pile on
top of pies and brown slightly
in a quick oven.
If the sugar gets too brown
or black use only a small amount
on the pie. What is left you
may store away in a glass or
small jar for next pies or cake.
It will keep indefinitely. -Mrs.
Joy Harvey, Monica, Ill.
Apple Sauce Cake

1½ cups warm applesauce,
unsweetened,
1112 cups sugar,
1 ½ cups butter or lard,
2 ½ cups Baker's All Purpose
flour,
2 tsps. soda,
1 cup raisins or currants,
spice.
Mix into a loaf and bake.
Use chocolate icing.-Mrs. Oscar J. Ballou, Blandinsville, Ill,

PEP COCKTAILS
Drink the Priceless Chemicals of Food

ACIDOSIS is the cause of many painful conditions, rheumatism, catarrh,
neuritis, asthma and many others. It also makes us feel old and tired, and
"We are as old as we feel."
THIS CONDITION CAN BE SPEEDILY CHANGED. Tireless energy is
your rightful heritage. The Cocktails made from our Formulas will cleanse
and build up your blood to normal and our scientifically compiled DIETARY
tells you just how to use them. It is FREE with an order for the Cocktail
Formulas.
The materials from which the cocktails are made can be bought in any small
town.
·
•
I., :
THE PEP VITALITY C'OCKTAIL, a lasting "Pick Up."
ENERGY AND MAGNETISM COCKTAILS, put that "Sparkle" in your eye,
M!IND POWER COCKTAILS, increase "Concentration and Clear Thinkinii.''
HEALTH GLOW COCKTAILS, create that "Youthful Complexion."
SLEEP COCKTAILS, relaxing and restful "Nature's Sedative.''
These ~ive you Pep and Vigor and a Sprin&- in your step, Don't dra1r
:through life. Enjoy it fully.
Send $1.00 for any one or $3.00 for the group of Five Cocktail Formulas
;and the Dietary, FREE. Leaflets free on request.
Address, Desk TNT, NATURAL FOODS COMPANY, St. Joseph, Mich.
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Spring
By Pauline Wood
(Age 12)

Robins in the treetops,
Blossoms in the grass,
Green things growing
Everywhere I pass.
Sudden little breezes,
Showers of silvery dew,
Black bow and bent twig
Budding out anew.
Pine tree and willow tree,
Fringed elm and larch;
Don't you think that Maytime
Is pleasanter than March?

You'r Doing Fine: Keep On

But in his melancholy eyes
(Yet they were searching still)
A spirit I saw that never dies,
Or never dims until
The will no more the body movesHe looked ahead, but saw
Not me-(I, in Life's tiresome grooves,
Am only one more flaw.)
He really saw far distant lands,
And peoples visited.
I saw the fell ow clinch his hands
At visions seen-yet dead.
I passed, the while disturbed in mindImpatient, wondering why
A blind man could such interest find
In living longer. I

By Roner Reed
(Age 10)

I hear that Mr. Baker is a good and
honest man;
I am going to be like him when I grow
up, if I can;
He does not get discouraged when all
his hopes are gone;
Your doing splendid, Baker, so keep
on.
They are liars, Mr. Baker, but you
have a different way;
You are honest, true and faithful-getting truer every day;
So don't you get discouraged when all
your hopes are gone;
You are doing splendid, Baker, so keep
on.
They are dirty lying cowards, or they
wouldn't sneak aroundThey'd stand right up before you and
try to hold their ground.
Give it to them, Mr. Baker, your story's
just begun;
You never · seem to tire though your
work is never done:
You are doing splendid, Baker, so keep
on.
Liars, bums and cowards-for they are
nothing lessKeep on, Mr. Baker,·hope you have success.
You are true, Mr. Baker, loyal kind and
good,
And I would try to help, if I could, yes,
if I could.
My poem is now a-closing and coming
to an end,
So, let me tell you, Baker, I will always
be your friend.

Am blessed with sight, yet I complain
Of uneventful days.
Oh! That my life were not so vain
While health of youth still stays.

The Roosters
By Ogden E. Brown

By Curtis Snelling

me.
In robes of brilliant orange and deep
blue,
The hills stretch off, then fade in
dimmer hue.
The wavelets lap upon the silv'ry shore
And ever murmur tales of mission
lore,
Of how the good old padres lived and
prayed
And Indians to saints their offerings
made;
Of sweet guitars to which gay damsels
danced
And how bulls were by toreadors
lanced,
'Till tired of their tales I turn away
To gaze at lupins blue and poppies
gay.

Dreams
By Mrs. Edna Blake

Wandering in the wilderness,
So wild and free,
How happy and contented
I would be!

The papers said, "Get rid of all
Your roosters here before next fall."
Hank believed what he had read
And caught them all to sell, 'tis said.

Climbing o'er the hillsides
And through the swaying trees;
Listening to the singing birds
And the humming bees.

He loaded them into his truck
And started out to try his luck.
In town he stopped at a poultry shed:
"We don't want them," the dealer said.

Walking through the daisies
By the murmuring brook;
Discovering Old Nature
In every little nook.

So Hank went to another place,
· Determined now to play his ace.
"What'll you give," he chanced to say.
The answer was, "Six cents today."
"Six cents for roosters-big fat ones!
The farmers ought to get their guns
And see about this price, so lank,"
Said the dismayed and foolish Hank.
Each place he tried along the street
They said, "Six cents," so nice ·and
sweet;
So Hank drove homeward to his wife
To keep from raising bloody strife.
At first she too was quite surprised,
And then she said, "They're organized!
And we must get that way you bet,
Or die in poverty and debt."
"But what about the roosters?" Hank
Gasped as into a chair he sank.
She grimly smiled "unload the truck
And I will can them all for chuck.'"'

Regretting
I met a man the other daYMy soul he strangely stirred.
His face was gaunt-his hair was gray,
And he spoke not a word.
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In San Juan Capistrano
By Mra. E. F, Turney

In San Juan Capistrano by the sea
There is a little cove known but to

Up with the sunshine,
So joyous and gay;
To bed with the stars
At the end of the day.

Consistency
By Alli Reed

Nations go invading others
For the loot their till to fill;
But when we go slaughtering others,
'Tis because of our "good will."
They go rob the smaller nations
Just because tr.. ey want the fleece;
But when we make war upon them
H's because we so love peace.
We've sent boys to other peoples,
There to rule them with our might.
In a dozen little nations
We have made our boys go fight.
There to kill; there to subdue them;
O'er them place our holy ban;
This we do because we so love
"Peace on Earth; G<>od WilJ t'wa.rd
Man."
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TNT Bombs and Dubs
The rugged American individualism so much admired by
President Hoover would be all
right if it didn't produce so much
ragged American individualism.
-TNT-

A New Use for Glands
The Illinois Central Railroad
Company and the Medical Trust
have made a wonderful discovery. They have discovered that
workers are controlled by their
glands. Not only is their output of work controlled by the
condition of their glands, but
their willingness to work, their
obedience, docility, contentedness and general sweetness of
disposition are controlled by the
condition of their glands. Ergo:

Not only will this increase corporation and medical profits to
an extent never dreamed of before, but it will settle the labor
problem, kill radicalism, produce a race of workers at last
who really enjoy being driven
and plundered and usher in the

Only a Furlough for Percy
"Did you make up your quarrel with
Percy?"
"Yes, but only temporarily. We are
getting married next month."

"Do you believe in petting?"
"Well-I let one of my boy friends
put his arm around me six times last
night."
"My goodness, what a long arm he
must have!"

by controlling the glands and
causing them to secrete the
proper proportion of proper
juices at the proper moments
the most profitable and perfect
corporation slaves can be produced that any country has ever
harbored in history.
Under this system the workingman can be skinned as never
before and will always come up
smiling and like it. All that
will be necessary will be for the
doctors to get the proper glands
busy at the right time, and the
hard-working employee will lick
the hand that drives him.

millenium for doctors and trust
magnates.
The genius who thought of all
this was Dr. James H. Hutton,
president-elect of the Chicago
Medical Society. Trust a Medical Trust member to grasp possibilities of this character. For
this marvelous stroke of genius
Dr. Hutton has been awarded
the magnificent job and title of
Glandular Expert for the Illinois
Between
Central Railroad.
Glandular Experts an d Efficiency Experts the employees of
the Illinois Central ought to have
one sweet time from now on.

If at First You Don't Succeed
Golfer: That Rip Van Winkle fellow
who'·s, a·lways poking about., who is he?
Caddie: Oh, that's old Tavish! He
lost a ball when they opened the links
in 1899!

The job of Dr. Hutton will be
to look after the interests and
habits of every little old.. gland
in every one of the 60,000 employees of the Illinois Central.
and see that they function so as
to produce exactly the kind of
worker that the Illinois Central
wants in its business of skinning
the public and grabbing all
,vealth in sight. In view of the
fact that there are several hun\ir1::d glands- in each employee
~,nd medical science does not understand the nature and effects
of more than a dozen, it is some
job ! But trust a medical expert
from the lVIedical Trust to know
just what to do in such a si.t :ation. Let the doctor speak for
hirr.self. This is what Dr. Hutton says about the requirements
of his new job:

· When Girls Get Together
"And isn't it strange how Alice likes
birds?"
"Not at all; I always thought she
was a cat!"

"We want all of these men
and women hitting on all six
c.yHnders. My job is to remove
the carbon-to treat the glands
thdt cause sickness and low efficiency."

There you have it-a workingman is a machine with six
cylinders and several hundred
glands. By placing the doctors
in control of the glands all six
cylinders will work perfectly,
and continuously and make the
doctors and trust magnates rich,
powerful and safe.
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Campfire Tales
By Carleton H. Miller
Neither Running Deer nor his
grandmother had been saying
much one evening as they sat
before their little campfire that
snapped and blazed in front of
their wigwam. The night was
beautiful-dark, but with many
stars in the sky. The south
wind was blowing.
Towards the center of the Indian encampment stood the teepee of the big chief. Before it
blazed a huge fire. Around
the· fire the braves and old men
sat telling tales of the warpath
and the buffalo hunts. Each
boasted of his prowess in the
field and it seemed that the one
who could tell the biggest tale
was the most respected n1an.
"What are the stars, grandmother?" asked Running Deer.
"The stars, my boy, are the
campfires in the Happy Hunting
Ground," replied his grandmother.
"How do you know that,
grandmother? You have never
been there and you told me no
one had ever returned from the
Happy Hunting Ground.''
"Ah, that is true," said his
grandmother, "that I have never
been to the Happy Hunting
Ground and that no one has
ever returned from there to tell
us about it, but the South Wind
has been there. The So u th
Wind Told us."
"But the South Wind cannot
talk, grandmother!"
"You have never heard it
talk," said his grandmother,
"and neither have I. But long,
long ago on just such a night as
this when the stars were shining beautifully and the old men
and the braves were gathered
around the campfire telling tales
6f how brave they were and
what wonderful things they had
done, the South Wind b 1 e w
-a long and played around the,

campfire listening to the stories.
"Now, of course, the South
Wind had been everywhere and
seen everything and it knew
just which of the braves was
telling the truth and which one
was telling things that had
never happened, just so he could
make the rest believe that he
was a great warrior.
"The South Wind laughed as
it heard some of their stories
and suddenly it spoke to the
men.
" 'Look up, you men!' h e
cried. 'Look up at those twinkling bits of light in the sky that
you call stars. Those are the
campfires in the Happy Hunting
Ground. Around them the departed souls of men sit telling
of their bravery here on earth.
But there they must tell the
truth. They cannot tell lies as
some of you are doing here, for
there everyone will kn o w
whether or not it is the truth,
and all will laugh at the liar.
Begin now,' advised the South
Wind as he, danced off to his
Southland home, 'to tell the
truth, so that you will not be
laughed at in the Happy Hunting Ground.' "
"And now do the men always
tell true stories?" asked the
little Indian boy as he watched
a tall brave rise before the dancing fire to tell of his last buffalo hunting trip.
. "Men will never learn," said
the old Indian woman. "And
many will be laughed at as they
sit around those Happy Hunting Ground campfires."

Lucy's Mistake
By M.i ss Mary _Gr-e iner
Lucy was a little _girl; to be
exact, just six years old. It
was her birthday and mother
had promised that she might
have a party. Oh, how glad
she . was, and how excited!
Gleefully she danced around

trying to help mother make the
cake and the other good things.
Suddenly she stopped smiling
and her pretty face wrinkled
into an ugly frown.
"Mother, you aren't going to
invite those naughty Jones children, are you?"
"Why, my dear, I thought
that since they were exceedingly poor, it would be quite pleasant for them."
· "But, I don't want them,"
Lucy pouted. "E v e r y b o d y
hates them."
"Why, Lucy," mother scolded
quite sternly, "if you continue to
talk that way there will be no
party."
"Well, Mother, I'm sorry, but
I really do not want them to
come."
Mother
thought
quickly.
Lucy would have her wish and
would also be taught a lesson
at the same time.
"All right, dear, if you'd
rather not have them, I will not
invite them."
Lucy smiled. It would be a
nice party after all.
Quickly the morning passed
away. Soon it was just fifteen
minutes until 2 o'clock. Lucy
was dressed in her best dress
with the pink sash. On her
feet were her shiny patent
leather shoes. Then ·the guests
began to arrive. First came
Helen and Bobby, who lived
just across the street, ea.ch bearing gifts. After a few minutes
another group could be seen
coming down the street.
"Oh, Mother, here are Ruth,
Alice, Billy, Joe and Marie,"
Lucy exclaimed, dancing on one
'f o. o·t. These children ~ls .o
brought gifts. ·
·
Just after the last little guest
arrived, the, big hall clock
struck the hour of two.
· "Time for the games,"
mother announced, and then the
(Continued on Page 48)
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Facts for Farmers
Government Lists Rust
Resisting Oats
The Department of Agriculture has
just published a list of varieties of oats
showing which kinds resist
rust
and which kinds r e s i s t s m u t
best. Millions of dollars will be saved
if the farmers in addition to treating
their seed will pay attention to these
faets gathered by the government as
the result of a five-year study in cooperation with 65 experiment stations.
The results are printed in Technical
Bulletin 143-T, called "Field Studies on
the Rust Resistance of Oat Varieties."
Farmers may obtain free ·c opies by
writing the Agricultural Department,
Washington, D. C., as long as the supply holds out. Here briefly is the way
the government lists the varieties of
oats in respect to rust and smut resistance:
The varieties of oats which were
most resistant to ste1J rust during the
5-year period are: IOGOLD, HAJIRA,
RICHLAND, MINOTA X, WHITE
TARTAR (or WHITE RUSSIAN),
GREEN MOUNTAIN, ANTHONY, and
EDKIN.
Varieties least affected bycrown rust
are : GREEN MOUNTAIN, RED
RUST-PROOF, IOWAR, BURT, RUSTLESS SELECTION, and RUAKURA.
HAJIRA was the only variety which
seemed to be resistant to the sm.uts
and both of the rusts.
Oat varieties most resistant to the
smuts under the conditions of the experiments are: MARKTON, RED
RUSTPROOF, FULGHUM, and HAJIRA.
Varieties least affected by crown rust
smuts are: BURT, RICHLAND, SILVERMINE,
"RUSTLESS
SELECTION," and IOWAR.
WHITE TARTAR, GREEN MOUNTAIN and ANTHONY proved to be extremely susceptible to the smuts.

Good Money in H i g h
Producing Cows
Many dairymen are losing money;
others are just getting by; some are
prospering and a few are making big
money. The secret of this difference
mainly is high producing milkers.
Acco,t ding to the association records,
cows producing 100 pounds of butterfat per year returned an income over
cost of feed of $15 per cow. Cows
producing 150 pounds of butterfat per
year returned an income over cost of
feed of $39 per cow. Cows producing
200 pounds of butterfat per year returned an income over cost of feed of
$63 per cow, but the bosey that gave
250 pounds of butterfat in one year
showed an income over cost of feed of
$89 per year. I want to pause here
l'ong enough to call your attention to
the noticeable fact that as butterfat

production climbed-money
returns
over cost of feed also climbed. Now
let's look at some more records.
Cows producing 300 pounds of butterfat per year returned an income over
cost. of feed of $113 per cow, but when
this production went to 350 pounds per
year per cow, the cows making this
record produced an income over cos.t of
feed of $138. Now let's go to the 400
pound butterfat cows, and we find they
returned an income of $164 per year
per cow over cost of feed. Coiws producing 450 pounds of butterfat in one
year returned an income of $188 per
cow over the cost of feed, and the 500
pound butterfat cow rang the cash
register with an income of $214 over
the cost of feed.
A 500 pound butterfat cow returned
as much income over cost of feed, according to the records of the dairy-herd
improvement associations, as 14 cows
each producing 100 pounds of butterfat. The cow producing 500 pounds of
butterfat in one year not only placed
500 pounds of butterfat on the market,
but the 14 one hundred pound butterfat
cows put 1,400 pounds of butterfat on
the market to be sold and consumed.
That's a case where one high producing
cow turned as much income over cost
of feed as 14 low producing cows.

Deep Plowing Brings
Bigger Corn Crop
News, interesting to corn growers,
comes from the Ohio 100-Bushel Corn
Project, sponsored by that State's Agricultural Extension Service. For 10
years they have been experimenting
to find out the most profitable plant•
ing time for corn and to find out how
deep land should be plowed in order
to produce the best corn yields. According to a report from Ohio, 600 corn
growers have been entered in this project.
When the records kept by these
growers are checked, we find that the
group whose crop averaged 60 bushels
to the acre, planted on May 20 as an
average date for the 10 years. The

group who got an average yield of 80
bushels an acre, planted on May 17 as
the average date for the 10-year period. The group who planted on an
average date of May 15, goit 100 bushels
per acre. And the group who planted
their corn on the average date of May
14, got an average yield of 120 bushels
to the acre.
The specialists remind us that we
have to make allowances for different
seasons and weather conditions, but
the summary of the long period and the
large number of growers ipvolved
clearly show the value of early planting as one of the factors that produce
high corn yields.
These 600 Ohio farmers also kept
record over a 1.0-year period on the
effects of deep or shallow plowing on
the corn harvest. And they found
that the deeper the plowing, the higher
the yield.
Growers whose corn yield averaged
60 bushels an acre over the 10-year
period plowed their corn land to an average depth of 6.9 inches. Farmers
who harvested 80 bushels to the acre,
plowed to an average depth of 7.1
inches. The 100-bushel group plowed
to an average depth of 7.3 inches. And
the 120-bushel farmers harvested their
yiel'ds from land which had been plowed
to an average depth of 7.6 inches.
While other factors entered into it, the
Ohilo specialists believe that there's
a close connection between deep plowing and high corn yields.
The corn experts say that while deep
plowing is better than shallo•w plowing
because it loosens up more soil and increases the feeding area of the roots,
still, if the farmer has been plowing
shallbw ( say 4 to 5 inches), for several years, he'd better not turn up too
much subsoil at one time. This is especially true of clay soils. The best
way to increase the depth of plowing
on clay soils oir soils th~t have been
plowed shallow for some years is to
plow an inch deeper each year until
you get to the 7 or 8-inch depth.
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To Save Stored Grain
Insect Pests

From

Fumigate bin with carbon disulphide either by pouring fumigant in shallow pans in bin or
directly on the grain. Before
releasing fumigant see that bin
is reasonably tight as fumigation is effective only in proportion to tightness of bin. Stuff
up cracks and door. Leave bin
promptly after pouring o u t
fumigant to avoid breathing excessive amount of gas. While
carbon di-sulphide is the cheapest and most effective fumigant
for killing insects in: stored
grain, it is · highly inflamable
and greatest care should be exercised in its use.
For Grape-Berry Moths

Spray with lead arsenate, us,.
ing 1 ½ pounds of the powder or
3 pounds of the paste to 50 gallons of Bordeaux Mixture. This
mixture poisons the berry moth
and controls the fungus growth
at the same time. Spray three
or four days after the blossoms
have fall en and repeat in three
or four weeks.
To Remove Currant Worm

As soon as the foliage is well
out spray with a lead arsenate
solution consisting of 1 pound of
the powder or 2 pounds of the
paste to 50 gallons of water. If
this doesn't get_the first brood
a second brood will come on
shortly before the fruit ripens.
If this happens, dust with hellebore diluted 5 to 10 times with
flour or s"laked lime, or spray
with 1 ounce of hellebore to 1
gallon of water.
For Plant Lice

Make a solution consisting of
three-eighths of a pint of 40 p·er
cent nicotine sulphate, 2 pounds
of soap and 50 gallons of water.
First dissolve the soap in the
water then add the nicotine sulphate and mix. Spray in such
a way that the solution is actual-

ly brought in contact with the
lice. For a small garden use
1 ¼ teaspoons of nicotine sulphate to a gall<?n of water which
contains enough soap to make a
good suds.
For Striped Cucumber Beetles

Examine soil around sick
plants. Examine samples of
soil for beetles. If you see any,
spray plants with mixture composed of lead arsenate and Bordeaux Mixture, or dust with
nicotine dust, or spray with
pyrethreum extract.
For Colorado Potato Beetles

Examine under sides of the
leaves. If you find masses of
small yellow eggs there, these
will hatch in a few days into
countless hungry beetles that
will make short work of the potato plants. Dust plants with
a mixture of hydrated lime and
lead arsenate, or hydrated lime
an:d Paris green.
Best Fertilizers for Grasses and
Hays

For clover, a mixture of 200
pounds of superphosphate and
75 pounds of muriate of potash
per acre. Timothy and redtop, 150 pounds of sulphate of
ammonia to the acre. Blue
grass, 150 pounds of nitrate of
soda to the acre. Where grasses and clovers are both present
use this mixture as a top dressing: nitrate of soda, 50 pounds;
of ammonia, 75
sulphate
pounds; superphosphate, 150 to
200 pounds; muriate of potash,
50 to 75 pounds. This is sufficient for an acre of land.
To Get Rid of Mites on Chickens

Apply petroleum or carbolineum with brush to nesting
boxes, roosts and all other
places in chicken houses where
mites are apt to hide.
Fo·r Bloating of Cattle

Exercise the animal by walking. If this does not help, give
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4 tablespoons of turpentine
mixed with 2 quarts of Epsom
salts in 3 pints of warm water
as a drench. If these remedies
are not effective, and in urgent
cases where the gas must be allowed to escape without delay,
it may be necessary to puncture
paunch.
To Increase Spring Egg Laying

Feed plenty of good laying
mash. Hens should eat about
same amount of mash as scratch
this time of year. If they are
not eating as much mash as they
should, cut down on the scratch
feed in the morning, but not in
Keep plent of
the evening.
oyster shell or limestone or bone
grit where they can get it. See
that they get green feed or good
substitutes for green feed. This
kind of feeding with plenty of
good water, fresh air, well ventilated but warm and comfortble coops, good sanitation and
plenty of room are the things
that make hens do their best in
laying. Dr. H. E. Moskey of the
U. S. Insectide Administration
says that "NO KNOWN DRUG
OR C O M B I N A T I O N OF
DRUGS WHEN. FED TO POULTRY WILL INCREASE EGG
PRODUCTION."
For Warts on Cows'
Teats

Apply castor oil or pure olive
oil after each milking for a
week. If this fails, the wart can
be touched by a stick of lunar
caustic and the oil appli~d after
that. Long warts that are not
too large at the base can be removed by tying a silk thread
tightly around the wart near the
teat and allowing it to remain
until the wart drops off.
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Group Poisoning Traced
( Continued from Page 18)

the discussion of endowment insurance you should hear this
funny story wherein the corporation was bunked into using the
endowment insurance for the retirement of their bonded indebtedness. In the next issue we
will make an analysis of this
specific case and besides giving
you a chance to smile will show
you what a serious loss the corporation suffered.
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may feel sure that they will receive
their due reward, and are sure some of
them are shaking in their shoes even
now.
Some hours after the exciting events
here narrated a man, name. unknown to
me, -but known to my credible informant, saw a Buick car of the type driven
by the assassins at Cedar Rapids, 75
mi 1 es northwest of Muscatine. It
stopped for oil and was observed to contain two men in the front seat and a
dopy or propped-up figure in a corner
of the back seat.
The licensing officials of Iowa have
given it out that Dr. Statler of the
Baker Institute, when he comes up to
have his license renewed this spring
will be denied it.
Mr. Baker has issued a challenge to
the medical profession and made an
offer that is more than fair, to enable
them to test and satisfy themseJves as
to the merits of his cancer treatment.
Do they take any notice? That they
do not and still attack it is proof they
don't want to know and actually are
more concerned about their own prestige than about the welfare of their
patients.

boy could have suspected as
well as Dr. Hassler. The facts
pertaining to the cause of the
mysterious poisoning were not
disclosed by any examination
which was made by the state
epidemologist or the various
health departments of the state
or county or the laboratories
inv.estigating the affair.
It is the writer's belief that
Remember these articles have
no more effort was made to find
the poisoning from the co9king been running since the January
utensils involved in this case issue of this year and if you find
than that which was indicated it hard to follow some of these
by Dr. Hassler"'s answer to the last articles it will be because
Taxpayer's & Voter's League of you have not read the entire series and you should secure back
Illinois.
Quite a number of persons numbers in order to get a better
were poisoned at a meal at the understanding as to how you
Ojai ·Club, Hollywood, Califor- should handle your insurance
nia, March 14th, 1930. Five budget. A I I questions ansToledo, Ohio, persons took din- wered cheerfully-shoot them
ner along with the others and all 1n.
Tricks of Mediums
were· severely poisoned.
( Continued from Page 29)
Medical League Praises
H_ere, as in the other cases, it
h1~hind it. It can be read in a
(
Continued
from
Page
23)
will be found that the food for
E vhted room with a bright
didn't want to. But here in Chicago I
this banquet was prepared in heard
fla~hlight behind the Pnvelope,
of a case, Thomas H. Mannix, on
ALUMINUM UTENSILS and North Hoyne Ave., who had been cured i-)ut in the darkness the writing
STORED in them some hours be- by a Chicago M. D. using the Hoxsey appears very plain and legi'Ji3.
fore serving. No hope can be method, and when Mrs. Annie Riley
But how could th-~ medium
was here the other day, she and
entertained that the health au- Hale
use a pocket flashlight in the
Mr. Chapman from our office went
thorities investigating this poi- to see him. He obligingly showed out
the
same room in which the sitters
soning will ever find it, neither arm and shoulder that had been affected were and read their questions
wi1l the foods be examined to and several times operated on, without without their seeing the light or
relief. Then, crazy with pain,
find the ALUMINUM CHEMIS- giving
detecting the trick? The exand the cancer growing larger, he
TRY in connection with this turned in desperation to the new treat- planation is simple. The medmatter.
ment. Under this, in about 2 months,
ium keeps the flashlight contwo
masses of diseased flesh were lifted
Every attempt is being made
. cealed in her pocket until she is
to uncover these poisoning out, leaving a deep cavity. It took ten ready to use it. After the enmonths for the cavity to fill up with
cases. It is a difficult matter in- healthy-looking tissue
velopes are collected in the
which now shows
deed to have any investigation in arm and shoulder. Mr. Mannix has darkness of the room she sits
made by a:µy public authorities been a police sergeant, now retired, and between two confederates who
pertaining : to the aluminum - he has occupied himself for the past prevent accidents. In the total
years since his recovery with the
utensils used in connection with five
darkness she draws over her
care of his various properties.
the preparation of the food.
At any rate, the old school has nothhead and the upper part of her
May the day soon arrive when ing to off er and generally admits it, body a rubber sack heretofore
some one in high official power while this terrible form of disease con- concealed on one of the conwill have backbone sufficient to tinues to increase. The position of our federates. This is done practiLeague and the Avalanche is not to
give the facts to the public. No take
cally without noise while the
sides or discuss methods, but to
hope is entertained for this to
insist that all those who believe they
medium is talking. The ruboccur as long as the chief owner have something to offer the sick be perber sack is absolutely impervior genius of the aluminum or- mitted to offer it, and let the American
ous to light.
select for themselves, or take
ganization has the health de- people
such advice and treatment as they wish.
She now takes the flashlight
partment of the United States And when persecution of "irregulars"
out of her pocket and turns the
under control of the department reaches the bottomless pit of attempted
light on inside of the sack. Not
murder, all good people should rise
of which he is the secretary.
a ray of light gets through to
against the class that denies medical
Truth About Insurance
apprise the sitters of what is
liberty to everybody.
( Continued from Page 20)
going
on. She then holds the
We cannot say we know who the
the redemption of their bonded fiends were that plotted and paid for flashlight behind each envelope
indebtedness. Before we leave that attempt on Norman Baker, but we and clearly reads the question

.
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and the signature of the writer.
After seeing the question and
the name of the person writing
it, the rest is easy. The sitters
have no inkling of what she is
doing in the total darkness of
the room. From her interpretations and answers and general
tone of voice they consider that
she is in a partial trance.
After the tests are given she
takes off the sack and replaces
the flashlight in her pocket and
has the sack hidden. She then
calls for the committee and has
the committee receive the letters back before the room is relighted. After the sitters get
their envelopes back they open
them and their comparisons between questions and answers
add to the mystery and effectiveness of the trick. _
The public has no idea of the
amount of money gathered in
by mediums by their various
tricks. Strange to say, it is not
the uneducated who make the
best and most profitable patrons for mediumistic tricksters,
but doctors, lawyers, merchants,
teachers and other members of
the better educated classes. In
fa ct scientific investi g ators
often make the best subjects,
because they are in earnest and
give undivided attention , which
is an important element in the
success of tricks. Mediums
usually do not car e to p erform
for spiritualists as spiritualists
expect too much for th e i r
money, and if given a fine performanc·e accept it as a matter
of course. Mystery has become commonplace with spiritualists and does not command
as high a price as it does with
other classes of people.
Human Nature
( Continued from Page 33)

Adjustment,'' page 39:
"The normal school belongs
very largely to the genus shop
rather than to genius labor atory.
It spends its energies in applying
what it thinks is truth rather
than in adding to the body of
truth, or . even in testing in any
critical way what it has inherited from the past." On page
53 of the same book Prof.

O'Shea says, "Nowhere apparently has formalism been more
evident than in the training of
the teacher. The normal
schools have in the past been
great dispensaries of formalism;
they have taught rules rather
than human nature; they have
tried to make the teacher a shopman instead of a naturalist."
The writer has tested the principles of human nature in the
schools of more than 1000 cities
around the world and in these
articles will give th e fu nd amental principles th at can not be
used in homes, schools a nd 0th er
character building agencies · to
h armonize human lives, physically, socially, intellectually,
eSth etically, a nd morally. Human nature is so simple that it
can be easily understood by children from the kindergarten up
and the greatest mistake that is
being made in education today
is in trying to educate boys and
girls without knowing or applying human nature. We shall be
pleased to hear from persons
who are interested in putting
human nature into the schools
that it may get into the homes
of all the children of all the people and help them in making the
best of life.
Lucy's Mistake
( Continued From Page 39)

fun began. Oh, how noisy it
was! The c4ildren laughed
and screamed as the games were
played. After a little the children began to tire of playing
games, so mother suggested
that Lucy open the gifts. Lucy
thanked each child for his or
her gift to her.
Suddenly in the midst of the
fun a timid knock sounded on
t he door. Lucy ran to see who
it was. Who do you think stood
on the porch? The Jones girls.
In her arms Betty carried a
small white rabbit-a darling
white bunny with pink eyes.
"Hello, Lucy," Betty spoke a
little timidly. "Ruth told me
th at today was your birthday
and I thought you might like to
have this."
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She held the rabbit out to
Lucy. "Yes," Mary joined in,
"Mother said we could not keep
him any longer, anyway. You
see, it takes too many fresh
vegetables to feed him, and we
have scarcely enough for ourselves.
"Oh, you · dears," Lucy exclaimed as she kissed each of
them. "Won't you come in to
the party? Please do."
Betty and Mary looked at
their worn clothing, but Lucy
had already drawn them inside.
They were just in time for the
wonderful lunch mother had
prepared. Oh, the many good
things there were! In the center of the table was the big pink
cake with six small lighted
candles. Needless to say, all
enjoyed themselves, and Lucy
found out that everyone did not
hate the Jones girls. At least
every little child had gone home
happy.
For all the rest of the evening Lucy was very quiet. At
last she ran to her mother and
began to cry.
"Oh, Mother, I'll never, never
be so selfish again!"
As far ·as we know she never
has been.
:
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For The Fair Sex
Paris, June 1, 1930.
Nan, what do you know about capes and jackets? I can just imagine you reading that sentence with a most injured expressi on-.
and with a feeling that my insinuati on th at there is somethin g connected with
fashion that you don't know about is rather undeserv ed! But, my dear, I have no
desire to make insinuati ons--! am merely passing on to you what one of the leading
Parisian style authoritie s has communi cated to me-some thing you know already, no
doubt, but will certainly not object to hearing again! Shall I go ahead?
To get back to our capes and jackets! There are many fascinatin g things to
learn about these conceits of 1930-thi ngs that will help you and your friends with McCall
Printed
their fashion problems. For example, do knowPattern
That long sleeved and sleeveless frocks a re rapidly giving way to the frock with
No.
6136
the short epaulet cape sleeve-a nd that th ese smart epaulets are kind to the
woman with extremely thin 01r too-stou,t 'Upper arms and shoulders?
That the deep removable cape is an in dispensable adjunct tp the new styles and
and may be removed at will-and that such a cape is very flattering to the woman with a prominen t curve in her back as well as the tall woman?
That the very chic new suits are featuring the three-quarter length coatwhich is flattering to every type of figure?
There, now, isn 't that valuable informat ion? A.nd wasn't it charming of me to
illustrate just what I mean with sketches of particula r frocks that you can make for
yourself? The frock in the upper righth and corner, for example, illustrate s perfectly my first point-it shows just how smartly epaulet capes may replace either
short or long sleeves in one's summer frocks, and how flattering they may be.
Fashione d of cotton broadclot h- or linen in one of tJ..ie
new gorgeous orangey red shades it will be very good curve in her back-the kind of curve that gives the
unlooking. And the lines of the frock, Princess you will flat_tering
illusion of large hips. The cape is so placed
notice, make it very becoming to the slim and the notthat it disguises this remarkab ly well. Then, too, it is
so-slim.
The second thing I wanted you to notice was the most becoming to the tall woman who seeks somethin g
deep shoulder cape in the dotted frock illustrate d (No. to effectively break her height. But I don't want you
6150) . You can see exactly what I mean when I say to forget that the cape is removab le-I think that's the
that it is flattering to the woman with the prominen t feature in which you '11 be most interested . If you want
to make this frock for warm summer afternoon s, make
it of dotted Swiss. However for general street and dayMcCall
time wear, I should advise a dotted silk instead of such
Printed
Pattern
a sheer material.
No.
150

3-piece Suit
McCall Printed Pattern
No. 6148

Dress With Detachable
Cape. McCall Pattern.
No. 6150

Now for the jacket suit-the suit that is flattering
to every figure! It isn't often we have so versatile a
costume introduce d, is it? The coat is lined with the
same dotted fabric that fashions the tuck-in blousewe seem to have dots everywhere this season! A.nd the
coat and skirt may use pique, linen, shantung , or any of
the other smart cottons, silks ·and synthetic fiber fabrics.
The jacket may be shortened a little . or lengthene d a
little-acc ording to the figure it's intended for. You '11
want yours just about the length illustrate d here, I'm
sure!
By the time I'm in the mood to write you again I'm
sure I '11 have all sorts of fascinatin g things to tell you
about the Paris Openings. If you can think of any
perfectly awful questions you want answered write me
quickly and I '11 answer them to the best of my ability.
Fashiona bly yours,
Peggy.
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How to Eliminate Mucus

Poisons and Colds
The following facts regarding the realization and maintena:nce of health through eating
proper foods are largely from
an article by H. W. Newcomb
in the May issue of the Golden
Age. The author recommends
the so-called mucusless diet for
the thorough renovation of the
system and the freeing of it
from all poisons and obstructions to proper elimination.
It has been found true in
practice and is widely conceded
that mucus greatly obstructs the
proper elimination of waste and
tends to poison the body. Many
persons tend to catch colds very
easily and at the slightest provocation. The tendency toward
the over-production of mucus
through the eating of mucus
producing foods is an important
cause of this condition. In case
of colds and a strong tendency
to catch colds easily, it has been
found that the reduction of the
tendency to reduce mucus by
e;.,ting less tll11CUS rrocucing
foods have great value.
Mucusless Foods

Professor Arnold Ehret discovered and developed the system of cleansing the body and
freeing the processes of elimjn atfrn and at ' aining healt~1 anJ
strength by carefully selecting
mucusless foods and foods that
contain in available form the
minerals necessary to the system.
Excessive amounts of protein
foods is one of the main and
general causes of disease. They,
moreover, are deficient in mineral substances, so that the body
is over-fed in one direction to
the point of poisoning an d
starved in another direction.
Mucus is an albuminous substance closely related to the proteins. Excessive eating of pro-

teins tends to an excessive production of mucus in the body,
the obstruction and poisoning of
the body, susceptibility to colds
and to a long list of ailments
and diseases.
Pro.f esso•r Ehret's Table

Prof. Ehret worked out a
table of mucusless foods and
foods rich in minerals or organic bio-chemic elements. It is said
that strict adherence to these
foods is a better road to health
than all the medicines in the
world. Do not make any sudden radical changes in your diet.
GRADUALLY change to the
foods prescribed by Prof Ehrets
and the change will be beneficial. · It takes from one to three
years on a muculess diet to renovate and rebuild a body that is
broken down as a result of eating wrong foods, but how much
better this is than taking useless or harmful medicines the
rest of your life and keeping
yourself poor paying for them.
The following food tables will
be helpful in selecting your diet
and are arranged in order of
their value. In this issue we
have space only for Table A,
Mucusless and
Mucus-lean
foods. In the next issue of TNT
we will present:
Table B, Organic Bio-Chemic
Elements.
Table C, Common Diseases,
with key showing deficiency of
Organic Bio-Chemic Elements
in the body.
Table A
Acid Binding or Mucusless
Foods

Black Radish with skin Spinach
Ripe Olives
Figs
Dill
Green Peas
Dandelion
Water Cress
Raisins
Apricots
Sugar Cane
Currants
Endives
Ripe Bananas
Head Lettuce
Sour Cherries
Tomatoes
Pomegranates

Cucumbers
Coconut
Tangerines
Cabbage
Celery Root
Pineapple
Leeks
Pears
Lemons Horse-radish with skin
Oranges
Cauliflower
Rhubarb
Sweet Cherries
String Beans
Chicory
Grapes
Red Cabbage
Blackberries
Watermelon
Young Radishes
Strawberries
Plums
Apples
Prunes
Red Onions
Dates
Asparagus
Peaches
Sweet Pepper
Raspberries
The following are the Mucuslean Foods-foods that contain
mucus producing substances but
may be used when you are gradually changing to a mucusless
food diet.

Soy Beans
Whole Wheat
Red Beets
Macaroni
White Turnips
Cornmeal
Sweet Potatoes Graham Bread
White Potatoes
Black Bread
Artichokes
Walnuts
Pumpernickle Bread Chestnuts
Mushrooms
Farina
Carrots
Zweiback
Parsnips
Barley
Squash
.
Oats
Cottage Cheese
Rye
Pumpkins
Brussel Sprouts
Rye Flour
Peanuts
Hazelnuts
Quaker Oats
Almonds
CONVERT YOUR SPARE
TIME INTO MONEY
It's easy to sell our dist inctive line
of perfumes. lotions, creams and face
powders. Repeat business assured. No
investment necessary. 100% commission . Write for details.
BETTY A VERY CO., 27 West 15th
Street, Dept. X, New York City, N . Y.

NORMALIZER
Will positively cure arthritis , rheumatism
and other ailments. Send 4 cents in stamps
for 32 page booklet. This booklet sell• for
35c but readers of TNT receive it free.
It takes 4 cents postage when writing.
State complaint, weight, age, etc. It will
aid me when replyinsr.

· D. S. Fraser
25 Burlington St., Providence, R . I.
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This page is ope.n to our readers who wish to exchange views on important subjects. Communications of more than 350 words not accepted.

Says Appendix Operations Are
Unnecessary

Insurance Man 0. K.'s Yelood
Articles

Dear Mr. Baker: In his protest
against the radical stand of TNT
toward the medics, Dr. Raymond V.
Shroba complains seriously of being
classed ias one of a SYSTEM to which
he is bound. He avers, "You treat us
al1 alike, whether good or bad," and
asks, "What would you do if you diagnosed a pus appendix?"
I would not diagnose a pus appendix,
first; and second, I would not cut open
a perfectly sound eleven year old boy
and claim, in this age of facts, that I
"found an abnormally distended appendix filled with pus." Because there
never was such a condition except in
peritonitis when the whole peritoneal
viscera would be involved. Even in
this exception it is extremely doubtful
if the appendix is ever involved-suppurating. If, in peritonitis, an operation were resorted to, tetanus or
blood-poison would claim the victim as
the result of non-observance of the
toxic condition of the system and the
acid state of blood through which
peritonitis developed.
Such toxic, and blood stage can be,
and frequently is, present when general inflamation follows operation as
in the cases of Secretary of Agriculture,
Wallace, about four years ago, and of
Secretary of War, Wood, last year.
Any case of appendicitis, even when
a go,r ge appears at the cecum as large
as a goose egg, can be wholly relieved
at once, and entirely and permanently eradicated in ten days, simp1y by
correcting the sacroiliac strain, or lesion, and restoring the normal bowel
regulation.
Any case of tonsilar and adenoid enlargement, or suppuration, can be corrected by the use of the good old index
finger, and proper attention to blood
and bowel conditions.
The Doctor pleads, "Do not confuse us
all with the type * * *There are
many of us practicing with our heads;
for after all what do,es an M. D. depend
on for cure! Nature is our greatest
healer-we are helping nature all
along."
One of the SYSTEM, he disowns the
type-carrying water on both shoulders.
Assuming that good doctors are practicing with their heads, the practice is
all wet. Cabbage-heads make good food,
and foot-balls are kicked. The head is
but the house of the kind of brains
"that are destined to give us all else."
"Use the brain, Doctor, and when you've
learned to help water to run down hill,
then tell us · ho~ we · pigmies can a~sist
great nature- better than getting "out
of the way ?-Dr. Jones, Pittsburgh,
Pa.

Dear Mr. Baker: The writer has
been reading the last two issues of
TNT Yelood's article pertaining
to insurance graft. I have read very
carefully, and I have this day requested the back issues, also sending
in my check for a year's subscription
to the magazine.
It has been my pleasure to be counted
one of the producing life insurance men
in this part of Ohio, and, strange as it
may seem, the only kind of life insurance which I write is non-cash value
life insurance, viz., for The Pure Protection Life Association of Cleveland,
Ohio.
I want to commend you for the many
things which you bring before the public in the w.o,nderful articles I have
read. I am sure that it will be the
means of saving thousands of dollars
for the individual who will take the
time to study these articles carefully,
and the gratifying feeling which must
be yours to know that you have succeeded in opening the eyes of "Mr.
Unsuspecting Public," surely must be
wonderful.-C. J. Garrity, Alliance,
Ohio.

Blames Citizens For Prohibition
Condition
Dear Mr. Baker: After ten years of
attempted law enforcement by the dry
Republican Party a Supreme Court
Justice has just handed down the decision that the sale and offering for
sale of kegs, bottles, bottle-cappers,
caps and other apparatus sold for use
in the production of illegal beverages
is an unlawful act and the goods so
offered are liable to seizure and confis~
cation.
This happens ten years after their
undisturbed display in show windows
and their open sale over the counters
of hardware, grocery and drug stores
besides the offerings of "smokeshops",
poolrooms and the dens of vice-Ten years of public encouragement
in the making of home brewTen years of open endorsement of a
violation of lawTen years of the capture of autos,
motorboats and stills and their re-sale
for a "song" by police departments to
other bootleggers or the same "gang"
from whom they were takenTen years and more of Andrew Mellon · rule of Prohibition EnforcementTen years . of success for the bootlegger-·
. · · Ten years of chicanery and. bamfooz. ling ·of ·the truth by the · Anti-Saloon
Leag-ue-.TEN YEARS, and then the Fools,
the Wets and the Politicians still tell
us that we fatve had TEN YEARS of
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Prohibition Enforcement.
Yet, how slow some people are to
realize that these ten years have been
the record of non-partisan failure and
political subterfuge.
Throughout this decade and others
the average American citizen has continued voting the Republican or Democrat ticket and we have had exactly the
farce of law enforcement which he has
voted for.-Howard L. Holmes, Mt.
Pleasant, Mich.

Replies to Challenge of
Dr. Shroba
Dear Mr. Baker: The following is a
copy of a letter I wrote Dr. Raymond
V. Shroba, Joliet, Ill., recently:
Your letter printed in the TNT magazine prote1,ting Mr. Baker's articles
ref erring to medics, came to my notice and I want you to know that Mr.
Baker's talks never impressed me nor
my friends that all medical doctors are
alike-if they were there would be no
quarrels : among them. Please consider the A. M. A. vs. SCHMIDT case
of Chicago.
Now, I am going to tell you what
to do in case of appendicitis diagnosed
pus. First, have very serious doubts
that the diagnosis is correct. Second,
granting that the diagnosis is correct,
let Natur e take her course as she does
in 95 per cent of the cases in negroes
and very poor white people. Third,
realize the fact that a ruptured pus
appendix is not as bad as the fear the
average M. D. instills in the patient.
My brother-in-law suffered with a
ruptured appendix three times and it
never killed him, and it was not so
diagnosed either. The truth came to
light years ago when he suffered the
third attack and operation. The effects
of the two previous attacks were com~
pletely encapsulated and harmless.
Had we known Chiropractic at that
time as we know it now, he would
never have been operated- upon. As a
result of the operation, he received a
shock from which he has not recovered
to this date and the two previous ·attacks were more serious than the last.
I saw a poor nine year old white boy
diagnosed as having a ruptured appendix by three medical doctors. His
father's credit was not good and he
did not have $125.00 cash for the hospital fee. He was abandoned by the
M. D.'s on the sidewalk in front of a
drug store. His family tried to beg
money while the little fellows abdomen
was distended -a nd he was suff eririg
pains. A friend inquired "What did
the ·chiropractor say"?" "We have not
been to him," his older brother answered. Well, they went and within
ten days from that time; the boy was
completely well-over a year ago. In-
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correct diagnosis? What difference
does it make? We know that if the
unfortunate boy had money, his belly
would have been split open, and they
would have found just what they went
after, $125.00.-Wi lliam H. Jahn, Hallettsville, Texas.

Defends Mediums
Dear Mr. Baker: I have read your
articles: The Tricks of Mediums E~posed: They show plainly that you
never have consulted a genuine medium. If you are trying to expose the
FAKE ONE.S-whic h there are many
--why don't you call them by name and
not attack them as a whole? There
are many sincere mediums and spiritual healers. I am not one myself but
I do like FAIR PLAY which you are
not giving them.
One of your TNT readers.-Mr s.
Leila M. Simmons, Gilmore, Ark.

Says Ad in TNT Got Big Results
Dear Mr. Baker: I was surprised
at the results of my little advertisement in your wonderful magazine. I
received replies in 19 states from Massachusetts to California. I sold to 25
per cent of these inquirers. So you see
I can't afr'ord to kill my little advertisement.-D. S. :Fraser, Providence, R. I.

Condemns Our Critic
Dear Mr. Baker: I just finished
reading tirade of A. W. Milhoan in the
Bats and Roses page of your May issue. If I were Milhoan I- would keep
my mouth shut. Me must belong to
the A. M. A. You couldn't use your
radio station and magazine for a better cause. You are telling the people
the truth and that's what hurts. He is
evidently a rattle brain because his
b:rains do not fill his head. If they
would shrink his head to fit what few
brains he has, a peanut shell would
make him a Panama hat.-J ohn
Vaughn, Vermont, Ill.

Protests Treatmen t of
Unemploy ed
Dear Mr. Baker: Capitalists are
going too far and bordering close onto
despotism when they turn the minions
of the law loose with bludgeons to beat
down people who are simply trying
peacefully to better the conditions of
the wage-earnin g class. Even innocent
spectators and pedestrians have been
beaten over the head and "knocked out"
by the frenzied police simply because
they happened to be walking along the
public streets about their business. In
times like these, when the unemployed
are hungry, ragged, and feeling the
pangs of grief and bitterness gnawing
at their heart-string s because of the
suff e.ring of their little defenceless
children as any animal would be capable . of, they· feel like giving public
expression to their immediate needs by
appealing to the city authorities by
marc}.l.ip.i pe~ceab~y in a body to the
city haU,. f qr_z~~<J.. . Anp,. when .~ny law
etrforcenient"° gang pounces upon them
with clubs and disperses them in true

Russian Cossack fashion, you can rest
assured that no "red blooded American," no matter what be his calling or
station in life, will long stand for such
un-American tyrannical rule.
The Congress of this country has
shown conclusively by its acts, that
there is no longer any distinction between the principles of the Republican
and Democratic parties. The people
must wake up, rub their eyes, and take
a long sleepy-look at the conditions
surrounding them on every hand. We
surely need a new party with new
ideals-let us go back to the Constitution in fact and truth-let us have the
"Wild Jack-ass Party"-it sounds good
to me. There would be a good sound
"kick" and a belligerency in it at any
rate.-Fred F. Moore, Glendale, California.

Tells of Medics' Cancer Failure
Dear Mr. Baker: Have been listening in on your station and feel you are
doing a great work in curing cancer,
for I have seen a lot of the work of
this dread destroyer. One lady, a good
friend, had a cancer on her face. She
went to a certain Iowa doctor who used
a plaster. The cancer came out and he
told her that she was cured. But it
came back and she had an operation on
her face and a piece of bone removed
which left a hole through the cheek.
She had to pack it with gauze a number of years until death came. A doctor told her family that if she had lived
a little longer that she would have
broken out with a number of other
small cancers and that would have
killed her in a short time anyway.
Now if the Baker Institute had been
in operation at that time, she certainly would have escaped a lot of suffer.:
ing. Let the good work go on for humanity's sake, as it surely will save
many lives1 if cancer can be stamped
out.-Mr. and Mrs. John Barrett, Yates
City, Ill.

Tells of Experienc e With Medics
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looked at me but told me nothing.
Toward evening I thought they were
getting me ready for an operation, but
the nurse said, "No, just a little treatment." But on January 17 when they
said "no breakfast," I knew something
was going to happen. The nurse came
with a paper for me to sign that I was
willing to have them butcher me any
way they liked. They didn't wait until
my husband got there. He was there
later but they are not allowed in the
operating room. I asked every nurse
and doctor what they had done to me.
They fold me to ask my own doctor.
I found him in a couple of days. He
said they had cut part of my womb and
scraped it and sewed UD the incision and
had sent the parts removed to New
York to, be examined. As far as I am
concerned, this little experiment or examination by the doctors did me no
good as they have not even told me up
to this time whether they got any information from New York.
· After the operation I continued to be
in great pain. As many as 25 or 30
doctors came around my bed to look at
me. In spite of my great pain they
wou'ld bring the wheel cart and make
me crawl on it and take me to the exammmg room. I overheard them say
that they were going to inject milk into
·m y arms and legs. The night before
that I had asked a doctor if I could sit
up the next day. He said, "You may
be dead tomorrow," and walked off. I
asked him one morning why I had such
terrible cramping pains. He laughed
and said, "Labor pains." I was angry
and asked him to take me into the labor room. He said, "We will later."
That's the way they would answer when
you would ask them a question.
I asked them why they were going
to inject milk in me. They replied,
because it is Dr. Plotz orders," and that
they were experimentin g. I told them
if experimentin g was all they could do
for me, I guess I would go home. ·This
made them furious. About a dozen of
them gave me a piece of their minds.
Then a doctor came with a slip for me
to sign. I didn't know what was on it,
I was crying so. They told me to get
right o·u t of bed although I had not
been out of bed for over two weeks.
They marched me right down stairs to
sign up for my clothes. I had to go
to three or four different places to get
them. I was told to put them on and
go home. I was so weak I could hard.ly walk. I had to take the interurban
to Cedar Rapids, then that night to
Lisbon. I had to wait in Lisbon from
3 o'clock until the next morning before
taking a train for my home town.-A
TNT Reader .
·

Dear Mr. Baker: I have heard your
talks over the radio and have read your
magazine and want to write and tell
you about my experience with medical
doctors. Last June, almost a year ago,
I began to have what I thought was
kidney trouble. One doctor gave me a
bottle of medicine without having examfoed me at all, and charged me
plenty, although it did no good.
Another doctor examined me and said
that I needed everything, but just
what he meant I didn't know. He told
my husband that I had cancer. We
were poor renters on a farm and could
not afford an operation.
·
I finally got state papers permitting
Doctor Praises TNT
me to go to the state institution in
Dear Mr. Baker: I certainly enjoy
Iowa City on January 15. The doctor
your magazine and want to renew my
in charge told me I had° no business to
subscription. Kindly enter my .hame
come before I was sent for and said,
for another year of this interesting
"Why, woman, you have to ,,be aimo·st
magazine. I also enjoy your medical
dead before you ~n sta_y __ . . }!_i_n~l_ly ___ .. .talks .o.v er ..the ..radio. Would like to
they . co~sente~_ ~o exaiE_itie me, : wbic~.. ·.· . ~qnie: to )V.Iuscatine ;'~~d . ·go · 'throu~h
they did ancf :dedded° to let me ~. stay.
Y·<Hir . studio.-W." B.' Whipple', M. D.,
The next day a dozen or more doctors
Peoria, Ill.
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We · Challenge the .Americ an
Medical Association to Dis- .
prove This Fact - - - -
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It will require ten years to convince the public that cancer is curable and millions will die because they consider the statements of the family physician as inf allable. The press continues
to print the misrepresentations of the medical ass:>ciations stating the three best methods of treating
cancer are operations, Radium and X-Ray. Even the governments have failed to recognize the truth
on account of the influence of the Medical Trust, who being unable to control this famous, tried
and proven cure, continue in their endeavor to suppress the facts.

OUR CHALLENGE
We challenge the American Medical Association·, any Department of Government, State Universities, Mayo Clinic, Cancer Foundations or any responsible person or persons to select a committee,
said committee to select fifty cancer patients, 25 external cancer cases without bone affection, 25
cases internal cancer. 25 of the cases to be of medium severity, even though they have been operated upon or treated by Radium or X-Ray, 13 cases to be virgin, examined and diagno•sed as cancer but untreated by any doctor, 12 cases to be of the most advanced cases but must have enough
vitality to withstand 3 months treatment if necessary.
All fifty cases to be treated at the Baker Institute. We agree to pay all expenses of treating
all cases we fail to cure, and the acceptor of this challenge agrees to pay us the expenses of treating all cases that we cure.
The results of the test to be given to the press of the world.
Until someone accepts this challenge, and proves us charlatans, we stand as the only institution
in the world with a cure for both internal and external cancer. We do not use poisonous, burning plasters. Treatment consists of a non-burning powder for external cases with medicine for
injection and internal use in internal cases. Free literature.
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